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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
HEADQUARTERS ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS DIVISION (AFSC) 
HANSCOM AIR FORCE BASE, MASSACHUSETTS 01731·5000 





TechDyn System COrp::>ratioo 
Attn: Mr William c. Hise 
6564 Loisdale Court 
SUite 600 
Springfield, VA 22150 · 
1. Reference: 3 Oct 86 Software Quality Assurance Meeting at 4C, Torrance, 
CA. 
2. During referenced meeting, the Government reviewed 4C' s software quality 
assurance procedures. We understand the methods used by 4C in the quality 
assurance and CDlfiguration o:::ntrol functional areas. We are seriously 
ccncemed with the lack of quality CX)lltrol in 4C's engineering branch. It is 
o.tr understanding that new capabilities being developed are ally cx:ntrolled by 
the engineering branch. The new capabiltiies are then brought under 
oonfiguration cx:ntrol in the Master Data Base and reseeded into the Project 
Data Base. Not until the Project Data Base is reseeded does· an independent 
test organizatioo evaluate the new capability. Without independent evaluation 
at an intermediate milestone, the new capabilities cntld cause serious problems 
and delays to the Project Data Base. 
3. The MITRE softw~e metrics were reviewed at the meeting. The specific 
metrics discussed were sizing, manhours, JDeD:)ry utilization, timing 
utilization, development progress (design, cx:de and integration), test 
schedules and System Trouble Reports (STRs). The ~vemment strongly 
recxmanends these nethods be inplemented in order to evaluate the current 
software status. Other ESD programs, in the same basic program phase, have 
succ:essfully used these metrics. Ccxltractor format of these metrics is 
acceptable ani encouraged to keep down program management ex>sts. If you choose 
to inplement these software metrics, request yOJ send us copies of your reports 
in acoordance with alRL 304/504 the Data Accessioo List/Internal Data. 
4. If ya.t have artz questioos, den' t hesitate to call capt c.E. Marshall at 
(617) 271-5447. 
5. Performance of these tasks is CDlSidered to be within the scope of the 
existing contract requirements. If you disagree, take no actioo, except to . 
notify the ccntracting Officer in writing within seven (7) days of receipt of 
< ~s tt~~ f/h~ 
Contr eting Officer 
Directorate of Strategic 
Systems Contracts 




sunaary of o~~~~ages 
Related to the Deprivation 
of the Alaska and PecAF Options 
Lost Profits 































RELOCATION OF TEST BEDS 


























977) 169(Ezh. 981) 1,856 
---------- --------~----
$357,249 $3,240,611 ---------- -=·=-·=--··== 
2744 
CALCULATION OF DELAY DAMAGES 
ATTRIBUTABLE TO WHlTTAKER 
DESCRIPTION CLAIM AMOUNT 
-------~----~----------------~------
DELAY DAMAGES PER DAY $2' 068 (bhibit 953) 





CALCULATION OF DELAY DAMAGES PER DAY 
DESCRIPTION AMOUNT 
------------~----~-------------------------------------- -----------~ 
RECORDED TIME-RELATED COSTS, 9/85 TO 5/91 $5,1S3,759(Ezh. 954 
LESS: T~ME-RELATED COSTS .IN ORIGINAL CONTRACT PERIOD 1,352,617 
TIME-RELATED COSTS IN DELAY PERIOD COMPENSATED 
BY AIR FORCE 733,.079 
TIME-RELATED COSTS IN OTHER CONTRACT MODIFICATIONS 579,923(!Zh. 96E 
TIME-RELATED COSTS IN REMOTE CONTROL ELEMENT 
REPROCOREMENT 172,987 (Ezh. 96i 
~IME-RELATED COSTS ATTRIBUTABLE TO WHITTAKER DELAYS 
DIVIDED BY: NUMBER OF DAYS IN DELAY PERIOD 
DELAY COST PER DAY 
PROFIT AT 11% 






$2,068 per da} 
2746 
SUMMARY OF RECORDED TIM&-AELATED 
















OTHER DIRECT COSTS 
TO~AL DIRECT COSTS 




































PROGRAJo. .MENT DIRECT LABOR 
ELLIS, D. JOHNSON, A. 
----·······---------- --------······-------
.: DATE MRS. s HIS. I 
---·-····- -------------·------- -·····---------·-··-· 15·Sep·85 
29·Sep·85 35.00 1,101.10 
13·0ct·85 45.50 1,432.34 
27·0ct·85 74.50 2,345.26 
10·Nov·85 53.00 1,668.44 
24·Nov·85 61.50 1,936.02 
08·Dec·85 51.00 1,605.48 
22·Dec·85 52.00 1,636.96 
05·Jan·86 50.50 1,589.74 
19·Jan·86 57.00 1,794.36 
02·feb·86 52.00 1,636.96 
16·feb·86 68.00 2,140.64 
02·Nar·86 74.00 2,329.52• 
16·11ar·86 66.00 2,077.68 
JO·IIar·86 46.00 1,441.08 
IJ·Apr·86 67.00 2,109.16 
27·Apr·86 44.50 1,400.86 
11-May-86 71.00 2,235.08 
25·11ay·86 67.50 2,124.90 
oa-Jwe·86 54.00 1,699.92 
22•J&.I\•86 62.00 1,951.76 
06·Jul·86 59.50 1,873.06 ·- 20·Jul·86 93.50 2,943.31 03·Aug·86 70.50 2,219.34 
17·Aug·86 85.00 2,675.10 
31·Aug·86 62.50 1,967.50 
14·Sep·86 55.50 1,747.14 
28·Sep·ll6 82.00 2,581.36 ..... 12-0ct-116 58.00 2,725.47 
26·0ct·86 59.50 1,970.48 • • 
09·Nov·86 68.50 2,263.93 
23-llov-86 90.50 2,991.03 
07-Dec-86 64.00 2,115.21 
21-Dec-86 70.50 2,330.0) 
04-Jan-87 43.00 1,421.15 
18-Jan-87 10.00 2,644.01 
. ' 01·feb·87 39.50 1,305.49 15·feb·87 68.50 2,263.94 
01·11ar·87 45.00 1,417.25 
15·11ar·87 69.50 2,296.99 . . . ... 29·11ar·87 64.50 2,131.7J 
···~~·· ·.~ . 12·Apr·87 64.00 2,115.22 ..... •·: ~· 26-Apr-87 12.50 2,R6.6J -t , ... 
~-~ 
10·May·87 . 95.00 3,139.76 
24·11ay·87 · 69.50 ..,; 2,296.98 
l'-l 
07·Jun·87 81.00 2,677.06 
21·Jun·87 66.50 2,197.83 
-..J 05·Jul·87 1n.oo 5,968.40 
~ 19·Jul·87 91.00 3,157.70 
00 02·Aug·87 91.50 3,175.05 • 16·Aug·87 7J.50 2,550.35 30-Aug-87 56.50 1,960.55 
rKUIIIIIV'. .ncll.l UIIC~t.;J LABOR 
ELLIS, D. JOHNSON, A • 
-----·-·········--··- ·-··-······-·······-· 
DATE HRS. s HIS. s 
---------- ---·····-----------·- --------------·--···-13-Sep-87 72.00 2,491.40 
~7-Sep-87 95.00 3,296.50 
11-0ct-87 51.00 1,769.70 
25-0ct-87 66.00 2,290.20 
08-Nov-87 75.00 2,602.50 
22-Nov-87 64.00 2,220.80 
06-0ec:-87 75.00 2,602.50 
20-Dec:-87 91.00 3,157.70 
01-.aan-aa 40.00 1,388.00 
17-Jan-88 82.00 2,845.40 
31·Jan·88 69.00 2,394.30 
14-feb-88 58.50 2,029.95 
21-feb-88 65.50 2,2n.8s 
1J-Mar-aa 21.50 988.95 
27-Mar·U 88.00 1,866.48 
10·Apr·U 96.00 2,036.16 
24·Apr·U 118.50 2,51J.]9 
08-May·U 109.00 2,311.89 
22·May·U 80.00 1,696.80 
os-.aw.-aa 63.00 1,336.23 
19-.lwl-81 116.50 2,470.97 
OJ·Jul-88 87.00 1,84$~27 
17-Jul-81 82.00 1,739.22 
J1·Jul·U aa.5o 1,877.09 
14-Aug·U 84.00 1,781.64 
28-Aug-88 45.50 965.06 
11-Sep-81 84.00 1,718.02 
25-Sep·U 108.50 2,301.29 
09·0ct·U 87.50 3,703.97 
23-0ct-88 87.00 2,091.48 
06-Mov·U 77.00 1,851.01 
20-Mov-aa 80.00 1,923.20 
04·Dec:•88 58.00 1,394.32 
11-oec:-aa 87.50 2,103.50 
01·Jan·89 n.oo 1,730.11 
15·JM·89 77.00 1,151.01 
29·JM·I9 66.00 1,516.64 
12-feb-19 54.50 1,310.11 
26-feb-19 76.00 1,827.04 
12·118r·89 91.00 2,355.92 
26-Mar-19 15.00 2,043.40 
09-Apr-19 79.50 1,911.18 
2J·Apr·89 10.00 1,92].20 
07-May-19 65.00 1,562.60 
21-May-89 68.00 1,6J4.R 
04•JW\·89 71.00 1, 706.114 
l\l 11-JW\·89 79.00 1,899.16 
'-l 02-Jul-89 74.00 1,771.96 
~ 16-Jul-89 66.50 1,598.66 
\0 JO·Jul-89 83.00 1,99S.l2 
13-Aug-89 39.00 937.56 
27·Aug·89 11.50 1,959.26 
................ ._ 
PROGRAM 4EtiT DIRECT LABOR 
ELLIS, D. JOHNSON, A. 
-·------·-···--·--··· ---------------------.. DATE MRS. I HIS. I 
--········ -········----···----- --·······-···-···----
10·Sep-89 66.00 1,586.64 
Z4·Sep·89 72.09 1,7JO.II 
oa-act-89 76.00 1,127.04 
ZZ-Oct·l9 99.00 2,)79.96 
05·tlov·l9 72.00 1,7JO.II 
19·tlov·l9 14.50 2,0J1.JI 
OJ·Dec·89 51.00 1,394.32 
17·Dec·l9 12.00 1,971.29 
J1·Dec·89 80.00 1,923.20 
14·Jan·90 69.00 1,651.76 
21-Jan-90 72.00 1,7JO.II 
11-feb-90 96.00 2,J07.14 
25-feb-90 n.oo 1,730.11 
11-llar-90 10.00 1,92).20 
25-llar-90 92.00 2,211.61 
01-Apr-90 66.00 1,586.64 
22-Apr-90 10.00 1,92J.ZO 
06-llay-90 44.50 1,069.71 
20-llay-90 74.00 1,771.96 
OJ-.a&.-90 63.00 1,514.52 .. 17-Ja.n-90 IJ.OO 1,995.32 
01·Jul·90 69.00 1,651.76 
15·Jul·90 60.00 1,442.40 
29·Jul·90 51.00 1,394.32 
12·Aug·90 91.50 2,367.94 
26·Aug·90 11.00 1,947.24 
09·Sep·90 72.50 1,742.90 
2J·Sep·90 11.00 2,115.52 
07-0ct-90 94.50 2,271.71 
21-0ct-90 12.50 1,98.30 
04·tlov·90 79.50 1,911.11 
11-Mov-90 7J.50 1,766.94 
02-Dec-90 64.00 1,538.56 
16-Dec-90 69.00 1,658.76 
30·Dec:·90 61.00 1,634.72 
1J·Jen·91 70.00 1,612.10 
27·JM·91 71.50 1,711.86 
10-feb-91 az.oo 1,971.21 
24-feb-91 n.oo 1,7JO.II 
10·11ar·91 79.00 1,199.16 
24·11ar·91 102.00 2,452.01 
07·Apr·91 10.50 1,935.22 
21·Apr·91 74.00 1,771.96 
\ 
05·May·91 J6.50 177.46 
19·May·91 69.00 1,651.76 
·······-···-·---····- -···-~·-············-
~ 
-...J TOTALS 6,411.00 152,286.69 4,357.00 144,542.5) 
V\ aaaaaa:maam•••••••••• ·=··········=········ 0 
TOTAL PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 
DIRECT LABOR DOllARS 296,829 
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING & ·~•TIMG DIIECT LAlOR 
TltOIIITGI, I. SOlEIELLO lOSE, I. IIELUIG, C. IEIII, A. ELLIS, D. 
----················· ·······--···---~----- ------·-·--·········· ·····-·····-········· ·-·-··············-·· ··········----······ 





























































































































































































































SYSTEMS EMGIMEEIIMG I TESTING DIRECT LABOI 
TIIOIITCII, I. . SOLEIELLO lOSE, I. HELUIG, G. IEMI, A. ELLIS, D. 
········-············ ---·--·····-········· ----------········-·· -·-··-····-·-····--·- ··-····-······-······ ·················-·· 








































































































































































































SYSTEMS ENGINEE~ING I .liNG DIIECT LAIOI 
, .... ,.... .. SOlfiELLO lOSE, 1. IIELUIG, G. IEKI, A. ELLIS, D. 
········--·········-- ---------···-·······- --------------------- ----·----·------··--- -·-····-············- ············---···-· litE IllS. • HIS. I MIS. I MIS. • HIS. I liS. • ··-······- ···········-·······-· ------·-··-···----··· ·-··------·-······-·· ······------···--···- ··-····-----···------ --····-··-·------··· 10·Sep•l9 J7.00 146.9J 62.00 1,261.70 
24·1 .. 19 40.00 915.60 10.00 1,621.00 
OI·Oct·lt 76.00 1,7J9.64 101.00 2,055.J5 
22·0ct•19 61.00 1,556.52 10.00 1,621.00 
05·Nov·l9 77.00 1,769.19 77.00 1,566.95 
19-Nov·lt 60.00 1,421.60 40.00 114.00 
OJ·Dec·lt 64.00 1,58.14 51.00 t,OJ7.15 
17·Dec·l9 77.00 t,IJJ.J7 10.50 1,6JI.11 
Jt·Dec·lt 10.00 1,904.10 10.00 1,621.00 
14-JM-90 74.00 1,761.94 69.00 1,404.15 
21·Jen·90 46.00 1,095.26 70.00 1,424.50 
U·flb-90 90.00 2,142.90 42.00 154.70 
25-f·-90 7J.OO 1,7JI.1J 48.00 976.10 
11·Mar·90 11.00 1,921.61 IJ.OO 1,619.05 
2S·IIar·90 19.00 2,119.0f 10.00 1,621.00 
OI·Apr•90 74.00 1,761.94 10.00 1,621.00 
22-apr-90 40.00 952.40 10.00 1,621.00 
06·~~av·to 79.00 1,110.99 5J.SO 1,011.7J 
20·118v•to 79.00 1,110.99 10.00 1,621.00 
OJ·Jun-90 61.00 1,619.01 n.oo 1,465.20 
17·.1un·90 10.00 .· 1,904.10 70.00 1,424.50 
.01-.lul-90 10.00 1,904.10 61.00 1,]1).10 
15·.1ul·90 •o.oo 952.40 69.00 1,404.15 
29·Jul·90 71.00 1,157.11 74.00 1,505.90 
12·Aue-90 7J.OO 1,7JI. 1J 10.00 1,621.00 
26-Aul-90 16.00 JIO.N 10.00 1,621.00 




07·0ct·90 611.21 • • 21·0ct•90 54.00 1,JU.12 
M·llov·90 54.00 1,J11.12 
11·11ov·90 4J.OO 1,044.04 
OZ·Dec·90 15.00 364.20 
16·Dec·90 49.00 1,119.7Z 
JO·Dec·90 R.OO 776.96 
1J·Jen·91 • ' 44.00 1,061.J2 
27·Jen·91 JI.OO 922.64 
10•feb•91 44.00 1,061.]2 
24·feb-91 41.00 1,165.44 
10·11ar·91 52.00 1,262.56 
24·11ar-91 96.00 2,JJO.ea 
07·Jpr·91 JI.OO 922~64 
21·Apr·91 27.00 655.56 
05•118)1•91 54.00 1,J11.1Z 
~ 19·Mav·t1 41.00 1,165.44 
-....l ············--······- ----···-·--·-··------ ·····-------·-······· -------·-··········-- ------------·-------- ·------------------· u. 
c.JJ TOTALS 7,562.00 170,740.97 1,212.00 27,526.76 4,175.50 91,313.56 1,479:00 27,361.50 1,190.00 36,,64.70 1,539.00 3Z,211.6J 
••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••a•••••••• . ................... 
TOlAL SYSTEMS ENGINEERING I TESJING DIRECT LABOR DOlLARS ]92,759 
\ 
LOGISTICS It .. Aaoa· 
IR~L, R. BELL, E. JONES, E. GALLAGHER 
-----······-···------ ---------------·---- --------------------- ---------------------
DATE HRS. s HRS. s HRS. s HIS. s 



















































































































































































































LOGISTICS Dl .ABOI 
ICRlltEL, R. BELL, E. JONES, E. GALLAGHER 
······-··-····---···· ·------·········---- ----·--·-······------ ---------------------., 
DATE KRS. $ KRS. $ HIS. $ HIS. $ 
----·····- ---···---·······----- -------·········--·- ------·--·-······-··· ---------------------
13·Sep·l7 n.oo 1,385.21 72.00 1,571.04 
27·Sep·l7 93.00 1,170.92 61.00 1,41J.76 
11-0ct-17 86.00 1, 1J7.60 80.00 1,745.60 
2S·Oct·l7 46.50 939.30 68.00 1,413.76 
Ol·llov-17 64.00 1,292.80 80.00 1,745.60 
22·11ov·l7 91.00 1,131.20 71.00 1,549.22 
06·Dec·l7 74.00 1,494.80 35.00 763.70 
20·Dec·l7 121.00 2,444.20 92.00 2,007.44 
OJ·.IM•U 61.50 1,383.70 61.00 1,331.02 
17-Jen-aa eo.oo 1,616.00 75.00 1,616.50 
31·.1•·• n.oo 1,454.40 65.00 1,411.30 
14·feb·U 74.50 1,504.90 
21·feb·U 71.00 1,575 .• 60 n.oo 1,571.04 
13·11ar·U 107.50 2,171.10 71.00 1,701.96 
27-llar·U 80.00 1,616.00 80.00 1,745.60 
10-Apr·ll n.oo 1,454.40 76.00 1,651.12 
24-Apr-18 71.00 1,575.60 67.0Q 1,461.94 ..... , .• 19.00 1,797.aq 10.00 1,745.60 
22-May-18 10.00 1,616.00 64.00 1,396.41 
05-Jun-aa 15.00 1,717.00 69.00 1,505.51 
.· 19·Jwa·88 10.00 1,616.00 15.00 1,854.70 
03·Jul·88 10.00 1,616.00 46.00 1,035.82 
17·Jul·88 64.00 1,292.80 41.00 1,098.n 
31·Jul·ll 95.00 1,919.00 85.00 1,945.65 
14·Aug·ll 76.00 1,535.20 40.00 915.60 
21·Aug·88 94.50 1,908.90 56.00 1,211.84 
11·Sep·l8 40.00 801.00 43.00 984.27 
ZS·Sep-aa 12.50 1,666.50 14.00 320.46 
09-0ct-88 10.00 1,621.66 
23-0ct·ll 74.50 1,553.33 75.00 1,716.75 
06-lov-11 71.00 1,626.30 51.00 1,127.62 
20·11ov·l8 73.00 1,522.05 50.00 1,144.50 
04-Dec·ll 56.00 1,167.60 35.00 101.15 
18·Dec·ll 10.00 1,661.00 53.00 1,213.17 
01•.1M·I9 69.00 1,438.65 45.00 1,030.05 
15·.1m·l9 69.00 1,431.65 51.00 1,167.39 
29·.1M·I9 n.oo 1,501.20 51.00 1,167.39 
12-feb-19 10.00 1,661.00 62.00 1,419.11 
26-feb-19 73.50 1,532.41 55.00 1,251.95 
12-,..r-19 105.50 2,199.61 30.00 616.70 
26-... r-89 10.00 . 1,661.00 65.00 1,417.15 
09-Apr-19 n.oo 1,501.20 76.00 1,7J9.64 
ZJ·Apr-19 77.50 1,615.18 60.00 1,37J.40 
07-"ay-19 75.00 1,563.75 37.00 846.93 
21-... y-19 87.50 1,124.31 56.00 1,281.84 
~ 04-.IW\•19 64.00 1,334.40 53.00 
1,213.17 
-....:1 11-Jun-89 40.00 114.00 51.00 1,327.62 u. OZ·Jul-19 10.00 1,661.00 61.00 1,396.29 u. 16·Jul·19 n.oo 1,501.20 53.00 1,213.19 
JO·Jul-19 10.00 1,661.00 52.00 1,190.21 
1J·Aug·l9 10.00 1,661.00 55.00 1,298.51 
27·Aug·89 80.00 1,668.00 44.00 1,047.64 
LOGISTICS b .ABOR 
ICRUHEL, I. BELL, E. JONES, E. GALLAGHER 
·······-···········-· -------------------- -------------···----- ··-··-···------------t DAlE HRS. s MRS. s HRS. s HIS. s 
·····-·--- ···-··--------------- ------····-·-------- ----------··--------- -------------··-·--·· 10·Sep·l9 64.00 1,334.40 55.00 1,309.55 
24·Sep·89 19.00 1,686.16 59.00 1,404.79 
OI·Oct·l9 76.00 1,647.68 52.00 1,238.12 
22-0ct-19 20.00 4B.60 61.00 1,619.08 
05·11ov·l9 64.00 1,317.52 53.00 "1,261.93 
19·Nov·l9 n.oo 1,560.96 52.00 1,238.12 
03·Dec·l9 64.00 1,317.52 55.00 1,309.55 
17-oec-19 10.00 1,734.40 55.00 1,309.55 
J1·Dec·l9 80.00 1,734.40 62.00 1,476.22 
14-J-·90 56.00 1,214.08 21.00 666.61 
21·JM•90 n.oo 1,560.96 56.00 1,333.36 
11·feb·90 10.00 1,734.40 n.oo 1,714.32 
25·Fcb-90 64.00 1,387.52 41.00 1,142.88 
11·Har·90 80.00 1,734.40 54.00 1,215.74 
25·Har·90 80.00 1,734.40 60.00 1,428.60 
oa-Apr-90 10.00 1,734.40 59.00 1,404.79 
22·Apr·90 n.oo 1,560.96 35.00 833.35 
06·Hay·90 76.00 1,647.61 60.00 1,421.60 
20·M•v·to 56.00 1,214.01 56.00 1,n1.J6 
03·J•·90 68.00 1,474.24 54.00 1,285.74 
17·J•·90 73.00 1,582.64 85.00 2,023.85 
. 01•Jul·90 80.00 1,734.40 80.00 1,904.80 
15·Jul·90 25.00 542.00 50.00 1,190.50 
29·Jul·90 34.00 737.12 79.00 1,180.99 
12·Aug·90 25.50 552.84 54.00 1,285.74 
26•Aug·90 50.00 1,014.00 70.00 1,666.70 
09·Sep·90 162.00 ],512.16 51.00 1,214.31 
2J·Sep-90 99.00 2,146.32 71.00 1,157.11 
07-0ct-90 103.75 2,249.30 54.00 1,215.74 
21·0ct·90 40.00 888.80 75.00 1,715.75 
04·Nov·90 77.00 1,710.94 61.00 1,452.41 
11-Nov-90 75.25 1,6R.06 74.00 1,761.94 
02·Dec·90 61.00 1,355.42 ]7.00 180.97 
16·Dec·90 10,.00 t,m.60 42.00 1,000.02 
30·Dec·90 68.00 1,510.96 53.00 1,261.93 
tJ-J.n-91 n.oo 1,599.14 52.00 1,238.12 
27·Jen·91 70.50 1,566.51 41.00 1,142.81 
10-feb-91 73.50 1,633.17 21.00 666.61 
24-feb-91 81.00 1,955.36 50.00 1,190.50 
10·M•r·91 101.00 2,244.22 75.00 1,715.15 
24·Har·91 111.50 2,477.53 51.00 1,380.98 
07·Apr·91 64.00 1,422.01 54.00 1,285.74 
ZI·Apr·91 12.00 1,122.04 58.00 1,380.91 
OS·May•91 10.00 1,m.60 71.00 1,157.11 
N 19·May-91 69.00 1,533.11 41.00 
1,142.88 
-..l --------------------- ------·--·-·-------- -------·----······--- ·····--·--·--··--···-
VI 1,226.00 23,293.24 9,411.50 195,831.80 7,562.00 169,585.20 649.00 12,324.51 0\ TOTALS 
••~a•a~==•••••••••=•• a5aaaaaaa5aa5ac&aaaa ··················=·= ·=···=··==··········· 
tOTAL LOGISTICS DIRECT LABOR DOlLARS 401,035 
-----··· 
fiELD • .. CE DIRECT LABOR 
JOHNSON, E. ALLEN CARTEl 
DATE KRS. s HRS. s HRS. s 




































































































1,305 .. 00 
1,320.00 
1,200.00 

































FIELD Mt ~CE DIRECT LABOR 
JOHNSON, E. ALLEN CARTER 
DATE HIS. s HIS. s HRS. I 
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fiELD It .NCE .DIRECT LABOR 
JOHNSON, E. ALLEII C~TER 
---------··------·-·· ·······-------------- ---------------------DATE HIS. s IllS. s HRS. s 
---------- -----··--·---·--·-·-- -------·----·--····-- ---------------------10-Sep·89 n.oo 1,212.41 
24·Sep·l9 10.00 1,~7.20 
08-0ct-19 10.00 1,347.20 
22-0ct-89 ao.oo 1,347.20 
05-llov·89 10.00 1,347.20 
19-llov-19 n.oo 1,212.41 
03·Dec·89 n.oo 1,212.41 
17-Dec-89 10.00 1,347.20 
31-Dec-19 10.00 1,347.20 
14•JM·90 n.oo 1,212.41 
21·JM·90 n.oo 1,212.41 
11-feb-90 ao.oo 1,347.20 
25-feb-90 n.oo 1,212.41 
11-llar-90 10.00 1,347.20 
25·Mar·90 10.00 1,347.20 
01-Apr-90 10.00 1,347.20 
22·Apr·90 10.00 1,347.20 
06-llay-90 92.00 1,549.21 
20-Ma~-90 ao.oo 1,347.20 
OJ·Jw.-90 n.oo 1,212.41 
17-Jw.-90 80.00 1,347.20 
01-Jut-90 10.00 1,347.20 
15-Jut-90 n.oo 1,212.41 
29·Jul·90 10.00 1,347.20 
12·Aug·90 10.00 1,347.20 
26·Aug·90 10.00 1,l47.20 
09·Sep·90 n.oo 1,212.41 
23·Sep·90 10.00 1,347.20 
07-0ct-90 33.00 555.72 
21-0ct-90 ao.oo 1,411.20 ' • 
04-llov-90 90~00 1,517.60 
11-llov-90 n.oo 1,270.08 
02-Dec-90 64.00 1,121.96 
16-Dec-90 17.00 1,534.61 
30-Dec-90 40.00 705.60 
13-Jm-91 n.oo 1,270.01 
27·Jm·91 72.00 1,270.01 
10-feb-91 11.00 1,421.14 
24-feb-91 12.00 1,446.41 
10-llar-91 51.00 1,023.12 





--------------------- ·········------~---·· ---------------------t--J 
---l TOTALS 5,294.00 17,880.11 5,071.00 . 71,001.50 840.00 14,817.60 
Vt aaagcacaaaccaaaaacaca ••••••••••••••••••••• caaaaaaacaaazaa~••••• 
\C 
TOTAL fiELD MAINTENANCE 
DIRECT LABOI DOlLARS 180,700 
·--
CONtRACT MANAGEME~ ~~ LABOR 
YENCIIINE, D. ROSEN, M. fOORNEY HISE, U. 
-----·--------------- ---------·····----- ·--·-·--·----------- -------------------
~ATE HIS. s MRS. s HIS. s HIS. s 
·······-·· --------------------- ------------------- -------------------- --------·---·------15·Sep·l5 4.00 124.64 
29·Sep·l5 5.00 55.10 
11-0ct-15 ·16.25 179.7J 11.00 142.76 
27·0ct·l5 11.00 142.16 16.00 498.56 
10·11ov·l5 5J.50 591.71 J1.00 965.96 
24·11ov·l5 41.00 451.46 21.00 an.41 
08·Dec·l5 ]6.50 401.69 26.00 810.16 
22·Dec·l5 24.00 265.44 15.00 467.40 
05-J~n-16 11.50 149.11 17.00 529.n 
19·Jan·l6 48.00 5J0.88 
02·feb·l6 ]2.00 351.92 11.00 965.96 
16-feb-16 29.50 126.21 25.00 779.00 
02-Mar-16 10.25 ]]4.57 21.00 654.36 
16·Mar·l6. 50.25 555.77 11.00 965.96 
JO·Mar-16 31.50 425.11 49.00 1,526.14 
11-Apr-16 16.00 198.16 19.00 592.04 
27-Apr-16 61.00 696.71 11.00 560.18 
11-llay-16 22.00 24].]2 9.00 280.44 
25·May·l6 56.50 624.19 29.50 919.22 
oa-J.-.·16 45.50 17J.41 JJ.OO 1,028.28 
22·Jam·l6 69.00 177.61 49.00 1,526.14 
··' : 06•Jul·l6 74.50 947.64 
10.00 J11.60 
20-Jul-16 4.00 50.88 40.00 1,246.40 
0]·Aug·l6 JJ.OO 419.76 29.50 919.22 
17·Aug-16 52.50 61;7.10 39.00 1,215.24 
J1·Aug·l6 27.50 149.10 24.00 747.14 
14·Sep·l6 20.00 254.40 19.00 592.04 
21·Sep·l6 4J.50 553.12 ]0.00 914.80 
12-0ct-16 17.00 216.24 41.00 1,660.54 
26·0ct·16 41.50 616.92 11.00 1,014.12 
09-llov-16 52.50 61;7.10 44.00 1,419.61 
D·lloV-16 47.00 597.14 ]9.00 1,276.08 
07·Dec·l6 31.50 4at.n 64.50 2,110.44 
21·Dec·l6 67.00 152.24 60.00 1,963.20 
04·Jan·l7 27.00 ]4].44 10.00 ]27.20 
11·Jan·l7 54.00 686.88 19.00 621.61 
01·feb·l7 34.50 431.14 11.00 511.96 
15-feb-17 41.50 527.11 13.00 425.36 
01·11ar·l7 21.50 362.52 16.00 521.52 
15·11ar·l7 54.50 760.21 20.50 670.76 
29·11ar·l7 41.50 676.51 25.00 111.00 ... 12·Apr·l7 47.50 662.63 49.00 1,601.28 
~~ 
26-Apr-17 57.00 795. IS 15.00 490.10 
IO·IIay·l7 51.00 711.45 59.50 1,946.14 
24·11ay•l7 60.00 a7.00 47.00 1,517.14 
07·Jam·l7 47.50 2.6]' 22.50 136.20 
~ -~ Z1·Jam·l7 79.00 1,102.05 45.00 1,495.16 -...1 !j 05·Jul·l7 94.00 
1,311.]0 72.00 2,473.89 
:l\ 19·Jul·l7 79.00 1,102.06 
50.50 1,735.11 
::> OZ·Aug-17 67.50 941.6) 44.00 1,511.84 16·Aug·l7 J2.00 446.40 27.08 927.72 
10·Aug·l7 59.00 azJ.os 28.00 962.08 
---------
CONTRACT MANAGEM .CT LABOR 
Yftdll NE, D. ROSEN, H. fCIJRNEY HISE, U. 
--------------------- ------------------· ·····-···----------- -------------------
; ·oATE MRS. s HRS. s IRS. s HIS. s 
---------- ----------··--·------ ------------------- -------------------· -----------------·· 13·Sep·87 39.50 551.03 23.00 790.21 
27·Sep-87 55.50 774.23 5.00 171.80 
11·0c:t·87 29.50 411.53 24.00 824.64 
25-0c:t-87 45.00 627.15 14.50 491.22 
08-llov-17 13.00 "'·61 
22·1ov·l7 10.00 153.90 22.00 755.92 
06·Dec·l7 19.00 292.41 6.00 206.16 
ZO·Dec·l7 37.00 569.43 9.00 309.24 
03·JM·I8 39.00 600.21 1.00 274.18 
17·JM·I8 36.50 561.74 14.00 411.04 
31•Jift•l8 23.00 353.97 15.00 515.40 
14·feb·l8 9.00 138.51 5.00 171.10 
21-feb-18 20.50 315.50 1.00 274.18 
13-llar-aa 46.00 707.94 
27·11ar·l8 74.00 1,131.16 3.00 103.01 
10·Apr·l8 72.00 1,108.01 7.00 240.52 
24·Apr·l8 72.00 1,108.09 43.00 1,477.41 
oa-... r-18 45.00 692.55 5.00 171.80 
22·11ay·l8 57.00 877.23 10.00 343.60 
OS·Jun-aa 35.00 538.65 9.00 309.24 
.. 19·Jun-aa 66.00 1,015.75 4.00 137.44 
03·Jul·l8 48.50 746.42 1.00 274.11 
17·Jul·18 60.50 931.11 16.00 577.28 
31·Jul·18 51.00 784.19 34.50 1,244.76 
14·Aug·ll 36.50 561.74 5.50 191.44 
21-Aug·ll 45.50 700.25 6.50 234.52 
11·Sep·l8 ]7.00 569.43 9.00 324.n 
25·Sep·l8 46.00 763.14 4.00 144.32 
09·0c:t·18 ]3.00 547.47 6.00 216.41 
23·0c:t·l8 33.00 547.47 33.00 1,190.64 
06·•ov•l8 46.00 763.14 6.50 234.52 
20-•ov-18 41.00 680.19 7.00 252.56 
04-Dec-aa 26.00 431.34 3.50 126.28 
11-Dec·l8 57 .. 00 945.64 1.00 288.64 
01·JM·I9 46.00 763.14 9.00 324.n 
15-Jift-19 47.00 719.77 17.00 613.36 
29·JM·I9 54.00 895.17 7.00 252.56 
1Z·feb-19 60.50 1,003.70 12.00 432.96 
26·feb·l9 34.50 5n.37 21.50 m.n 
1Z·IIar·l9 49.50 121.21 27.00 974.16 
26·11ar·l9 47.00 719.74 23.00 129.14 
09·Apr·l9 ]9.50 655.31 11.00 396.11 
23·Apr·l9 33.00 547.47 8.50 306.61 
D7·Mav·a9 21.00 48l.OO 1.00 288.64 
.N 21-May-19 43.00 741.75 8.5o 306.61 
--..1 04·Jun·89 44.50 767.63 1.50 306.61 
0\ 11·Jun·l9 15.50 267.38 3.50 126.28 
~ 02-Jul·-89 16.50 284.63 3.00 108.24 
16·Jul·l9 25.00 431.25 1.00 288.64 
30-Jul-89 53.00 914.25 1.50 306.61 
IJ·Aug-89 46.00 793.51 7.50 270.60 
27·Aug·89 1.00 138.00 :s.oo 108.24 
~ .... ,..~~~;.- .-
CONTRACT MNAGEMl .:T LABOR 
YENOUIIIE, D. ROSEN, 11. FOUINEY HISE, U. 
·········-·-····--·-· ----··············· ····--·············· ···········--······ 















































·········------··---- ---------·········- ·····--·--·····----- -------······---··· .....:I 
0\ TOTALS 1,452.25 17,R6.19 1,912.50 J0,785.0J 946.00 1J,196.75 2,104.00 70,069.11 
~ aaaccaaa~•••••••c•••• aaccc•••••••••••=•• •••••••••••••••••••• ··=········=······· 






















































COST AJ.IA. IECT LABOR 
UILLIAKSON MCGEE, M. CATLIN 




































































































COST ANA' .tECT lABOR 
WilliAMSON MCGEE, II. CAlli II 
-------------------·· ·---------------··- ------------·-····-
• DATE HIS. s MRS. s HIS • s -----··--· -----------------·-·· ------····-··-----· ········-···-------1l·Sep·87 55.00 529.10 
27·Sep·l7 97.00 9]J.14 
11·0ct·l7 77.50 745.55 
25-0ct-17 75.00 n1.50 
01-llov-17 
22·11ov·l7 71.00 68J.02 
06·Dec-17 45.50 4]7.71 
20·Dec·l7 40.00 314.10 
OJ-Jm·ll 49.00 471.JI 
17-JIII·II 56.00 5Ja.n 




27·11ar·ll 55.15 1,320.16 
10·Apr·ll 21.00 497.21 
24-Apr·ll 20.00 473.60 
Ol·llay-11 11.00 260.41 
22-llay·ll 12.50 296.00 
05·Jwa·ll 15.00 ]55.20 
19-.lw\·81 12.50 296.00 
OJ·Jul·ll 0 6.00 142.01 
17·Jul·ll 11.00 426.24 
li·Jul·ll 16.50 Jvo.n 
14·Aue·ll 14.50 ]4].]6 
21·Aug·ll 15.00 ]55.20 
11·5ep·ll 
25•Sep·81 19.00 449.42 
09·0ct·ll 21.00 497.21 
2J-Oct·81 14.00 ])1.52 
06·11ov·81 21.50 509.12 
20·11ov·81 11.00 426.24 
04·Dec·81 15.50 367.04 
11·Dec·81 11.00 426.24 
01·JIII·I9 1.00 119.44 
15·Jan·89 12.00 214.16 
29-Jm-89 12.00 214.16 
12·feb·l9 ]6.00 152.41 
26·feb·89 
12·11ar·89 7.00 1R.l4 
26·11ar·l9 ]J.OO 812.46 
09-Apr-89 27.00 664.74 
2l·Apr·l9 17.50 430.15 
07·May·l9 1.00 196.96 




02·Jul·89 23.00 o 566.26 
~ 
16·Jul·89 25.50° 627.81 
lO-Jul-89 22.00 541.64 
1l·Aug·89 14.00 ]44.68 
27·Aug·89 24.00 590.88 
COST ANAL ... etECT LABOR 
"llll AHSON MCGEE, N. CATLIN 
----····-·····-··-··· ··-·------------··· ----·-···--········ DATE HRS. ' HRS. ' HIS. I ···------- ----····----···------ ------------------- -----···-·········· 10·Sep·89 19.00 467.71 
24·Sep·89 21.00 517.02 
OI·Oct·l9 
22-0ct-19 
05-Nov-89 16.50 406.2] 
19·Nov·l9 17.50 430.15 
OJ·Dec:-19 12.00 295.44 
17·Dec:·l9 10.00 246.20 
J1·Dec·l9 14.00 144.68 
14·Jan·90 12.00 295.44 
21·JM·90 10.00 246.20 
U·feb·90 7.00 1n.14 
25·feb·90 6.00 152.88 
11·Mar·90 12.00 305.76 
25-Mar-90 6.00 152.18 
OI·Apr-90 7.00 171.36 
22-Apr-90 17.00 431.16 
06·May·90 11.00 280.21 
20-Nay-90 10.00 254.80 
r • OJ·J&I\•90 7.00 171.16 
17-J'-'·90 
01·Jul·90 























....:a --------------------- ------------------· ---~---------------
0\ TOTALS 2,085.00 25,216.34 1,501.75 15,153.05 2,114.00 20,520.60 v. ·=····=··=···=······· ·=················· ··=·····=·········· 
TOTAL COST ANALYSIS DIRECT LABOR DOLLARS 80,890 
........ 
SECRETARIAL DIRECT LABOR 
WOOLEY MILLER, L. JOHNSTON, V. HARRIS, IC. fLOYD, A. AIIGLIII, A. 
--------------------- -------------·------- ----------·--------· -----------------···- ··------------------- ------·--------------DATE HIS. s HRS. $ MRS. $ HIS. s MRS. s HIS. s 
------·--- --------------·-··--· ·-------------------· -------------------- ---------------~----- --------------------- --·------------------
15·Sep·IS 52.00 364.00 51.00 157.00 
29•Sep·l5 10.00 560.00 82.00 584.50 
11·0ct·l5 10.00 105.80 10.00 560.00 ao.oo 560.00 
27·0ct·l5 11.00 190.44 74.00 518.00 80.00 560.00 
10·IIov·85 21.00 222.18 76.00 512.00 69.00 481.00 
24-llov-as 34.00 159.R 11.00 650.41 1].00 729.75 
08·Dec·l5 41.00 454.94 91.50 795.64 17.50 764.21 
22·Dec·l5 41.00 454.94 77.00 584.13 52.00 419.65 
05•JIIft•l6 15.50 115.59 65.00 520.02 n.oo 627.55 
19•.1M·86 55.50 517.19 75.00 551.09 80.50 621.71 
02·feb·l6 29.00 306.12 71.00 521.15 n.oo 554.40 
16-feb-16 ]6.50 ]16.17 n.oo 516.55 79.00 601.10 
02·Mar·l6 76.00 104.08 104.50 899.11 104.00 924.00 
16·Mar·l6 60.50 640.09 82.00 602.70 59.00 454.10 
30-Nar-86 43.00 454.94 81.75 607.29 76.00 585.20 
ll·Apr-86 47.50 502.55 77.00 565.95 77.00 592.90 
27-Apr-86 52.50 555.45 10.00 588.00 78.00 600.60 
......... -86 61.00 645.11 76.50 571.11 54.00 413.15 
25-Nay-86 .11.00 171.14 90.50 711.91 90.00 715.91 
···Jw.-86 30.00 117.40 67.00 521.12 62.50 511.06 
22-J ... -86 44.00 465.52 71.50 521.11 86.50 725.11 
06·Jul·86 50.00 529.00 64.50 499.17 40.50 329.26 7.00 52.92 
20·Jul·86· 22.00 212.76 64.00 494.08 n.5o 601.91 21.50 162.54 
OJ·Aug-86 10.00 617.60 59.00 476.R 5.00 37.10 
17-Aug-86 n·.oo 555.14 69.00 557.52 11.00 116.08 
J1·Aug-86 10.00 617.60 10.00 646.40 50.50 311.71 
14·Sep·86 71.00 625.:52 10.00 606.00 n.oo 544.32 
21·Sep·86 104.50 916.75 106.00 969.60 39.00 294.44 
12-0ct-86 71.50 600.23 57.00 460.56 n.oo 561.00 
26-0ct-16 10.00 617.60 n.oo 511.76 49.00 318.57 
09·11ov·l6 76.00 586.R 76.00 614.01 10.00 79.10 
2J·Iov·l6 77.50 591.30 24.00 191.92 41.00 380.64 
07·Dec·86 74.50 619.53 7.00 55.51 
21·Dec·l6 95.50 159.45 6.00 47.51 
04•Jift•l7 64.00 519.00 16.00 126.11 
11·JM·I7 91.50 101.91 56.00 444.08 
01-feb-17 JO.OO 259.10 71.50 642.R 30.00 217.90 
15·Feb·l7 31.00 144.24 10.50 689.37 32.00 253.76 
01·Mar·l7 17.50 324.75 :~ ~ 
71.00 579.17 51.00 420.29 
15·Mar·l7 66.00 575.19 76.50 611.67 22.00 174.46 
29·11ar·l7 59.50 515.27 14.00 729.90 23.00 112.19 
12·Apr·l7 67.50 601.37 :s- 106.00 965.09 19.00 150.67 
~ 

















































SECRETARIAL DIRECT LABOR· 
WOCI)LEY MILLER, L. JOHNSTON., V. HARRIS, K. fLOYD, A. ANGLIN, A. 
HIS. I HIS. I HRS. I HRS. I HRS. I HRS. I 


























































































































































































SECRETARIAL DIRECT LABOR 
WOOLEY MILLER, L. JOHNSTON, V. HARRIS, IC. flOYD, A. ANGUli, A. 
·-------------------- ··----------······--· ----------·········- ---------·--·-······- --·-····-···--------- ---------·-----------
HIS. I IllS. I HRS. I HIS. I IIRS. I HRS. I 




















































































SECRETARIAL DIRECT LABOR 
WOCI)LEY MILLER, L. JOHNSTON, V. HARRIS, IC. FLOYD, A. · ANGLIN, A. 
··----------------·-- --------···········-- -------··--·-------- --------------------- --------------------- ---------------·-···· us. I HRS. I HIS. I HIS. I HiS. I 1115. I 










1,766.25 16,209.67 195.00 9,469.10 4,620.50 44,685.5] 4,394.25 ]5,226.61 2,303.00 18,522.26 674.00 5,265.05 
..................... ..................... .................... ··········~····~····· ..................... ··············~······ 




TIM! RELATED TRAVEL 
PERl CD 
ENDING NAM! AMCUIIT I TASC 
.......... ··························· ··•••···•··•· ·······•·• 
10·Nov•IS VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 475.bo 13 
10•Nov•85 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 622.00 13 
10•Nov•85 HELWIG, GLENN 129.76 13 
10·Nov•l5 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 475.00 13 
10·Nov·l5 BEHR, ALAN 1,151.71 13 
10·Nov•85 YENOWINI~ DAVID 95.15 13 
24·Nov·85 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 980.00 11 
08•Dtc·l5 JOHNSON, ALFRED 6,259.05 13 
22•Dec·85 GALLAGHER, JOHN 686.56 11 
22·Dec•85 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 535.00 13 
22•Dec·85 ALLIN, GEORGI 63.92 13 
05•Jan·l6 SOLEBELLO, MICHAEL 827.74 12 
05•Jift•l6 MOIUGnH WORLD TRAVEL 237.00 12 
05•Jift•l6 ARROW LIMOUSINE 157.00 12 
06·Jan·86 ALLEN, GEORGI 962.61 13 
06·Jan•l6 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 269.00 13 
06•Jift•86 IEHI, ALAN 8.65 13 
19•Jan•86 VIP T~VEL AGENCY 490.00 " 19•Jan•l6 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 490.00 9 19•Jift•l6 YENOWINE, DAVID 232.13 9 
19•Jan•l6 YENOWINE, DAVID 232.12 " 19•J.n·86 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 459.00 16 02·Feb•l6 HILVI G, GLENN 243.18 9 
02•Ftb•l6 SOLEBELLO, MICHAEL 1,105.21 12 
02·Feb·l6 HELWIG, GLENN 243.11 16 
02·Ftb•l6 SOLEBELLO, MICHAEL 310.36 12 
16•Ftb•l6 MONMCUTH WORLD TRAVEL 490.00 12 
16•Ftb·l6 MONMQUTH WOILD TRAVEL 490.00 17 
16•Ftb•l6 ARROW LIMOUSINE 166.00 12 
02·Mar·l6 SCLEIELLO, MICHAEL 346.55 10 
02·Mar·86 SCLEBELLO, MICHAEL 512.36 9 
02·Mar·l6 ALLEN, GEORGE 2,715.41 13 
02·Mar·l6 SOLEIILLO, MICHAEL 346.51 15 
02·Mar·86 JOHNSON, ALFRED 5,228.01 13 
02·Mar•86 ARROW LIMOUSINE 78.00 12 
02•Mar•86 JOHNSCI, ALFRED 110.30 12 
OZ•Mar·l6 SOLEIELLO, MICHAEL 1,005.00 12 
02·Mar·l6 ARROW LIMOUSINE 78.00 12 
16·Mar•86 SOLIBILLO, MICHAEL 167.46 10 
16•Mar•l6 SOLEBILLO, MICHAEL 167.46 9 
16•Mar·l6 SOLEBELLO, MICHAEL 167.15 13 
30·Mar•86 MONMCMH WDRLD TRAVEL 118.50 9 
30·Mar·l6 MOKMCIUTH WDILD TRAVEL 39.50 16 
30·Mar•86 AllOW LIMOUSIIII 39.00 9 
30•Mar•l6 ALLEM, GIORGI 1,359.49 13 
13·Apr·l6 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 196.00 16 
13·Apr•l6 MONMOUTH WORLD TRAWEL 536.00 15 
13·Apr•l6 JGMNSCII, ALFRED 301.23 17 
13·Apr·l6 NISI, WILLIAM 1,610.99 13 
13·Apr•86 JOHNSCII, ALFRED 301.23 12 
13·Apr·86 VIP TUVIL AGENCY 196.00 11 
13•Apr•l6 SOLIIILLO, MICHAEL 92.53 9 
13•Apr•l6 VIP TRAWL AGENCY 196.00 13 
13•Apr•l6 0\MIL, RICHAID 136.!6 17 
13•Apr•l6 MONMOUTH WORLD TIAVEL 534.00 9 
13•Apr•l6 VIP TRAVEL AGIJICT 196.00 12 
13•Apr•l6 JCMNSGI, ALFRED 563.41 11 
13•Apr•l6 JOHNa, ALFRED 1,420.70 10 
13·Apr·l6 JOHND, ALFRED 2,513.50 13 
13•Apr•l6 JOHN Sat, ALFRED 2,122,52 I 
13•Apr•l6 VIP TIAVIL AGENCY 19&.00 17 
13·Apr·l6 JOHISGI, ALFRED 563.49 10 
13·Apr•l6 ALLII, GECIGI •. 597.75 13 . 
13•Apr•l6 IDIMCIITII WORLD TRAVEL 457.00 16 - 2770 13·Apr·l6 SOLEIILLO, MICHAEL 416.10 12 
13·Apr·l6 VIP TRAVIL AGEIICT 75.00 14 
13•Apr•l6 VIP TIAVIL AGENCY 75.00 a 
13•Apr•l6 JOHNSOII, ALFRED • 1,420.71 15 
PLAINTIFF'S 13•Apr•l6 JOHN SOl, ALFRED · 563.49 17 
13•Apr•l6 SOUIILLO, MICHAIL 
.. 
417.95 17 . EXHIBIT . 
13·Apr·l6 ICMML, RICJIARO . 136.54 12 • 13•Apr•l6 DUMIL, RICIWID 136.54 11 . ·,~2. 13•Apr•l6 ALUI, GECIGI 3,041.25 13 
TIM! IILATED TRAVEL 
PERIOD 
ENDING NAME ·~ AMCUJIT I TASIC ··-······· ........................... ·•··•······•• ••·····•·· 
13·Apr·l6 ICRUCIL, II CHARD 136:n 13 
13•Apr•l6 JOHNSCII, ALFRED 563.49 12 
13·Apr•86 DUMEL, RICHARD 136.55 16 
27·Apr·86 ARROW LIMOUSINE 41.93 17 
27·Apr·86 ALLEN, GECRGI 664.55 13 
27•Apr•l6 ARROW LIMOUSINE 105.92 12 
27·Apr·l6 JOHNSON, ALFRED 30.51 14 
27·Apr·l6 JOHNSON, ALFRED 30.52 I 
11·May·86 MOMMCIUTM WCILD TRAVEL 490.00 12 
11·May•l6 JOHNSeN, ALFRED 423.10 12 
11·May•86 ICRUMEL, RICHARD 113.44 17 
11·May·86 THOMAS, kENNETH 209.21 17 
11·May·86 SCLEBELLO, MICHAEL 467.21 17 
11•May•86 MONMOUTH WORLD TRAVEL 441.00 12 
11·May•l6 YENOWINI, DAVID 900.56 a 
11·May•86 MONMOUTH WORLD TIAVEL 441.00 17 
11·May•86 SOLEBELLO, MICHAEL 575.86 17 
11·May•86 JOHNSON, ALFRED 256.54 17 
11·May·l6 SOLEBELLO, MICHAEL 467.19 12 
11·May•86 ALLEN, GEORGE 946.95 13 
11·May·86 SOLEBELLO, MICHAEL 237.15 12 
11•May·86 MCMMCUTM WORLD TRAVEL (64.67) 15 
11·May·86 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 231.00 11 
11·May·86 JOHNSON, ALFRED 320.00 10 
11·May•86 SOLEBELLO, MICHAEL 575.17 12 
11·May•86 SCLEBELLO, MICHAEL 492.50 11 
11·May•86 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 258.50 12 
11·May•86 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 232.50 a 
11·May•86 HELWIG, GLENN 561.06 11 
11·May·86 SOLEBELLO, MICHAEL 237.15 10 
11·May•86 ICRUMEL, RICHARD 113.45 12 
11·May·86 MONMOUTH WCILD TRAVEL 490.00 17 
11·May·86 MCNMCIUTM WORLD TRAVEL (64.66) 16 
11·May•86 THOMAS, ICINNITM 209.21 12 
11·May·86 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 251.50 17 
11·May•l6 MOMMCUTH WCILD TIAVEL 151.00 9 
25·May•86 SOLEBELLO, MICHAEL 557.53 12 
25•May•86 JOHNSON, ALFRED 1,003.42 9 
25·May•86 MONMOUTH WCILD TRAVEL 151.00 17 
25·May•86 ARROW LIMOUSINE 103.00 , 
25•May•86 JOHNSOJI, ALFRED 1,003.42 17 
ZS•May•S6 ARROW LUG.ISIN! 39.00 12 
25·May·86 ARROW L IMDUSINI 55.10 17 
25·May•86 JOHNSON, ALFRED 1,003.42' 12 
25·May·86 MCNMCIJTH WORLD TRAVEL 79.00 12 
25·May·86 ALLEN, GEORGI 2,173.70 13 
25·May•86 JOHNSON, ALFRED 1,003.41 10 
25·May•86 AIIPCaT WHEELS 27.60 12 
25·May•86 AIROW LIMOUSINE 133.10 12 
25·May•86 JOMNSCII, ALFIED 409.53 10 
ZS·May-16 MCNMCIUTH WCILD TIAV!L 79.00 10 
25·May·86 AIRPCaT WHEELS 27.60 17 
Z!·May•86 JOHNSON, ALFRI!D 409.53 9 
25·-·86 AIIPOIT WilLS 27.60 10 
25•May•86 SOLEBILLO, MICKAIL 557.52 17 
25·May·86 -IOMNSCII, ALFRED 409.53 12 
• 25·May•l6 AllOW LIMGUSINI 55.10 10 
25•May•86 AllOW LIMGUSIII 39.00 17 
25•1Cay•86 JOHIIsal, ALFUD 409.53 17 
25•May•86 SOUIELLO, MICHAEL 512.95 17 
OI•J'-ft•l6 ALL£1, GEQIGI 605.20 13 
Ol•-i'-ft•S6 ALL Ell, GEQIGI 799.30 13 
Ol•.l'-ft•l6 MCIIMOUTN WCILD TIAVEL 151.00 17 
ZZ•J'-ft·l6 JOHNSON, ALFIED 141.11 17 .. 
2Z•J'-ft•l6 .IOHNSOII, ALFRED 472.13 10. 
22•Jun·l6 AIIPCaT WHEELS 11.40 17 
22·Jun•86 SOLEIELLO, MICHAEL 32.51 17 
22·Jun·86 SCLEBELLO, MICHAEL 32.51 12 
22•Jun•86 JOHNSCII, ALFRED .. 141.19 12 
22·Jun·86 AIRPOIT WHEELS .. 18.40 12 
22·Jun•S6 -IOHIISCII, ALFRED 472.83 9 
22·Jun•86 ALLEN, GEQIGI 636.7! 13 
ZZ•Jun-16 ALLIN, GEQIGI 607.50 13 
2771 
TJMI I!LATED TRAVIL 
PERl CD 
ENDING NAMe AMCJJMT I TAU 
.••.....•. ··•·••··••··•••··•·······•• ...•......••. ......••.. 
29·.1~·16 MCMMCUTH WOIILD TIAV!L (39.50) 11 
29·.1~·16 MONMOUTH WORLD TRAVEL (39.50) 16 
29·J~·I6 (470.35) 12 
29•.IW\•16 THCMAS 1 UNNITH &0.45 12 
29•JW\•86 .IOKNSOII, ALFRED 11420.71 15 
29•JW\•16 .IOKNSON I ALFRED 495.48 15 
29•JW\•16 IEHI1 AW 236.33 a 
29·J~·I6 ARROW LlMOUSINI 22.42 12 
29-J~-86 ALLEN I GEORGE 609.50 13 
29•JW\•86 .IOHNSOII, ALFRED 301.23 12 
29•JW\•16 JOHNSON, ALFRED 495.48 13 
29·.1~·16 ARROW LIMCIUSJNI 217.43 17 
29·J~·86 .IOHNSOII, ALFRED (2,513.55) 13 
29·J~·I6 SOLEBILL01 MICHAEL 191.94 17 
29·J~·I6 .&CHilSON, ALFRED 2,513.55 13 
29·J~·I6 T~S, KENNETH &0.45 17 
29·J~·I6 IEHR, ALAI 554.53. " 29·.1~·16 .IOHNSONi ALFRED 301.23 17 
29·J~·I6 JOHNSON, ALFRED 495.48 ,
29·J~·I6 ALLEN, GEORGE 1,660.40 13 
29•J\on•l6 .IOKNSOII, ALFRED (2,822.52) a 
29•J\on•86 .IOHNSOII, ALFRED 495.41 10 
29•J\on•l6 JOHNSCN, ALFRED 495.41 12 
29·.1~·16 JOHNSON, ALFRED (1,420.70) 10 
29-J~-86 JOHNSGI, ALFRED (301.23) 17 
29·J~·86 .IOHNSOII, ALFRED 1,420.70 10 
29·J~·I6 MONMCUTH WOILD TRAVEL 79.00 17 
29·J~·I6 SOLEIELLO, MICHAEL 191.94 12 
29·.1~·16 MCIIMOUTN WOILD TRAVEL 79.00 12 
29·.1~·86 JOHNSON, ALFRED (301.23) 12 
29·J~·I6 .IOHNSGN I ALFRED (1,420.71) 15 
29·J~·I6 JOHNSON, ALFRED 2,822.52 a 
20·Jul•l6 DUMEL, RJCKAID ·75.49 11 
ZO·Jul•86 DUMEL, RICHAID 151.04 17 
20•Jul•86 OLIEL, RICIWID 151.04 12 
20·Jul•l6 ALLEN, GEORGE 280.00 13 
20·.1ul·l6 UUMIL, RICHARD 151.04 13 
20•Jul·86 OUMEL, RICHMD 75.49 16 
20·Jul•l6 IEHR, AW 455.96 a 
03•Aug•l6 SCLEIILLO, MICHAEL 484.66 12 
03·Aug•86 ALLEN, GEORGI 1,247.15 13 
03·Aug•86 VIP TRAVEL AGDCY 294.00 17 
03•Aug•l6 ALLD, GIORGI 604.20 13 
03·Aug·l6 VIP TRAVIL AGENCY 293.00 12 
03·Aug·86 SO..EIILLO, MICHAEL 414.66 17 
03·Aut·l6 IIHR, ALAN 454.37 14 
03•Aug•l6 IEHI, ALAI 573.23 a 
17·Aug•l6 ALLIII I GEORGI 612.70 13 
17·Aug•l6 ARRCII LIMCIJSIIII zz.oo 9 
17·Aua·86 JOMISGII, ALFUD 101.10 12 
17·Aua·l6 JOtiiiD, ALFRED 101.09 11 
17·Aug•l6 .IOHNSOII I ALFRED 801.09 10 
17·Aua·l6 IEHR 1 ALAN 347.82 13 
17·Aug·l6 JOHIISCII, ALFRID 101.09 13 
17•Aug•l6 ALLEII, GICIGI 719.20 13 
17·Aua·l6 IEHI, ALAI 549.07 a 
17•Aug•l6 JOKMD, ALfRED 801.09 15 
31·AUI·I6 MCI8GITH WOIII.D TRAVEL 490.00 17 
31·Aua·l6 SOLEIILLO, MICHAIL 149.10 12 
31•Aug•l6 1111111111 WOIILD TRAVEL 79.00 17' 
31•Aug•l6 IDIIIJTII WORLD TRAVEL 44o.oo 12 
31·Aua·l6 sat.EIELLO, MICHAEL 149.10 17 
31·Aua·86 AUCII Lllllllllll • 23.50 1Z. 
J1·Aug·l6 ALLD, GIORGI 1.027.70 13~· 
31•Aug•86 IDIIIITII WOILD TRAVEL 79.00 12 
31•Aug•l6 AIRCII LIMOUSINI 23.50 17 
14•Sep-16 SOLEIELLO, MICHAEL (21.50) 12 
14•Sep-16 SOLEIELLO, MICHAEL CZ1.50) . 17 
21·hp·l6 D&MIL, RICWD .. 41.16 17 
21·Sep-16 MIGU LIMCUIIMI I 46.00 17 . 
21•Stp-16 DWa., RICHARD 245.01 11 
21·Sap-16 ~L, IICHAID 41.16 12 
za-s.-16 AIIPCaT VHIILS 36.10 17 -2772 
TIM! RELATED TRAWL 
PERl CD 
ENDING NAME AMCUNT I TASIC ·····•·•·· .......•................... ............. . ...•••... 
21•Sep·86 JOHNseN, ALFRED 251.73 9 
21•Sep•86 OUCEL, II CHARD 245.06 16 
21·Sep·86 JOHNSON, ALFRE~ 459.37" 12 
21•Sep-86 SOLEBELLO, MICHAEL 10.43 17 
21•Stp•l6 sOLEBELLO, MICHAEL 10.44 12 
21•Sep•S6 JOHNseN, ALFRED 536.54 16 
21•Sep•S6 MONMCUTH WOILD TRAVEL 111.00 17 
21•Sep•86 AIRPORT WHEELS 36.10 10 
21•Sep•86 AIRPORT WHEELS 36.10 12 
21•Sep•S6 AllOW LIMCIJSINI 46.00 17 
21•Sep•S6 JOHNSON, ALFRED 423.21 10 
21•Sep•S6 ARROW LIMCIJSINE 36.00 17 
21•Sep•86 JOHNSON, ALFRED 72.59 17 
21•Sep•S6 AllOW LIMCIJSINI 46.00 17 
21•Sep•S6 SOLEBELLO, MICHAEL 242.19 17 
28·Sep•86 ARROW LIMOUSINE 46.00 12 
21•Sep•S6 ALLEN, GEORGI 2,939.25 -13 
21•Sep•S6 AIRPORT WHEELS 36.10 9 
28•Sep•86 JOHNSON, ALFRED 186.23 17 
21•Sep•86 AllOW LIMOUSINE 36.00 12 
12·0ct·86 AIRPORT WHEELS 21.00 17 
12·0ct•86 JOHNSON, ALFRED 53.77 10 
12·0ct·86 JOHNSON, ALFRED 53.77 9 
12·0ct•S6 JOHNSON, ALFRED 53.79 17 
12·0ct•86 AIRPORT WHEELS 21.00 10 
12·0ct·86 AIRPORT WHEELS 13.03 12 
12•0ct·86 AIRPORT WHEELS 34.03 9 
26·0ct·86 SOLEBILLO, MICHAEL 417.41 17 
26•0ct·86 MONMOUTH WORLD TRAVEL 79.00 17 
26·0ct·86 ALLEN, GEORGE 2,144.96 13 
26·0ct•86· ARROW LIMOUSINE 19.50 17 
26·0ct·86 SCLEBELLO, MICHAEL 417.41 12 
26·0ct·86 MONMOUTH WOILD TRAVEL 79.00 17 
26·0ct•S6 MONMOUTH WORLD TRAVEL 79.00 12 
26•0ct•S6 ARROW LIMCUSINI 19.50 12 
09•Nov•86 MCMMOUTH WORLD TRAVEL 35.00 17 
09•Nov•S6 SOLEBELLO, MICHAEL 326.92 12 
09·Nov•86 MONMan'H WOIILD TRAVEL 79.00 12 
09•Nov·S6 MONMOUTH WORLD TRAVEL 79.00 17 
09·Nov·86 JOHNSON, ALFRED 55.00 12 
09·Nov·86 JONES, EVERETT 246.67 17 
09•NOY•86 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 240.00 17 
09·Nov·S6 MONMQUTH WDILD TRAVEL 19.50. 17 
09•Nov·86 ARROW LIMOUSINE 44.15' 12 
09·Nov•86 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 365.00 12 
09•Nov•86 BELL, EDWAlD 151.42 12 
09·Nov•86 JDIMCUTH WOILD TRAVEL 79.00 17 
09·Nov·86 IELL, EDWARD 151.40 17 
09•Nov•S6 VIP TRAVEL AG!ICY 365.00 17 
09•Nov·86 MCtOGIT1I WOILD TRAVEL 19.50 12 
09·Nov•86 AIICII LIMOUSINE 146.42 17-
09•Nov•86 JONES, IVEIITT 186.01 12 
09•Nov·86 VIP TRAVEL AGIICCY 240.00 12 
09•Nov•86 MDNMCIUTN WOILD TRAVEL 35.00 12 
09•Nov•86 MCNMaUTH WORLD TRAVEL 79.00 12 
09·Nov•l6 ARIOII LltaJSIIII 39.00 17 
09•Nov•l6 SGUIILLO, MICHAEL 326.92 17 
09•NOY•86 ALLEN, GIORGI 5,124.70 13 
09•NOY•I6 WOW LIMDUSIIII 61.43 12 
09•Nov-86 JOMNSCII, ALFRED 55.00 17 
23·NOY•86 ALLIN, GEOIR 616.00 13 
23•NOY•86 .IOHNSCIII, ALFRED 324.01 17 
23·Nov·86 JOMNsat, ALnED 324.09 16 
23•NOY•86 .ZONNSOI, ALFRED 324.09 15:'· 
23·Nov•86 JOHNSON, ALFIED 324.09 14 
23·Nov•l6 ALLEN, GIORGI 935.50 13 
07·Dec:·86 VIP TIAVEL AGINCT 301.50 17 
'• 07·Dec•86 VIP TRAVEL AGDCT 301.50 17 
07·Dec:•86 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY .. 301.50 12 
07•Dec:•86 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY I (301.50) 17 .. 
07·Dec:•86 VIP TRAVEL AGIJICY 301.50 12 
07•DIC•I6 JCGII, MAlVIN 396.35 17 2773 07·Dc·86 VIP TRAVEL AGIKCY (301.50) 12 
TIME RELATED TRAVEL 
.. 
PERICIO 
{ ENDING MAMI AMantT I TASIC ••....••.. ·······················-··· ··--········· ·········· . . 
07•DIC•86 MCGEE, MARVIN 396.35 12 
07•DIC•86 ARROW LIMCUSINE 71.00 14 
07•Dte•86 ALLEN, GEORGE 1,906.51 13 
21•Dte·l6 JOHNSON, ALFRED 747.51 17 
21·Dec•l6 ALLEN, GEORGE 2,193.35 13 
21·Dte•86 JOHNSON, ALFRED 112.79 10 
21·Dec·86 JOHNSON, ALFRED 65.29 12 
21·Dte•86 JOHNSON, ALFRED 812.10 13 
04•Jift•87 ALLEN, GEORGI 622.75 13 
04·Jan·87 ALLEN, GEORGE 935.70 13 
11•Jan•87 ALLEN, GEORGE 1,239.50 13 
18•Jan·87 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 293.00 12 
18·Jan·87 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 293.00 17 
01•Feb·87 HELWIG, GLENN 213.16 12 
01•Feb•l7 HELWIG, GLENN 213.16 17 
01·Feb•87 VlP TRAVEL AGENCY 326.00 14 
01·Feb·l7 ALLEN,· GEORGI t,an.ao 13 
01·Feb·87 ALLIN, GEORGI 935.20 13 
01•Ftb•87 YENOWINE, DAVID 512.29 14 
15•Ftb·87 ALLEN, GEORGE 1,936.95 13 
15•Feb•87 JOHNSON, ALFRED 264.13 13 
01·Mar·87 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 316.50 17 
01·Mar·87 THORNTCI, RUFUS 330.91 17 
01·Mar·87 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 244.00 12 
01·Mar•87 VIP TRAVEL MINCY 244.00 17 
01·Mar·87 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 316.50 12 
01•Mar·87 THORNTON, RUFUS 330.98 "12 
15·Mar·87 ALLEN, GEORGI! 994.50 13 
15·Mar·l7 MONMCIUTN WOILD TRAVEL 158.GQ 17 
15·Mar·l7 JONES, EVeRETT 275.25 17 
15·Mar·87 ALLEN, GEORG£ 1,005.00 13 
15·Mar·87 ASHLEY, IICHARD 453.96 12 
15·Mar•l7 JOHNSON, ALFRED 737.31. 13 
15·Mar•87 JOHNSCI, ALFRED 137.39 10 
15·Mar•87 ALLEN, GEORGE 1,276.00 13 
15·Mar·87 JOHNSCII, ALFRED 137.39 15 
15·Mar·87 JONES, EVERETT 275.25 12 
24·Mar·l7 JOKNSGI, ALFRED 1,729.50 10 
24·Mar·87 JOHNSOI, ALFRED 991.72 10 
29·Mar·l7 THORNTON, RUFUS 165.12 12 
29·Mar•l7 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 171.50 12 
29•Mar·l7 THORNTCII, RUFUS 101.55 12 
29·Mar•l7 THORNTOI, RUFUS 165.82 17 
29•Mar•87 THOUTOII, IURJI 101.55 17 
29·Mar·87 VIP TIAVEL AGENCY 171.50 17 
29·Mar·87 ALLEN, GEORGI 936.70 13 
12·Apr·l7 ALLIN, GICIIGI 933.7'0 13 
26·Apr·l7 ALLEN, GECIIGl 934.00 13 
26·Apr·87 ALLU, GEORGI 937.40 13 
26•Apr•87 ALLU, GIGIGI 932.20 13 
10·May•l7 ALLEN, GIGIGI 936.00 13 
10•May•87 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 250.00 12 
10•May•87 .lOllS, EVERETT 169.67 17 
10•May-87 JONIS, EV!Rm 169.66 12 
10·May·87 ALLEII, GIORGI m.oo 13 
10•May-87 THOUTOI, RUFUS 413.37 12 
10•May•87 VIP TRAVIL AGENCY 250.00 17 
24•May•l7 JOHISCI, ALFRED 1,.061.55 9 
24•May•l7 RU,EDWAID -· 161.18 17 
24•May•l7 .IOIIISCII, ALFRED fi43.12 13 
24•May•l7 JOHISGI, ALFRED 1,?29.52 15 
24·May-17 JOIUISGII, ALFUD 643.13 12 
24·May-87 .IGNES, 1VD1TT 249.6J 17 
24•May-87 .IGHISOI, ALFRED 991.7S rs 
Z4·May·l7 t&OIIISCII, ALFIED 871.15 11 
24·May•l7 .IOHNSCII, ALFRED 1,061.55 16 
24•May•l7 JONES, EVERITT 249.63 12 
24•May•87 IILL, EDWARD. 168.19 12 
24·May-17 ALLEN, GEORGI .. 1,910.10 13 , 
07·.h.n•87 .&CNES, EVERETT . 291.7'0 17 
07·J&.n•87 VIP TIAVIL AGIICY 27!.00 17 
07·J&.n•87 VIP TRAVEL AGEJICT 342.00 17 
·2774 07·J&.n•l7 ALUM, GECIIGI 1,025.40 13 
I 
TIME RELATED TRAVEL 1' 
PERIOD 
ENDING NAME AMOUNT S ··TASIC 
....••.... ~·······-·················· ··········•·· .......... 
07·J~·I7 JOHNSON, ALFRED 392.21 15 
07·J~·I7 JOHNSON, ALFRED ·: 392.21 10 
07·J~·87 ALLEN, GEORG& ' 1,026.40 13 I 
07·J~·87 JONES, EVERETT 291.69 12 
07·J~·I7 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 275.00 12 
07·J~·87 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 342.00 12 
21·J~·87 THORNTON, RUFUS 351.27 12 
21·J~·87 JOHNSON, ALFRED 656.01 12 
21·J~·87 ALLEN, GEORG£ 707.00 13 
21·J~·87 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 359.00 14 
21·J~·87 JOHNSON, ALFRED 656.01 16 
21·Jw.•l7 THORNTON, RUFUS 522.73 14 
21·J~·87 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 277.50 12 
21·J~·87 ALLEN, · GEORGI 1,344.51 13 
21·J~·87 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 277.50 17 
21•J\I\•87 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 420.00 14 
28•Jw.·87 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 420.00 14 
21·J~·I7 ALLEN, GEORGE 1,027.05 13 
28•Jun•87 ALLEN, GEORGE 1,024.95 13 
21•Jw.•87 BELL, EDWARD 251.99 14 
21•J\I\•87 MISE, W. 5,550.64 13 
21•J'-ft•l7 ALLEN, GEORGI 1,029.11 13 
21•JWt•87 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 760.00 12 
21•J\I\•87 THORNTON, RUFUS 197.17 14 
28•JWt•87 JONES, EVERETT 328.83 12 
19•Jul•l7 ALLEN, GEORGE 707.00 13 
19•Jul·87 BELL, ED\IARO 797.31 14 
19•Jul·87 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 348.00 14 
02•Aug•87 ALLEN, GEORGE 1,331.50 13 
02·Aue·87 THORNTON, RUFUS 429.30 14 
02•Aug•87 ALLEN, GEORGI! 1,165.52 13 
16·Aue·a7 THRONTOM, RUFUS 615.41 12 
16·Aue·87 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 291.25 12 
16•Aug•87 ALLEN~ GEORGE 1,026.45 13 
16·Aue·87 VIP TRAVEL AGINCY 298.25 17 
16·Aue·87 TKaCAS, KENNETH 267.41 12 
16·Aue·a7 TICC*AS, KENNETH 267.42 17 
16·Aue·a7 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 291.25 17 
16·Aua·a7 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 291.25 17 
16·Aua·a7 .lONES, EVERETT 241.62 12 
16·Aue·l7 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 291.25 12 
16•Aug•87 .lONES, EVERETT 241.62 17 
16·Aue·l7 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 291.25 17 
16•Au;•l7 ALLEN, GEORGI 1,026.95 13 
16•Aug•l7 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 291.25 12 
16·Aue·l7 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 291.25 1Z 
30•Aug•l7 ALLIN, GEC.GI 202.62 13 
13•Sep-87 CATLIM, ILAIIE 697.61 10 
13•Sep-17 CATUM, II.AIRI 697.62 17 
13•Sep-17 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 224.00 17. 
13•Sep-17 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 224.00 12 
13•Sep-17 .IOHIIGII, ALFRED w.oo 10 
13•S.,.I7 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 364.00 11 
13•Sep-17 CATLII, ILAIU 697.61 12 
13•Sep-17 .ICtOISCII, ALFRED 1,036.25 12 
13· ... 17 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 352.00 12 
13•Sep-17 .101111101, ALFRED 121.99 17 
13•Sep-17 ALLEI, GIORGI 3,013.65 13 
13•Sep-17 lUIS, DOIW.D 1,266.60 12 
Z7·S.,.I7 VIP TRAVEL AGINCY • 563.00 13 
27•S.,.I7 THDTCII, RUFUS 435.57 12 .. 27•Sep-17 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 239.00 12 
27•Sep-17 JaNIS, EVERETT 261.80 12 
27·S.,.I7 VIP TUVEL AGENCY 225.00 17 
27·Sep-17 .lONES, EVERETT 261.11 17 
27·S.,..17 VIP TRAVEl.. AGENCY 225.00 12 
27•Sep-17 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 112.00 12 
Z7•tep-17 VIP TIAVIL AGENCY 224.00 17 
. 27•hp-17 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 239.00 17 
27•S.,..I7 VIP TRAVIL AGIIICT 224.00 12 
'?·teo-17 VIP TRAVEL AGbCY 112.00 17 - .. .. ........ ~. 3,661.20 13 . 2175 160.07 12 
I I j --===---- j 




j ENDING NAME AMOUNT I lASIC 
·•·•···•·· -·~·-······················ ············· •..•.••... j 
• 11•0c:t•87 ALLEN~ GEORGE 1,216.20 13 ( j 
11·0c:t·87 ELLIS, DONALD 689.57 10 j 
11·0c:t•87 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY ! 963.00 10 j 11·0ct•87 THRONTOM, RUFUS 380.71 12 
11·0et•87 ELLIS, DONALD 915.40 1Z j 
11•0c:t•87 JONES, EV£REn 160.07 17 j 11·0ct·87 FQJRNEY, GARY 434.91 1J 
11•0ct·87 BELL, EDWARD 423.60 12 j 
25•0et·87 VIP TRAVEL AGINCT 471.00 10 j 25•0ct•87 THORN TOll, RUFUS 260.58 19 
ZS•Oct•87 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 607.00 19 j 
25•0ct•87 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 609.00 19 j 25•0c:t•87 CATLIN, ILAIRE 505.16 12 
ZS•Oct•87 A&.LEN, GEORGI 3,561.40 1J j 
25·0c:t•l7 CATLIN, ILAIRI 505.15 17 j OI•Nov•87 ALLEN, GEORGI 1,866.45 13 
OI•Nov•87 THOINTOII, RUFUS 517.75 19 j 
08•Nov•87 ELLIS, DONALD 706.11 10 j OI•Nov•87 JCHNSOII, ALFRED 916.70 12 
OI•Nov•87 BELL, EDWAlD· 256.11 19 j 
OI•Nov•87 JOHNSOII, ALFRED 1,179.63 12 j OI·Nov•87 JOHNSOM, ALFIED 1,879.62 17 
22·Nov·87 BELL, EDWAlD 411.97 19 j 
22·Nov·87 VIP TRAVEL AGINCY 371.00 13 j 22·Nov•87 YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 934.00 19 
22·Nov·87 (117.25) 12 j 
22·Nov•87 ALLEN, GEORGI 2,490.55 13 j 22·Nov·87 YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 351.00 13 
22·Nov·87 YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 351.00 13 j 
22·Nov•87 THOUTOII, RUFUS 1,154.76 13 j 22·Nov•87 (117.25) 17 
02·0ec•87 YIP TRAVEL AGENCY (364.00) 11 j 
06·Dec•87 ELLIS, DONALD 1,757.14 13 j 06·Dec•87 JOifl$011, ALFRED 974.12 a 
06·0ec•87 JOHNSON, ALFRED 131.31 12 j 
06·Dec·87 JOHNSCM, ALFRED 561.69 10 j 06•Dtc•87 JOMMSOII, ALFRED 561.61 16 
06•0ec•87 JOHNSOII, ALFRED 1,772.17 9 j 
06·0ec·87 ALL£Il. GIORGI 1,081.70 1J j 06•0ec•87 lUll, DOIW.O 753.16 13 
20•Dec•87 VIP TIAVEL AGENCY 734.00 1J j 
20·Dec·87 YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 911.00 19 j 20·Dec•87 YIP TIAVIL AGENCY 421.00 ,, 
20•0ec•l7 (576.00) 19 j 
20·Dec•87 ELLIS, DCIIALD 1,660.60 13 j 20•Dec•87 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 734.00 13 
20·Dec•87 ALLEII, GECMIGI 2,177.45 13 j 
20•Dec•87 liLL, EDWARD 211.42 19 j 20·Dec•l7 ALLEII, GECIGI 1,018.45 13 
20•0ec•l7 YIP TIAVIL AGENCY 189.00 12 j 
20·Dec•l7 VIP TIAVEL AGEICT 189.00 17 j OJ•Jen-11 AIIPGIT WHEELS 4J.12 8 
03•JM·II MLL,EDVAID 432.81 19 j 
OJ•Jen-11 IILL, EDWAlD 321.96 19 j OJ•Jen-11 .IOHNICII, ALFIID . 117.51 9 
OJ•J.n•ll .IOHISCII, ALFRED .. 749.66 12 j 
D3•J.n•ll THOINTCII,. IUIUI 14J.D 1J j 03•JM•II AIIPGIT WMEILI 4J.1J 9 
OJ•JM•II JaNEl. EVERITT 501.75 17 j 
OJ•Jen-81 JOHIIIOII, ALFIED M7.2S 16 j QJ•J.n•U JONIJ, EVERITT 501.75 12 ... 
03•JM-81. YIP TRAVEL AGEJICT 564.00 19 j 
03•JM•U ALL£11, GECIGI 1,169.20 13 j OJ·J--· ELLIS, DONALD (734.00) 1J 
OJ•.Itn•ll .IOHIISGII, ALfRED 167.24 10 j 
17•JM•II ALLEN, GEOIGI 2,308.84 13 j ,, ....... ALLIII, GEOIGI 4,381.05 13 
31•Jiftell ALLEN, GICIGI 1,349.10 1J j 
31•Jen-ll ALUM, GECIGI 1,096.90 1J j ........ -Ml•ll ELLIS, DONALD 181.43 12 2776 .... ••ca 696.75 a j 
•-271.05 13 j ,, 
:j 
TIM! RELATED TRAVEL 
PERle» 
ENDING lAM AMOJNT I TASC ...••.........•.••.•...•.....•....... ············· ···•··••·· . -14·Ftb·U VIP TRAVEL AGENCY (479.00) 19 
14•Ftb•U YIP TRAVEL AGENCY (150.33) 10 
14•Feb•U YIP TRAVEL AGENCY (244.14) 17 
14•Ftb•U ALLEN, GEORGE 1,094.15 13 
14·Feb·U .IOHNSOM, ALFRID 1,363.31 10 
14·Feb•U .IOHNSCII, ALFRID 1,040.61 12 
28•Feb•U VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 390.00 9 
28•Feb•88 ALLEN, GEORGE 1,017.45 13 
21·Feb·U ALLEN, GEORGI 1,090.60 13 
13·M•r·U IELL, EDWAll 282.56 19 
13·M•r·U JONES, EVERETT 189.06 12 
13·M•r·U ALLEN, GEORGE 1,017.95 13 
13·M•r·U JONES, EVERETT 189.09 17 
13·M•r·U ALLEN, GEORGE 1,081.70 13 
13·M•r·88 THROM TON I RUFUS 1,207.13 9 
27·M•r·U VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 684.00 19 
27·M•r·U VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 224.50 17 
27·M•r·aa VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 90.00 12 
27·M•r·U JOHNSON, ALFRED 60.10 a 
27·M•r·U YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 224.50 12 
27·M•r·88 JOHNSON, ALFRED 168.97 17 
27·M•r·U YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 667.00 13 
27·M•r·U ALLEN, GECIIGI 2,732.65 13 
27·M•r·U BELL, EDWARD 595.92 19 
27·M•r·U YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 90.00 17 
10·Apr-aa JONES, EVERETT 316.65 17 
10·Apr•U JONES, EVERETT 316.60 12 
24•Apr•U YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 1,005.00 23 
24•Apr•U YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 1,254.25 12 
24·Apr•U TNCIINTOI, RUFUS 229.95 23 
24•Apr•U YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 145.75 17 
OI·M•y·aa YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 390.00 11 
OI·M•y·81 ELU S, DONALD 345.09 12 
OI·M•y·aa THRONTOI, RUFUS 692.21 9 
OI·M•y·81 IELL, EDWARD 679.79 12 
08·M•y·81 ELLIS, DONALD 753.04 13 
OI·M•y•U ELLl S, DONALD 391.54 23 zz .... ., •• YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 616.00 9 
22·M•y•88 YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 616.00 13 
22·M•y·81 YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 2,320.00 13 
22·M•y·U BELL, EDWAlD 202.14 9 zz .... ., •• SILL, EDWARD 1,018.73 10 
22·M•y•U ELLIS, DONALD 251.53 13 
22·M•y•81 THORNTOII, RUFUS 242.31 13 
22·M•y·81 YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 616.00 9 
22·M•y•U ROSE, RALPH 1,116.94 9 
05·.1~·· BELL, EDWARD 413.07 19 
05·.1~-· VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 496.00 9 
05·J~·U JONES, EVERETT 443.61 12 
05•J&.n•81 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 556.00 13 
05•.1&.n•U YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 630.00 19 
19•J&.n•U VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 1,623.00 12 
19·J&.n•U ELLIS, DONALD 241.93 12 
26•Jwa•U YIP TIAVIL AGEIICT · 1,800.00 12 
26•Jwa•U JOHNSCII, UNIST 779.54 13 
26•Jwa-81 JOMNSCI, UIIIST 2,013.20 13 
26•.1wa•81 NISI, WILLIM 1,791.10 13 
26•.1wa•U ILLIS, DOIIALD 625.17 12 
26·.1~·· JCIIEI, MUTT 591.96 12 
03•Jul·81 ELLIS, DONALD 62.31 21 
03·Jul·U ILLJS, DGIW.D 62.31 22 
03•Jul·U THaiN TOll, IUFUS t2.50 21 
17·Jul•ll JGMNSC:., IINEST 2,461.00 13 
31•Jul•U .IOHNSOII, IINIST 1,239.14 13: 
31·Jul·81 TaNTOI, IUPUI 326.55 12 
31•Jul•81 JONII, IYEIITT 813.95 12 
31•Jul•U JOIND, IIMIST 1,502.00 13 ... 31·Jul·ll ILLII, DONALD 598.26 12 
31•Jul•81 BELL, EDWARD 725.99 12 
14•Aug•U JOHNSOII, EINIST 711.00 13 
14•Aug•U VIP TRAVEL AGDC't aoo.oo 12 
14·Aut·U JCIIIS, MIITT 356.97 12 
2777 14·Aug•U VIP TRAVIL AGDCT 496.00 12 
TIM! RELATED TRAVEL 
PERIQD ~ 
ENDING NAMe ·~ AMOUNT I TASC .....•.... . .•.•......•.•••........... ·········--·- ····'!···-· 
i 
14•Aug•ll JOHNSOI, ERNEST 710.00 13 
14•Aug•ll YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 496.00 12 
14•Aug•U YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 496.00 . 12 
14•Aug•el YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 496.00 12 
14•Aug•ll YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 9CO.OO 12 
21•Aug•ll JOHNSCII, ERNEST 1,466.57 13 
21•Aug•ll JOHNSCII, ERNEst 780.00 13 
11·Sep•ll JOHNSON, ERNEST ·. 1,620.32 13 
11•Sep•ll JOHNSON, ERNEST 3,069.11 13 
1 1 ·Sep•ll IELL, EDWARD 502.76 19 
11•Sep·ll YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 516.00 12 
11•Sep•ll YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 476.00 19 
11·Sep•ll YIP TRAVEL AGENCY (90.00) 12 
25•Sep•ll ROSE, RALPH 1,411.17 9 
25•Sep·U JOHNSON, ERNEST 1,319.11 13 
25•Sep•ll JOHNSON, ERNEST 713.20 13 
25•Sep•U YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 496.00 24 
25· Sep•ll ROSI I RALPH 1,166.74 11 
25•Sep•ll ROSE, RALPH 450.55 12 
25•Sep•81 ELLIS, DONALD 92.19 12 
09·0ct•81 ELLIS, DONALD 246.01 24 
09•0ct•ll JOHNSeN, ERNEST 1,139.44 13 
09•0ct·81 JOHNSON, DNEST 711.00 13 
09·0ct·ll YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 910.00 11 
U·Oct•ll JOHNSON, ERNEST 3,002.12 13 
06•Nov•ll JOHNSCII, ERNEST 145.15 13 
06•Nov•ll ROSE, RALPH 5,276.46 a 
06•Nov•ll TMOIIITOM, RUFUS 291.30 12 
06•Nov•ll JOHNSCII, ERNEST 926.50 13 
06•Nov•ll JONES, EVERETT 637.55 12 
06•Nov•81 ELLIS, DONALD 361.00 12 
06•Nov•ll IELL, EDWARD 650.13 12 
06·Nov•81 JOMIISOII, ERNEST 2,794.52 13 
20•Nov•ll YIP TRAVEL AGEICCY 694.00 12 
20·Nov-ll YIP TRAVEL AGENC't 351.00 25 
20·Nov•ll YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 172.33 9 
20·Nov·ll YIP TRAVEL AGEICY 271.00 9 
20•Nov•ll JOHNSOII, ERNEST 126.43 13 
ZO•Nov-11 YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 481.00 12 
20•Nov•ll VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 694.00 12 
04·Dec•ll JOHNSON, EIIIEST 4,075.11 13 
18•Dec•81 JOKIISOII, EUEST 3,826.41 13 
18·Dec·ll YIP TRAVEL AGDCY 369.00 24 
18·Dec•ll TMORIITCII, RUM 20.50 24 
18·Dec•ll lOSE, IALPII 225.91 21 
18·Dec:·ll ELLIS, DOtW.D 72.47 24 
11·Dec:•ll JOKNSCII, ERHSt 789.40. 13 
18·Dec:•ll MCGII, MAIYII 10.00 12 
11·Dec•81 YIP TIAVEL AGDCY 369.00 24 
01·JM•89 JOKNSCII, ERNEST 3,571.06 13 
01•JM•I9 JOHNSCII, ERNEST· 790.00 13 
01•J.n•l9 HIS!, WILLIAM 1,419.91 13 
01•JM•I9 JOHNSOit, ERNEST 117.91 13 
01•JM•I9 ROSI, RALPH 91.17 24 
01•J.n•l9 ELLIS, DCIULD 333.84 12 
01• J.n•l9 YIP TRAVEL AGDCY 460.00 12 
15•J.n•l9 JOKNSCit, ERNEST 2,295.61 13 
15•.11ft•l9 YIP TRAVEL AGIICY 370.50 24 
1S•J.n•l9 THORNTCII, ltUfUI 77.55 24 
Z9•.1M•I9 JOMa, EUEST 3,320.37 13 
29•JM•I9 (277.00) 13 
29·.1-·19 (277.00) ,, 
12•Feb•l9 ROll, RALPH . zoo.as 21 
12•Feb-19 JOHNa, EUIIT 954.71 13 
12•Feb-19 .IOMIIDI, EUEST 1,151.00 13 
12·Mar•l9 JOMIIICII, EIQST . 1,649.65 13 
12•Mar•l9 JOHIIIal, IINIST 932.25 13 .. 1Z·Mar•89 IELL, EDWARD 84.65 12 
12·Mar•l9 JOHNSGI, EIUST 3,646.75 13 
12·Mar•l9 ELLIS, DGIIALD 118.95 12 
26·Mar•l9 ROSEl,· MAX 251.10 13 
26·Mar•l9 .IOtUisat, IllEST 1,546.72 13 . 2778 26•tcar-19 ELLIS, DOIIALD 371.15 12 
TIME •eLATED TRAVEL 
PERl CD 1' 
ENDING NAME AMCUNT I TASIC 
....•..•.• ·····••·····•·····•········ ·····~------- ······•··• 
26•Mar•l9 BELL, EDWARD 635.30 19 
26·Mar•89 ELU S, DONALD 376.44 12 
26·Mar·89 BELL, EDWARD 681.10 12 
29•Mar:J9 THORNTON, •uFUS 101.55 12 
29·Mar•l9 THORNTON, RUFUS 165.13 12 
09·Apr·l9 JONES, EVERETT 981.97 12 
09•Apr•l9 JOHNSON, ERNEST aoa.oo 13 
09•Apr•l9 JOHNSON, ERNEST 1,007.49 13 
09•Apr·l9 JOHNSON, ERNEST 3,632.91 13 
09•Apr•89 ROSE, RALPH 205.64 21 
23•Apr•89 YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 439.00 12 
23•Apr·89 JOHNSON, ERNEST 788.50 13 
23·Apr•S9 JOHNSON, ERNEST 3,074.15 13 
23·Apr·l9 YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 440.00 12 
23·Apr·89 YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 440.00 12 
23•Apr•l9 YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 456.00 12 
23•Apr•89 JOHNSON, ERNEST 790.25 13 
23•Apr•l9 YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 520.00 19 
23•Apr·l9 ROSE, RALPH 201.86 21 
23•Apr·89 YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 520.00 12 
23•Apr·89 YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 662.00 12 
23·Apr·l9 YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 440.50 13 
07•Miy•l9 THORNTON I RUFUS 177.75 12 
07·May•89 JOHNSON, ERNEST 1,805.04 13 
Q7•Mey•89 ELLIS, DONALD 350.16 12 
07·Mey•l9 JOMNSOII, ERNEST 1,600.03 13 
21·May•89 JOHNSON, ERNEST 3,105.00 13 
21·May•l9 JOHNSON, ERNEST 717.41 13 
04•.1-...•19 ELLIS, DONALD 770.15 12 
04-J-...·89 YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 662.00 12 
04•J-...•89 ROSE, RALPH 406.04 24 
04·.1~·19 JOHNSON, ERNEST 1,205.00 13 
04-J-...•19 JOHNSON, ERNEST 711.00 13 
04·J~·I9 YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 662.00 12 
11·J~·I9 JOHNSON, ERNEST 794.15 13 
11·J~·· JOHNSON, ERNEST 2,035.01 13 
25•JWt•l9 JOHNSOII, ERNEST 1,000.00 13 
25•JWt·l9 YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 127.90 13 
2S·JWt•89 ROSE, RALPH 4,661.05 13 
25-J-...•19 ROSE, RALPH 1,371.55 13 
25-J~·· YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 540.00 12 
16•Jul·19 JOHNSON, ERNEST 522.56 13 
30·Jul•l9 JOHNSON, ERNEST 906.65 13 
30•Jul·l9 YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 520.00 12 
30•Jul•89 ROSE, RALPH 105.15 13 
30•Jul·l9 ROSE, RALPH 5.40 22 
13•Aug•l9 JOMNSC., IINIST 824.51 13 
13·Aut•19 JOHNSCII, ERNEST 784.00 13 
13•Aut•89 ELLIS, DONALD 329.41 12 
27•Aug•89 IELL, EDWARD 459.19 19 
27•Aug•89 .IOHNSCII, IllEST 5,032.24 13 
27•Aug•l9 YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 842.00 22 
27·Aut·19 THOIITCII, IUFUI 279.00 22 
27•Aug•89 ~HOINTCII, RUM 218.39 21 
27·Aua·89 VI' TRAVEL AGIICCY 842.00 21 
10•S.,.89 '"*IISCII, ERNEST 151.51 13 
10•Sep-19 ROSE, IALPII 400.00 13 
10•Sep-19 JONNSCII, ERIIST 770.00 13 
10•1ep-89 JOHNSCII, ERNEST 710.00 13 
10•Sep•89 VIP TIAVIL AGEIICT 471.00 19 
24•Sep•89 .IGHIISCII, IllEST 107.61 13 
OI•Oct•89 JOKNSCII, ERNEST 710.50 13 
OI•Oct•89 .IONNSCIII, ERNEST 710.00 13 
OI•Oct•19 JOHISCit, ERNEST 107.61 13 
OI•Oct·89 JOHISCII, EbiST 1,893.21 13 
OI•Oct•89 JOHIISCII, EllfiST 3,937.01 13 
' 
OI•Oct•89 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 1,214.00 13 . 22•0ct•S9 JOHNSGII, EINEST 710.00 13 
22·0ct·l9 Yl' TRAVEL AGENCY 717.00 12 
22·0ct·89 YIP TRAVEL AGEMCY 717.00 12 
22·0ct·19 ELLIS, DCIIALD 524.91 12 
OS·No¥-19 ELLIS, DOULD 516.05 12 2779 OS•Nav•l9 VIP TIAVIL AG111CY 1,319.DO 12 
TIJCI RELATED TRAVEL 
PEIJCI) 
ENDING NAME AMCUNT I TASIC 
( ..•...•... ··························· •.....•••.... ·······-·· 
05·Nov•l9 YIP TIAVIL AGENCY 511.00 12 
05·Nov·l9 JONES, EVERETT 317.56 12 
05·Nov•89 JOHNSON, ERNEST 782.00 13 
03·Dec•l9 ROSE, RALPH 5,257.59 27 
17•Dec•l9 ELLIS, DONALD' . 516.13 12 
17·Dec·l9 JONES, MRETJ 340.05 11 
17·Dec•l9 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 956.00· 12 
17•Dec·l9 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 454.00 12 
17·Dec•l9 JOHNSON, ERNEST 2,370.25 13 
31·Dec•l9 JOHNSOM, ERNEST (710.00) 13 
31·Dtc·l9 ELLIS, DONALD 194.05 12 
31·Dtc•l9 JGHNSOM, ERNEST (807.61) 13 
31·Dtc·l9 lOSE, RALPH 236.47 21 
31•Dtc•l9 YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 320.50 12 
31•Dtc•l9 JOHNSON, ERNEST 7,295.66 13 
14•Jen·90 JOHNSON, ERNEST 1,074.63 13 
14·Jan·90 JOHNSOII, ERNEST 2,619.62 13 
14•Jan•90 THORNTON, RUFUS 17.66 9 
14·Jan·90 JOHNSON, ERNEST 531.32 13 
21·Jift•90 JOHNSON, ERNEST 539.75 13 
21·Jan•90 THGINTOII, RUFUS 17.66 9 
21•Jift•90 JOHNSON, ERNEST 532.95 13 
ZI·Jen·90 MCGEE, MARVIN 42~00 12 
11·Ftb-90 UJIIGLOIE DIXIELAND TRAVEL 27'5.00 2Z 
11•Ftb-90 UIUGLQBI DIXIELAND TRAVEL 27'5.00 21 
11•Feb•90 .IOHJISOM, ERNEST 234.17 13 
11•Feb-90 .IOHNSOII, ERNEST 526.00 13 
21•Ftb·90 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 69.00 22 
25•Ftb•90 ELLIS, DONALD 262.50 22 
ZS•Ftb-90 ELLIS, DONALD 319.27 12 
25·Ftb•90 ELLIS, DONALD 65.11 22 
25·Ftb•90 YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 69.00 21 
ZS·Ftb•90 THORNTON, RUFUS 17!.00 22 
ZS·Ftb-90 JOHNSCM, ERNEST 2,013.65 13 
ZS•Feb-90 YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 275.00 12 
25•Ftb•90 YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 550.00 12 
ZS·Feb-90 ELLIS, DONALD 65.11 21 
ZS•Feb-90 TIIGINTOII, RUFUS 110.59 21 
25•Ftb-90 ELLIS, DONALD 262.49 21 
ZS·Feb-90 JOMND, ERNEST 3,560.77 13 
25•Feb-90 .lONES, EVERITT 630.45 12 
11·Mar·90 ROSI, RALPK 99.42 22 
11·Mar•90 ELLIS, DOIIALD 46.35 21 
11·Mar•90 JOIUia,. ERNEST 1,233.66 13 
11·Mar•90 ELLIS, DOIW.D 46.35 zz 
11·Mar•90 JOHNSGJI, ERNEST 521.10 13 
25•Mir·90 YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 359.17 21 
Z5·Mar•90 YIP TRAVEL AGENCY 359.17 22 
25·Mar•90 THOIJITCII, IUIUI 199.53 21 
25·Mar•90 TlaiTCII, llUfUI 199.53 22 
25·Mar•90 VIP TRAVEL AGENCY 359.17 21 
25•Mar•90 YIP TRAVIL AGENCY 359.17 22 
Z5•Mar•90 I!LLII, DONALD 282.77 22 
25•Mar•90 ELLIS, DONALD 212.77 21 
OI•Apr•90 MCGEI, MAIYII 151.20 12 
OI•Apr•90 .IOMIISCII, DIIIST 534.11 13 
ZZ·Apr•90 ICGEI, MMVII 51. so 12 
ZZ·Apr•90 .IOIUia, EINIST 107.26 13 
ZZ·Apr·90 .IOIUIICII, EIIIIST 2,639.46 13 
22·Apr·90 1011, RALPII 14.40 22 
06•May•90 &IIIGLDII DIXII!LAIID TRAYI!L 291.00 21 
06·May-90 ILLJI, DONALD 11.24 12 
06•May-90 JOHIICII, EIIIST 557.71 13 
06•May-90 MCGII, MIVIJI 42.00 12 
ZO•May•90 .IOIUia, ERiliST 1,522.41 13 
20•May-90 .IOHIIICII, EIIIIST 1,165.44 13 .. 03•Jun-90 .IOIINSCII, ERIII!ST 1,217.17 13 
03·Jwa•90 .IGKN8, EINEST 604.31 13 
03•Jwa-90 MCGEI, MAlYI I 42.00 12 
17•Jwa•90 JOHIIa, EINEST 517.55 13 
17•.1W\•90 IAI 1/P CAl IEJITAL 5.060.00 13 .2780 17•J.a•90 mtiJISCII, EIIIEST 1,655.72 13 
24•Jun-90 .IOKIISCII, ERNEST 1,232.11 13 
TIMI! RELATED TltAVI!L 
PERIOD ~ 
ENOING NAME AMCUN~ I TASC 
....•..••. ···-··-···················· •·········•·· .....••... 
24·J~·90 JOHNSCM, IINEST 1,350.63 13 
24•J"'·90 JOHNSOM, ERNEST 135.01 13 
24·J"'·9CJ ELLIS, DONALD 591.04 12 
24·.1~·90 JOHNSCII, EINEST 583.55 13 
24•.1"'•90 UIUGLOII DIXIEUND TRAVEL 125.00 12 
24·J"'·90 UNIGLOII DIXIELAND TRAVEL w.oo 12 
24·J~·90 JONES, EVE lETT 407.21 12 
24•.1"'•90 lAS S/F CAl IENTAL 1,650.00 13 
01•Jut•90 UIIIGLOII DIXIELAND TRAVEL 865.00 12 
15·Jul•90 JONES, EVERETT 653.70 12 
29•Jul·90 lAS S/F CAl IEMTAL 1,705.00 13 
29·Jul•90 CAILSCII TRAVEL 684.00 12 
12•Aug•90 WUGLOII DIXIELAND TRAVEL 684.00 12 
12•Aut·90 JONES, EVERETT m.74 12 
12•Aug•90 ELLIS, DONALD 246.21 12 
26·Aue·90 MCGEE, MAVIN 1.40 12 
26·Aue·90 CARLa TRAVEL 614.00 12 
26·Aue·90 UIUGLOBE DIXIELAND TRAVEL 614.00 12 
26•Aug•90 JaNES, EVERETT 533.61 12 
26•Aug•90 RAS S/F CAl RENTAL 1,705.00 13 
09•Sep•90 UNIGLOIE DIXIELAND TRAVEL 1,524.59 22 
09•Sep•90 ELLIS, DONALD 376.92 12 
09•Sep•90 JOHNSON, ERNEST 654.45 13 
23•Sep•90 ELLIS, DONALD 277.81 12 
Z3·Sep•90 JOHNSCII, ERNEST 599.90 13 
23·Sep•90 CARLSON TRAVEL 1,440.00 12 
23•Sep•90 BELL, EDWARD 3,771.12 22 
Z3•Sep·90 lOSE, RALPH 561.10 12 
Z3•Sep•90 CARLSGII TIAVIL 514.00 12 
07·0ct•90 JOHNSON, ERNEST 631.83 13 
07•0ct•90 JOHNSCII, EINIST 5U.5a 13 
07•0Ct•90 ROSE, IW.PH 27.60 21 
07•0Ct·90 lAS S/F CAl IENTAL 1,650.00 13 
07·0Ct•90 JOHNSON, ERNEST 1,600.60 13 
07·0ct•90 BELL, EDWARD (3,771.12) 22 
07·0ct·90 JONES, EVERETT 697.66 12 
21·0Ct•90 JOHNSCII, ERNEST 600.55 13 
21•0ct•90 CARTEl, JAMES 865.12 13 
21·0ct·90 CARLSCII TRAVEL 1,212.00 12 
21·0ct•90 JOHNSCII, ERNEST 11.65 13 
21·0ct•90 US S/F CAl IENTAL 1,705.00 13 
04•Nov•90 JOHNSGI, ERIEST 3,300.53 13 
04·Nov•90 JOUINAL ENTIY • GU•56 9,244.14 22 
04•Nov•90 CAITEI, .IMIS 153.00 13 
04•Nov•90 CARTER, JAMES 860.57 13 
04·Nov·90 JONES, EVUITT ns.o2 ... 12 
11•NOY•90 CAITO, JAMES· 1,074.90 13 
11·Nov•90 CAITEI, JAMES 153.50 13 
11·Nov•90 JONES, EVEIETT 707.50 12 
18·Nov•90 CAITO, JAMES 1,069.61 13 
02·Dec•90 lAS S/F CAl IEIITAL 1,650.00 13 
02·Dec•90 CARTEl, JAMES 1,001.00 13 
02•D.c•90 UIIGLDII DIXIILAND TRAVEL (375.36) 22 
02•Dec•90 UIIIGLOII DIXIELAND TRAVEL 1,129.00 12 
16·Dec•90 CAITEI, JAMES 1,971.27 13 
16•Dec•90 CAITEI, -IAMEI 853.55 13 
16•Dec·90 CAITEI, JAMES 864.75 13 
30•Dec•90 CARTEl, -IMII 1,702.29 13 
30·D.c•90 CAITEI, JAMES 153.15 13 
30·Dec•90 W S/f CAl ISITAL 1,705.00 13 
13-J.n-91 CAITO, .W.I 314.56 13 
27•J.n-91 CAITEI, .lAMES 1,013.01 13 
27•J.n-91 lAS S/f CAl IIIATAL 1,705.00 13 
27·J.n-91 CAITO, JAMES 1,061.76 13 
10•Feb-91 CAITO, JAMES 1,544.11 13 
10•Feb-91 CAITO, JAMES 1,011.76 13 
10•Feb-91 CAILSCII TRAVEL 1,032.00 11 
10•Feb-91 IELL, EDWARD 692.84 11 
24•Feb-91 CAlLa TIAYIL 401.50 21 
24•Feb-91 CAITEI, JAMES 1,oal.76 13 
24•Feb-91 CAILD TIAYEL 401.50 2Z 
24•Feb-91 CARTEl, .IMEI 1,061.76 13 .2781 24·Feb-91 US S/P CAl UIITAL 1,540.00 13 
TIME RELATED TRAVEL 
PEl lCD ~ 
ENDING NAME AMCIUJIT S TASIC 
•.•••..... ··························· ....•........ ····•··•·• 
t 
10·M•r·91 IELL, EDWARD 1,212.40 22 
10·M•r·91 IELL, EDWAll 2,257.40 21 
10·M•r-91 CARTEl, JAMS 1,704.17 13 
10·M•r·91 CARTER, JAMES 1,088.51 13 
10·M•r·91 CARLSON TRAVEt 1,023.00 12 
24·M•r·91 CARLSOII TRAV& 163.00 21 
24·M•r·91 CARTEl, JAMEi 2,075.75 13 
24·M•r·91 CARLSOII TRAVEL 163.00 22 
24·M•r·91 JCMIS, EVERETT 669.95 12 
24·Mir•91 IILL, EDWARD 1,397.95 21 
07·Apr•91 IELL, EDWARD 1,671.06 21 
07·Apr•91 ELLIS, DONALD 559.87 22 
07·Apr•91 ILLI S, DCMALD 559.88 21 
07·Apr·91 THCINTCII, RUFUS 664.31 21 
07·Apr·91 THOINTCII, IUFUS 664.31 22 
07·Apr·91 CARTEl, .lAMES 230.70 13 
05•Mrt•91 SPIINGFIILD TRAVEL SERVICE 996.00 12 
05•Miy•91 JCMES, EVERETT 721.53 12 
19•Miy•91 SPIINGFIILD TRAVEL SERVICE 992.00 , 
19•Miy•91 ROSE, RALPH 519.12 13 
19•Miy•91 BELL, EDWARD 602.33 11 
19•Miy•91 ROSE, AALPN ;,089.65 13 






TIME·RELATED CONSULTANT COSTS 
·-
PERIOD NAME HOURS AMCUNT I 
·--················· ····•··············• •.......... . .......•..• 
28•Aug•86 29•Aug•86 ASHLEY, IICWD 1.0 224.00 
• 02•Sep-86 03•Sep•86 ASHLEY, IICWD 17.0 476.00 
08·Sep•86 11•Stp•86 ASHLEY, ~I CHARD 21.2 791.00 
15•Sep•86 11•Sep•86 ASHLEY, I I CHARD 24.0 6n.oo 
22·Sep•86 25•Sep•l6 ASHLEY, II CHARD 30.5 161.00 
30·Sep·86 03•0ct•86 ASHLEY, RICHARD 21.5 805.00 
06·0ct•86 10·0ct·86 ASHLEY, RICHARD 16.0 441.00 
13·0ct·16 16·0ct•l6 ASHLEY, RICHARD 30.0 840.00 
10·Nov·86 14•Nov•86 ASHLEY, RICHARD 34.5 1,057.00 
17·Nov•86 21·Nov•86 ASHLEY, RICHARD 41.5 1,162.00 
24·Nov·86 30·Nov•l6 ASHLEY, RICHARD 50.0 1,400.00 
01•0ec•86 06•Dte•86 ASHLEY, RICHARD 52.2 1,463.00 
08•Dec·86 13•Dte•86 ASHLEY, RICHARD 45.0 1,267.00 
15•Dec•86 21•Dte·86 .ASHLEY, I I CHARD 32.3 910.00 
22·Dec·86 26·Dtc•86 ASHLEY, RICHARD 27.0 756.00 
29·Dec·86 03•Jan•87 ASHLEY, II CHARD 22.3 623.00 
03·Jan·l7 03•Jan·87 ASHLEY, RICHARD 4.0 112.00 
05·Jan·87 11·Jan•l7 ASHLEY, RICHARD 52.2 1,463.00 
12·Jan·87 17•Jan·87 ASHLEY, RICHARD 46.2 1,295.00 
19·Jan·87 24•Jan·87 ASHLEY, II CHARD 44.2 1,239.00 
27·Jan·87 31•Jan•87 ASHLEY, RICHARD 35.3 994.00 
01•Feb·87 07•Feb·87 ASHLEY, RICHARD 45.5 1,281.00 
09•Feb•87 13·Feb•87 ASHLEY, RICHARD 41.2 1,155.00 
16•Feb•87 20·~eb·87 ASHLEY, IU CHARD 34.5 973.00 
24•Feb•l7 28•Feb•87 ASHLEY, RICHARD 32.5 917.00 
02·Mar·87 OI·Mar·87 ASHLEY, I I CHARD 50.2 1,407.00 
09·Mar•87 13•Mar•87 ASHLEY, II CHARD 41.3 1,162.00 
16•Mar·87 21·Mar•87 ASHLEY, IICHARD 52.0 1,456.00 
23·Mar·87 28·Mar•l7 ASHLEY, II CHARD 44.0 1,232.00 
30•Mar·l7 04•Apr•87 ASHLEY, II CHARD 49.5 1,393.00 
06·Apr·87 10•Apr·l7 ASHLEY, II CHARD 32.5 917.00 
16•Apr•87 18•Apr•l7 ASHLEY, II CHARD 22.5 637.00 
20·Apr·87 24·Apr·87 ASHLEY, II CHARD 22.5 630.00 
27·Apr•87 01~May•87 ASHLEY, II CHARD 25.0 700.00 
04·May•87 OI•May•l7 ASHLEY, RICHARD 40.5 1,134.00 
11·May•87 15·May•87 ASHLE'f, RICHARD 35.0 980.00 
18•May·87 22·May•87 ASHLEY, II CHARD 40.1 1,141.00 
26·May·87 29·May•87 ASHLEY, RICHARD 36.8 1,029.00 .•....•.... ··-········· 
1314.2 37,002.00 
24·0Ct·86 31·0ct·l6 HELWIG, GLEN 43.5 1,017.50 
03·Nov·86 07·Nov·l6 HELWIG, GLEN 31.0 950.00 
10·Nov•86 14•Nov•86 HELWIG, GLEN 40.0 1,000.00 
17•Nov•86 21·Nov•l6 HELWIG, GLEJI 40.0 1,000.00 
24•Nov•86 05•Dic•l6 HELWIG, GLEJI 64.0 1,600.00 
06·0ec·l6 12·Dec·l6 HELWIG, GLEJI 46.1 1,161.75 
15•0ec•86 19•DIC•I6 HELWIG, GLEN 40.0 1,000.00 
22·Dec·86 26•Dec•l6 HELWIG, GLEN 32.0 800.00 
29•0ec•l6 OZ•Jen•86 HELWIG, GLEJI 32.0 aoo.oo 
05·Jan·l7 09•Jan•l7 HELWIG, GLEJI 40.0 1,000.00 
12·Jan•l7 16•Jan•l7 HELWIG, GLEJI 40.0 1,000.00 
20·Jan•l7 30•Jan•l7 HELWIG, GLEJI 35.0 175.00 
02·F~I7 06·F~17 HE LVI G, GLEJI 40.0 1,000.00 
09·F~87 13•Ftb•S7 HELWIG, GLEJI 36.0 900.00 
11·F~I7 27·F~I7 HELWIG, GLEJI 43.5 1,017.50 
02·Mar·l7 06•Mit•l7 HELWIG, GLEN 39.0 975.00 
09·Mar·l7 13•Mir•l7 HILWIG, GLEJI 40.0 1,000.00 
16•Mar•l7 20•Mar•l7 HILWIG, GLEJI 31.5 962.50 
23·Mar·l7 27•Mar•l7 HELWIG, GLEJI 40.0 1,000.00 
2783 30·Mar·l7 03•Apt•l7 HELWIG, GLEN • 39.5 917.50 
06•Apr•87 10•Apr•l7 HELWIG, GLEJI 40.0 1,000.00 .. 13·Apr·l7 17·Apr•l7 HELWIG, 'GLEN 36.0 900.00 
20·Apr•87 24•Apr•l7 HELWIG, GLEN 40.0 1,000.00 
27·Apr·l7 01·May·l7 HELWIG, GLEJI 40.0 1,000.00 
04•May•l7 OI•May•87 HELWIG, GLEJI 40.0 1,GGO.OO 
11·May·87 15·May·l7 HELWIG, GLEN 40.0 1,0GO.OO 
11•May-17 22•May•87 MELWII, GLEJI 40.0 1,000.00 
26•May•87 29•May-17 HELWIG, GLEI 32.0 aao.oo 
23·Nov·87 04•Dec·l7 HELWIG, GLEJI 63.5 1,517.50 
TIMI•IELATED CONSULTAIT COSTS 
( ·-
PERIOD NAME HOURS AMOUNT I •.......•...••••.... . ..•••..........••.• . ..••.•...• . ..........• 
07·Dec•l7 11-Dec·l7 HELWIG, GLEN 31.0 950.00 
14·Dec•l7 11·Dec•l7 HELWIG,.GLEN 40.0 1,000.00 
• 21·Dec•l7 22•Dec·l7 HELWIG, ,.GLEN 12.0 300.00 
06·.1.n•81 15•.1an•81 HELWIG, ·GLEN 56.0 1,400.00 
19•Jan·ll 22•Jan·ll HELWIG, GLEN 32.0 100.00 
25•Jan•81 29·Jan·ll HELWIG, GLEII 39.0 975.00 
01•Feb·81 05•Feb•IS HELWIG, GLEN 37.5 937.50 
OI•Feb•ll 12·Feb•81 HELWIG, GLEN 34.0 150.00 
16•Feb-81 26•Feb-81 HELWIG, GLEN 31.5 717.50 
29·Feb•81 04•Mar·ll HELWIG, GLEN 40.0 1,000.00 
07·Mar·ll 11·Mar•ll HELWIG, GLEN 40.0 1,000.00 
14·Mar•ll 11·Mar•ll HELWIG, GLEN 40.0 1,000.00 
21•Mar•ll 25•Mar•ll HELWIG, GLEN 36.5 912.50 
21·Mar•ll 01•Apr•ll HELWIG, GLEN 31.5 962.50 
04·Apr·U OI•Apr•ll ·HELWIG, GLEN 36.5 912.50 
1 1·Apr·ll 15·Apr·ll HELWIG, GLEN 40.0 1,000.00 
11•Apr•&l 22·Apr·U HELWIG, GLEN 40.0 1,000.00 
25·Apr·ll 29·Apr·81 HELWIG, GLEN 39.5 917.50 
02•May•81 06•May•81 HELWIG, GLEN 39.0 975.00 
09·May•81 20•May·ll HELWIG, GLEN 59.0 1 ,47'5.00 
23·May·ll 27·May•ll HELWIG, GLEN 40.0 1,000.00 
31·May•81 03•Jun•ll HELWIG, GLEII 32.0 aoo.oo 
06•Jun·ll 10•Jun•ll HELWIG, GLEN 40.0 1,000.00 
13•.1un•ll 17·Jun·ll HELWIG, GLEII 36.5 912.50 
20·Jun•ll 24•Jun•ll HELWIG, GLEN 40.0 1,000.00 
27•Jun·U 01•Jul·ll HELWIG, GLEN 40.0 1,000.00 
OS•Jul·81 OI•Jul·ll HELWIG, GLEN 32.0 aoo.oo 
11•Jul•ll 15•Jul•ll HELWIG, GLEN 40.0 1,000.00 
11•.1ul·U 22•Jul•ll HELWIG, GLEN 40.0 1,000.00 
25·.1ul·ll 29•Jul·ll HELWIG, GLEN 40.0 1,000.00 
01•Aug•U OS•Aug•ll HEioWIG, GLEN 40.0 1,000.00 
16•Aug•81 19•Aug•81 HELWIG, GLEN 31.0 775.00 
22•Aug•ll 26·Aug·U HELWIG, GLEN 40.0 1,000.00 
29·Aua·aa 02-s..,.aa HELWIG, GLEN 40.0 1,000.00 
06•Sep-U 09•Sep•81 HELWIG, GLEN 32.0 100.00 
12•Stp•ll 16•Stp•81 HELWIG, GLEN 40.0 1,000.00 
19•Sep•ll 23•Sep•ll HELWIG, GLEN 40.0 1,000.00 
26·Sep•ll 30•Sep-81 HELWIG, GLEN 35.5 117.50 
03•0ct·ll 07·0ct·ll HELWIG, GLEN 40.0 1,000.00 
10·0Ct•ll 14•0ct·U HELWIG, GLEJI 39.0 975.00 
17·0Ct•ll 21•0ct•ll HELWJG, GUll 40.0 1,000.00 
24·0Ct·ll 21•0ct·ll HELWIG, GLEN 31.0· 950.00 
31·0ct·ll 04·Nov•ll HELWIG, GLEJI 40.0 1,000.00 
07•Nov•81 1 1•Nov-ll HELWIG, GLU 40.0 1,000.00 
14·Nov•81 11•Nov•ll HELWIG, GLEN 31.5 962.50 
21·Nov•88 23·Nov•ll HELWIG, GUll 24.0 600.00 
21•Nov•ll 02•Dac•ll HELWIG, GL£11 36.0 900.00 
OS·Dec•ll 09•Dec•ll HELWIG, GLEJI 40.0 1,000.00 
12·Dec•ll 16·Dac•ll HELWIG, GLEN 31.0 950.00 
19·Dec•ll ZS•Dec·ll HELWIG, GLEN 36.0 900.00 
27·Dec•ll 30•Dec·ll HILWIG, GLEJI 21.1 711.75 
03•Jan-19 05•Jan•l9 HILWIG, GLEJI 24.0 600.00 
09•Jan•l9 13•Jan•l9 HILWIG, GLEN 40.0 1,000.00 
17·Jan•l9 11•Jan•l9 HELWIG, GLIII 16.0 400.00 
06•F .. I9 10•Fib-19 HILWJG, GLD 40.0 1,000.00 
13•F..,_I9 17•Feb•l9 HELWIG, GLEII 40.0 1,000.00 
21•Feb-89 24•Fib-19 MILWIG, GUll 32.0 100.00 
27•Feb-19 03•Mar•89 HELWIG, GLEII 40.0 1,000.00 
06•Mar•89 10•Mir•l9 HELWIG, GLEII 21.0 700.00 
16•Mar•l9 17•Mar•l9 HILWIG, GLEII 16.0 400.00 
20•Mar•l9 24•Mar•89 HELWIG, GLEN 40.0 1,000.00 
27·Mar•l9 31·Mar•l9 HELWIG, GLEII 40.0 1,000.00 
03•Apr•89 07•Apr•l9 HELWIG, GLEII 31.5 962.50 
'a 
10•Apr•89 14•Apr•l9 HELWIG, GLEII 31.0 950.00 
17·Apr·l9 21•Apr•l9 HELWIG, GLEN 37.5 937.50 
01•May•l9 OS•May-19· HELWIG, GLEI. 40.0 1,000.00 
U•May-19 1Z·May•l9 HIWIG, GLEN 40.0 1,000.00 
15•May•l9 19·May-19 HELWIG, GLEN 40.0 1,000.00 
2Z·May-19 26•May•l9 MILWIG, GLEI 40~0 1,000.00 2784 !O•May-19 OZ•Jun•l9 HELWIG, GLEN 32.0 aco.oo 
05·Jun•l9 09-J.-19 HELWIG, GLEII 40.0 1 ,ooo·.oo 
. 
TIMI•IELATED CONSULTANT COSTS 
PERIOD • NAME HOURS AMOUNT I 
············~·-····· 
.................... . .......•.. ..••..•••... 
12·Jun·89 16·Jun·89 HELWIG, GLEN 40.0 1,000.00 
19•Jun·89 23•Jun·89 HELWIG,- GLEN 31.5 962.50 
26·Jun•l9 21•Jun•89 HELWIG,,GLEN 24.0 600.00 
05•Jul·89 07•Jul·l9 HELWIG,· GLEN 20.0 500.00 
10•Jul·l9 14•Jul·89 HELWIG, GLEN 40.0 1,000.00 
17·Jul•89 21•Jul•89 HELWIG, GLEN 40.0 1,000.00 
24·Jul·89 28•Jul·89 HELWIG, GLEN 40.0 1,000.00 
31•Jul·89 04•Aug•89 HELWIG, GLEN 40.0 1,000.00 
07•Aug•89 11•Aug•89 HELWIG, GLEII 38.5 962.50 
14•Aug•89 11•Aug•89 HELWIG,. GLEN 40.0 1,000.00 
21•Aug•89 25•Aug•89 HELWIG, GLEII 40.0 1,000.00 
28•Aug•89 31•Aug•89 HELWIG, GLEN 32.0 aoo.oo 
05•Sep•89 08•Sep•89 HELWIG, GLEN 32.0 aoo.oo 
11•Sep-89 15•Sep•89 HELWIG, GLEN 40.0 1,000.00 
18·S~89 22•Sep•89 -HELWIG, GLEN 40.0 1,000.00 
25·Sep•89 29·5~19 HELWIG,. GLEN 40.0 1,000.00 
02·0ct•89 06•0ct•89 HELWIG,. GLEN 30.5 762.50 
09•0ct·89 13·0ct·89 HELWIG,. GLEN 40.0 1,000.00 
16·0ct·89 20·0ct·89 HELWIG, GLEN 40.0 1,000.00 
23•0ct·89 27·0ct·89 HELWIG, GLEN 40.0 1,000.00 
30•0ct·89 03•Nov•89 HELWIG, GLEN 40.0 1,000.00 
06·Nov•89 09•Nov•89 HELWIG, GLEN 32.0 aao.oo 
13·Nov·l9 17·Nov·89 HELWIG,. GLEN 40.0 1,000.00 
20·Nov·89 22·Nov•89 HELWIG, GLEN 24.0 600.00 
27·Nov•89 01·Dec•89 HELWIG, GLEII 40.0 1,000.00 
04•Dec•89 OI•Dec•89 HELWIG, GLEN 35.5 aa7.5o 
11·Dec·89 15·Dec·89 HELWIG, GLEN 34.0 aso.oo 
18·Dec·89 11·Dec·89 HELWIG, GLEN a.o 200.00 
04•Jan•90 05·Jan•90 HELWIG, GLEN 16.0 400.00 
OI•Jen•90 12•Jan-90 HELWIG, GLEN 39.0 97'5.00 
16•JM•90 19•Jan•90 HELWIG, GLEII 19.5 487.50 
01•Feb•90 02•Feb•90 HELWIG, GLEII 16.0 400.00 
05•Feb•90 09•Feb•90 HELWIG, GLEN 20.0 500.00 
12··Feb•90 16•Feb•90 HELWIG, GLEN 16.0 400.00 
20•Feb•90 ZJ•Feb•90 HELWIG, GLEN 16.0 400.00 
26·Feb·90 02·Mar•90 HELWIG, GLEN 20.0 500.00 
05·Mar•90 09·Mar·90 HELWIG, GLEN 20.0 soo.oo 
12·Mar·90 16·Mar•90 HELWIG, GLEI 28.0 700.00 
19·Mar•90 23·Mar·90 HELWIG, GLEN 37.0 925.00 
26·Mar•90 30·Mar•90 HELWIG, GLEI 40.0 1,000.00 
··-········ ···········-
5,084.0 127,100.0 
Z!·Sep-90 02•Nov-90 McGEE, MIVIII 19.0 760.00 
03·Nov•90 OI•Dec•90 McGEE, MAIVII 17.0 680:00 
26•Dec•90 16•Feb•91 McGEE, MAlVIN 21.0 840.00 
18·Feb•91 03•Apr•91 McGEE, MAlVIN 26.5 1,060.00 
06·Apr·91 20·Apr·91 McGEE, MAIVII 11.0 720.00 
··--·····-· ...••......• 
101.5 4,060.00 
24·Mar•91 26•Mar•91 lOSE, IALPM 32.0 aoo.oo 
06•May•91 10·May•91 lOSE, IALPN 40.0 1,000.00 
16•Apr•91 03·~91 IOSI, IALPM 84.0 2,100.00 
·····-····· ···-···-···· 
156.0 3,900.00 
14•0ct•85 25•0Ct·15 TMCJCAS' ICEJI 10.0 2,160.00 
ZI·Oct·IS 01·Nav•IS THCICAI, kEII 40.0 1,010.00 
04·Nav•l5 1S•Mov-15 TIKICAI, all ao.o 2,160.00 
11·Mav•l5 02•Dec•IS THCICAI, ICEJI 96.0 2,592.00 
06·Dec•U 13·Dec•l5 T.,.., KEN 96.0 2,592.00 
16•Dec•IS 31·Dec•l5 TIDAl, KEII ao.o 2,160.00 
OZ•Jan•l6 15•JM•I6 THCICAS, CD 91.0 2,457.00 
16•JM•I6 02·F--16 THCMAS, all aa.o 2,.376.00 
03•Fe-16 11•Feb-16 THCIIAS, ICEJI · u.o 2,376.00 
19·F .. 86 05·Mar·l6 THCICAS, lEI 95.0 2,565.00 
10·Mar·l6 24•Mar•l6 TMCICAI, CEll u.s 2,319.50 
2785 25·Mar•86 OI•Atw"•l6 THOMS, ICEII u.o 2,376.00 09•Apr•86 23•Apr•86 TIDAl, aa 82.0 2,214.00 
24·Apr·86 09·-·16 TMCICAI I ICEII 77.0 2,019.00 
. 
TIMI•IILATED CONSULTANt COSTS 
.. 
PEIICD. NAME HOURS AMOUNT I .................... ..•..••.....•....•.. . ...•.....• . •....•....• 
12·May·86 27·May·86 THCI4AS, KEN 94.0 2,531.00 
28·May•86 11•Jun·86 THOMAS',: KEN 81.0 2,376.00 
12·Jun·86 26•Jun·86 THOMAS/ KEN 17.0 2,349.00 
27·Jun·86 15•Jul·06 TMCieAS, KEN 19.0 2,403.00 
16•Jul·86 31•Jul•&6 THOMAS, KEN 81.0 2,376.00 
04•Aug•86 11•Aug•&6 THOMAS, UN aa.o 2,376.00 
19•Aug•86 04•Sep•l6 THCMAS, KEN aa.o 2,376.00 
05•Sep•86 05•0Ct·86 THCMAS, KEN 186.0 5,022.00 
13·0Ct·86 27•0Ct·86 THOMAS, ICE II 19.5 2,416.50 
21!1·0ct·86 11·Nov•&6 THOMAS, ICEN 90.0 2,430.00 
12·Nov·86 26·Nov•86 THCMAS, ICEN 93.0 2,511.00 
01·Dec·86 12·Dec·86 THCMAS, KEN 93.0 2,511.00 
15·Dec•86 31·Dec·l6 THCMAS, UN 76.0 2,052.00 
02·Jan•l7 16•Jan•l7 TMCMAS, KEN 90.0 2,430.00 
20·Jan·l7 04•Feb-17 · THOMS, KEN 91.0 2,457.00 
05•Feb•l7 20•Feb·l7 THOMAS, KEN 1!10.0 2,160.00 
24·Feb·l7 10·Mar·l!l7 THCMAS, KEN 15.0 2,295.00 
11·Mar•87 25·Mar·87 THCIMAS, KEN 96.0 2,592.00 
26·Mar·87 10•Apr•l7 THOMAS, KEN 11.0 2,117.00 
13•Apr•l7 27•Apr•87 THOMAS, KEN as.o 2,295.00 
28•Apr•l7 12•May•87 THCMAS, KEN 19.0 2,403.00 
13·May·l7 21·May·87 THOMAS, KEN 81.0 2,376.00 
29•May•87 12·Jun·l7 THCMAS, KEII aa.o 2,376.00 
. 15·Jun·87 19·Jun·87 THOMAS, KEN 40.0 1,010.00 
22·Jun•87 29·Jun•l7 THOMAS, ICEII 42.0 1,190.70 
30·Jun·87 07•Jul·l7 THCIMAS, ICEI 42.0 1,190.70 
OI·Jul·l7 15•Jul·87 THOMAS, KEN 41.0 1,360.10 
16·Jul·l7 24·Jul·l7 THOMAS, ICEI 41.0 1,360.10 
27·Jul•l7 31·Jul·l7 THCICAS, 1CE1 36.0 1,020.60 
03·Aug•l7 10•Aug•l7 THCMAS, ICEII 53.0 1,502.55 
11•Aug•l7 26•Aug•l7 THCMAS, ICEII 96.0 2,721.60 
27•Aug•l7 04·S~I7 THOMAS, KEN 41.0 1,360.10 
OI•Sep•l7 15•Sep-17 TMGMAI, ICEI 41.0 1,360.10 
16•Sep•l7 23•Sep•l7 THOMAS, ICEN 41.0 1,360.10 
24•Sep•l7 01•0ct•l7 TIIOMAS, ICE II 41.0 1,36q.IO 
02·0ct·l7 09·0Ct•l7 THCICAS, ICEI 41.0 1,360.10 
12·0ct·l7 19·0ct•l7 TIICitAS, 1CE1 41.0 1,360.10 
20·0Ct•l7 27·0Ct•l7 THCMS, ICEI 41.0 1,360.80 
21!1·0ct·l7 06•Nov•l7 THCICAS, KEI 64.0 1,114.40 
09•Nov•l7 20•Nov•l7 THOMAS, lEI 71.0 2,012.15 
23·Nov•l7 04·0ec•l7 THOMAI, ICEII 64.0 1,114.40 
07·Dec·l7 15·Dec•l7 THOMS, KEI 56.0 1,587.60 
16·Dec·l7 24·Dec•l7 THCMS, ICEJI 55.0 1,559.25 
21!1·Dec·l7 04·J~II TMaai,K£1 41.0 1,162.35 
05·Jan·ll 15•Jan·ll TIDCAS, ICEI 74.0 2,097.90 
19·Jen•81 29·J~II TIM*AI,dl 65.0 1,142.75 
01·Feb-ll 05•Feb•ll TNCMAS, 1CE1 40.0 1,134.00 
OI•Feb-11 09·Feb-ll TIIOMI, m 47.5 1,346.61 
17·Feb-U ZS·Feb-11 THOMS, ICEI 56.0 1,517.60 
26·Feb-81 04·Mar•ll THCMAS, ICEI 41.0 1,360.10 ..........• ...•••••.... 
4,714.5 129,157.11 
TOTAL 11,370.2 1301,219.11 -·· • - •••• 
2786 
. 
...... TIME·RELATED CONTRACT LABOR 
WEEIC 
ENDING HOURS AMCIJIIT (I) 
~ ...•....... ··•······ ·········•·• 
23·Nov·l7 13.50 226.53 
07·Dec•l7 40.00 671.20 
14•Dec·l7 40.00 671.20 
2;·Dec·l7 32.00 536.96 
28·Dec·l7 32.00 536.96 
04•Jan·ll 36.00 604.08 
U•Jan•U 31.00 637.64 
19•Jan•88 32.00 536.96 
2S·Jan·88 40.00 671.20 
01•Ftb•ll 40.00 671.20 
OI•Fib-U 40.00 671.20 
15•Ftb-U 40.00 671.20 
22•Ftb-ll 40.00 6n.2o 
29•Ftb-U 40.00 671.20 , .... , .• 40.00 6n.2o ,. ........ 40.00 671.20 
25·Mar·81 40.00 671.20 
01•Apr•88 40.00 671.20 
OI•Apr•ll 40.00 671.20 
15•Apr•U 40.00 671.20 
22•Apr-88 40.00 671.20 
06•May•88 40.00 671.20 
13·May•88 35.00 587.30 
20·May•88 40.00 671.20 
26·May-aa 29.00 486.62 
03-J~·· 30.00 503.40 
10·.1~-· . . 40.00 671.20 
17·~· 21.00 352.31 
24·.1~·· 36.00 604.08 
01·Jul·ll 40.00 671.20 
OI•Jul·al 40.00 671.20 
15•Jul·88 40.00 671.20 
22•Jul•88 39.00 654.42 
19•Aug•U 39.50 662.11 
26·Aug·U 37.00 620.86 
02•Sep·88 36.50 619.77 
09•Sep-U 37.75 590.06 
16•Sep-U 36.00 611.21 
23•Sep•U 40.00 679.20 
30·s.,-aa 37.00 621.26 
07•0ct•81 16.00 271.61 
13·0ct!"'U 32.00 543.36 
21·0ct•U 35.00 419.21 
21·0ct•81 36.25 633.29 
04•Nov•U 36.50 619.77 
11•11ov-U 32.00 543.30 
11•110¥-ll 40.00 679.20 
22•110¥-ll 16.00 279.52 
OZ·Dec·ll 40.00 691.10 
09·Dec•ll 36.50 637.66 
16•Dec-ll 36.50 617.66 
D•hc-U 17.00 296.99 
30•Dec·ll 34.00 593.91 
D6•Jan·l9 32.00 559.04 
1l•Jan•89 39.50 690.07 
19•JM-19 .. 31.00 541.57 
27•Jan-19 40.00 691.10 
., DS·F--19 40.00 691.10 
11•Feb-19 16.00 279.52 
24•Feb-19 40.00 691.10 
03·1Car-19 40.00 691.10 2787 10·Mar·l9 40.00 691.10 
17·MIIr•l9 38.50 672.60 
24·Mar•l9 36.00 628.92 
31•tcar•89 40.00 691.80 
PLAINTIFF'S 07•Apr•lf 34.50 602.72 
14•Apr-19 40.00 691.10 EXHBIT 
9.ftJ'i. 
TIME•RELATED CONTRACT LABOR 
WEEIC 
ENDING MCURS AMOUNT (S) ....•.•.... ······••• ·········~--
21·Apr•l9 24.00 419.21 
21·Apr•l9 34.50 602.72 
OJ•May•l9 24.75 432.31 
1Hay•l9 40.00 691.10 
11•1111ay•l9 37.7'5 659.49 
26·May•l9 31.50 672.60 
02•Jun·l9 31.00 541.57 
09•Jun·l9 40.00 691.10 
16•Jun•l9 40.00 691.10 
2J•Jun•l9 40.00 691.10 
29•Jun•l9 32.00 559.04 
07•Jul•l9 22.00 314.34 
14•.1ul·l9 36.50 . 637.66 
21•Jul•l9 23.00 401.11 
21•Jul•l9 32.00 559.04 
04·Aug•l9 39.00 611.33 
11•Aug•l9 39.00 611.33 
11•Aug•l9 40.00 691.10 
25•Aug•l9 40.00 691.80 
30•Aug•l9 14.00 244.51 
OI•Sep•l9 32.00 559.04 
15•Sep•l9 37.00 646.39 
22•Sep-19 39.00 611.13 
21·Sep•l9 24.00 419.21 
06·0ct•l9 21.50 497.90 
13•0ct•l9 36.50 637.66 
20•0ct•l9 32.00 559.04 
27·Dct•19 40.00 691.10 
03·11av•l9 39.00 611.33 
09-lav•l9 32.00 559.04 
17•Nav•S9 31.00 663.16 
2Z·IIav•l9 24.00 419.21 
01•01C·I9 32.00 559.04 
OI•Dac•l9 35.00 611.45 
15·0ec•l9 31.00 666.16 
2Z·Oec·l9 33.00 576.51 
Z9•Dtc•l9 30.00 524.10 
OS•.Ian-90 32.00 559.04 
10•.1an•90 ·24.00 419.21 
19·Jan-90 32.00 559.04 
26-Jan-90 39.00 611.33 
OZ•Fett-90 29.00 506.63 .,., ... 30.00 524.10 
16•Ftb-90 36.25 633.29 
ZS•Fibe90 31.25 545.94 
01 ... ;.90 21.00 419.16 
09-Mir-90 29.00 506.63 
16•Mar•90 26.00 454.22 
D·Mir•90 39.00 611.33 
JO-Mar•90 31.00 663.86 
OS•Apr•90 31.50 550.31 
1J-Apr•90 37.00 646.39 
ZO.Apr-90 37.00 "'-39 
Z7•Apr•90 30.00 524.10 
Olt•May-90 31.00 663.19 
11•May•90 40.00 691.10 , • ...,.90 .. 35.00 611.45 
~-May-90 39.00 611.33 
01•J&.n-90 16.50 211.25 .......... D.OO 576.51 
15•Jun-90 23.00 401.11 
2Z•J&.n-90 27.50 lei0.4J 
01•Jul•90 31.011 541.57 
06•JuL•90 24.00 419.21 
• 13•Jul•90 31.00 663.16 
ZO.Jul•90 35.50 620.19 




ENDING HCIJRS AMOUNT (S) .....••••.. . ........ . ...•....... 
03•Aug•90 37.50 655.13 
10·Aug·90 37.50 655.13 
17·Aug·90 37.00 646.39 
21t•Aug•90 33.00 576.51 ........• . ...••...... 
DIANNE lARCHES' TOTAL 4,745.00 11,596.55 
03•Feb-91 30.00 432.00 
10·Feb·91 37.00 533.00 
17•Feb•91 31. 7'5 457.00 
24•Feb•91 32.00 460.00 
03·Mar•91 40.00 576.00 
10·Mar•91 40.00 576.00 
17·Mar•91 1.00 115.00 ......... . ....•••.... 
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY TOTAL 211.75 3.149.00 
.....•... . ........... 
TOTAL 4,963.75 S84,745.55 ·-- • ···--
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TIME RELATED OTHEI DIRECT COSTS 
.. 
DATE TASIC VENDOR AMCIUNT ._ .....•..... ...... . ...........•.......•.............. . •••....•...• 
EQUIPMENT RENTAL .........•••.... 
17-=Dec·89 9 GJ·I3 , (68.55) 
OI•Apr•90 21 CONTINENTAL RESOUICES (TINS UNITS) 96.46 
25·Nar•90 21 CONTINENTAL RESOURCES (TINS UNITS) 135.66 
22·Apr·90 21 CONTINENTAL IESGUICES (TINS UNITS) 96.46 
OI·Apr•90 21 (ONTJNENTAL RESOURCES (TINS UNITS) 119.53 
OI·Apr•90 22 CONTINENTAL RESOURCES (TINS UNITS) 119.53 
OI·Apr·90 22 CONTINENTAL RESOURCES (TINS UNITS) 96.46 
21·Jan·90 22 CONTINENTAL IESOUICES (TINS UNITS) 192.92 
22·Apr·90 22 CONTINENTAL RESOURCES (TINS UNITS) 335.52 
11·Mar·90 22 CONTINENTAL RESOURCES (TINS UNITS) 192.92 
27·Aug•89 22 CONTINENTAL RESOURCES (TIMS UNITS) 192.92 
31·Dec·l9 22 CONTINENTAL IESCURCES (TINS UNITS) 192.92 
20·May•90 22 CONTINENTAL IESCIUICES (TIMS UNITS) 431.91 
30·Jul·l9 22 CONTINENTAL IESOUICES (TINS UNITS) 192.92 
24·J...,·90 22 CONTINENTAL RESOURCES (TINS UNITS) 192.92 
11·Mar·90 22 CCNTINENTAL RESOURCES (TINS UNITS) 192.92 
12•Aug•90 22 CONTINENTAL RESOURCES (TINS UNITS) 192.12 
«l'•JW\•89 22 CONTINENTAL RESOUICES CTIMS UNITS) 225.14 
25·Mar•90 22 CONTINENTAL IESOUICES CTIMS UNITS) 135.65 
24•Sep-19 22 CONTINENTAL I!SCIUICES CTIMS UNITS) 192.92 
17·Dec·l9 22 GJ·83 192.92 
25•JW\·I9 22 CONTINENTAL IESCUICES (TINS UNITS) 192.92 
23•Sep•90 21 COIITINEIITAL I!SOURCES (TIMS UNITS) 281.00 
11·Nov·90 21 CONTINENTAL RESOURCES (TIMS UNITS) 151.00 
09•Sep•90 22 CONTINENTAL RESOURCES CTIMS UNITS) 239.00 
09·Sep•90 2Z CONTINENTAL USCUICES (TINS UtUTS) 193.00 
Z3•S-s»•90 22 COMTINENTAL RESOURCES (TINS UNITS) 471.00 
07·0ct•90 22 CONTINENTAL RESOURCES (TINS UNITS) 432.00 
11·Nov•90 22 CONTINENTAL RESOURCES (TINS UNITS) 151.00 
16·Dec•90 22 CONTINENTAL RESOURCES (TINS UNITS) 432.00 
16·Dec·90 22 CONTittSITAL IESOURCES (TittS UNITS) 193.00 
30·Dec·90 22 CONTINENTAL RESOUICES (TIMS UNITS) 432.00 ............. 




22·Nov·l7 I G.l-61 5,901.00 
26·MIIr·l9 I GJ-110 4,430.97 
25•JW\•I9 I GJ•209 984.66 
23·Apr·l9 a GJ•127 492.33 
02·Mar·l6 13 L.I.M. & C. JIISUIWICE 1,160.00 
08·J...,•I6 14 L.I.M. & C. IIISUUK£ 5,401.00 
29•JW\•16 14 G.a•296 (5,401.00) 
29·Jun·l6 20 "'·296 5,401.00 ..••.....•..• 
TarAL TI-·IELATED I~CI 119,0U.96 _______ ___. ___ 
PIOJECJ SUPPLIES 
···········-···· 
07•Jul•l5 2 Mall 241.56 
07·Jul·IS 2 IOVA IWI . 29!.60 
29-s.p-U 2 DOY IIIC. 355.79 
31•Jul·U I VISUAL IYSTBII 125.30 
03•Jan•U a IIOVA ILUE 79.16 
15-.l.n-19 9 VISUAL SYSTBII 131.57 2790 26•JW\•U 9 VISUAL SYSTEMS 62.64 
Z3•0ct•ll 9 VISUAL SYSTEMS ao.oa 
OI•May•U 9 VISUAL SYSTEMS 62.65 
OS•.IW\•U .. 12 LANIEl IUSINESS PICmUCTS 69.70 PLAINnFF'S 21·Feb•ll 12 IIOVA ILUE 79.16 
09·Mov·l6 12 IOVA ILUI 26.11. EXHIBIT 
13•Aug•l9 12 VISUAL SYSTEMS 197.35 
q~5' 15·Mar·l7 12 MIYUIID ILUEPII NT CO. &1.59 
25·May•l6 12 OOY INC. 355.36 
TIME RELATED OTHER DIRECT COST~ 
~ 
DATE TASIC VEND DR AMOUNT 
··········· ...•................•••..•••....... ............. 
09·Apr•S9 12: VISUAL SYSTEMS 270.01 
28•Sep·86 12 CARROLL'S STATIONERS 78.03 
28•Aug•lll 12 LANIEl IUSINES~ PRODUCTS 31.35 
05·-.1'""·18 12 LANIEl IUSINES' PRODUCTS 314.17 
24•Apr•lll 12 VISUAL SYSTEMS· 23.28 
31•Jul·lll 12 LANIEl IUSINESI PRODUCTS 75.66 
10·Nov·85 13 DORM 1 S PHOTO SHOP 71.93 
13•Apr•l6 13 LANIEl IUSINESS PICDUCTS 93.60 
28•Sep•l6 13 CARROLL'S STATIONERS 41.71 
11·May•l6 14 DOCUMENT ENGINEERING 27.79 
09•Nov•l6 14 CARROLL'S STATIONERS 1.56 
23·Nov·l6 14 CARROLL'S STATIONERS 30.96 
21·Dec:•l6 14 LANIER IUSINESS PRODUCTS 62.60 
28·Fib•lll 17 VISUAL SYSTEMS 27.94 
15·M•r·87 17 MARYLAND ILUEPIJIT CO. 13.60 
Zl•Nov-16 17 NOVA ltUE 26.87 
21·Sep-16 17 CARROLL'S STATJGMERS Z6.10 
OS•J'-"·88 17 LANIEl BUSINESS PRODUCTS 314.17 
24•Apr·88 17 VISUAL SYSTEMS 23.29 
31·Jan·lll 17 VISUAL SYSTEMS 26.11 
07·0ct•90 21 NOVA ILUE 60.00 
25·M•r·90 21 NOVA BLUE 17.08 
12·Aug·90 21 VISUAL SmEMS 31.00 
26·Aug•90 21 NOVA ILUE 114.00 
07-0ct-90 21 NOVA ILUE 204.00 
OS•Nov-89 21 NOVA ILUE 17.01 
27•Aug·89 21 NOVA ILUE 17.09 
25·M•r·90 21 VISUAL SYSTEMS 13.69 
22·Apr•90 21 VISUAL SYSTEMS 49.00 
17· "'""·90 21 VISUAL SYSTEMS 125.40 
22·Apr•90 21 ACCUPRINT tNC. 65.84 
17·Dec•S9 21 VISUAL SYSTEMS 117.11 
26·J'""·88 21 VISUAL SYSTEMS 10.31 
07•0ct•90 21 VISUAL SYSTEMS 114.00 
25·M•r·90 22 NOVA BLUE 17.01 
22·Apr·90 22 VISUAL SYSTEMS 49.00 
07·0ct·90 22 NOVA BLU& 60.00· 
05·Nov•89 22 NOVA ILUE 87.08 
07·0ct·90 22 VISUAL SYSTEMS 184.00 
27·Aug·89 22 NOVA ILUE 87.08 
10•Sep-89 22 NOVA ILUE 114.00 
17·Dec·89 22 VISUAL SYSTEMS 117.17 
17·J'""·90 22 VISUAL SmEMS 125.40 
22·Apr•90 22 ACCUPRJNT INC. 65.13 
25·M•r·90 22 VISUAL SYSTEMS 13.69 
06·May•90 22 NOVAILLII 205.00-
23·Sep-90 22 VISUAL SYSTEMS 31.00 
--·--·······-
TOTAL TIME·IILATED PIOJECT UPLJES 16,373.12 
----········· 
TIME·IILATD POSTAGI CDSTI 1.100.00 1\ 
TI .. •ULATID CIUJD CDSTI 10,336.GD 2\ 
--·----··----
TOTAL TI .... LA11D tiQTta DIIECT CDS1P 144,434 •• 
1\ CALCULATED AS 1300/YEAI FOI 6 YWS, BASED Cll RECORDED COST 
TRENDS FOI FISCAL YWS 1986-1991. 
2\ CALCULATED AS 12000/YEAI FOI 5 Y!AIS, lASED 01 I!CCROED COST 
TRENDS FOI FISCAL YEAn 1916-1990, PLUS RI!CGIDED COST THIQJGM 
MAY, 1991 OF U36. 
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BUDGETED TIME·RELATEO COSTS FOR CONTRACT MODIFICATIONS OTHER THAN 
IIODifiCATIOII IJ AND fiXED PRICE LEVEL Of EffORT 
/···················································································/ 
DESCRIPT IOM MOO ItO MOO 131 ..., 112 1100 IJ5 ..., ll6 MOO Ill MOO 144 TOTAL 
···-··········---·--·········----·-·····--····-· ·····-···-·· ·········-· ··--····· ··-······ •..•..... ····•···· .•....... ·········-
ON·SIIE DIIECT LA8011 
TECHNICAL DIIECTOR 1,98) 7,240 9,224 
PROJECT IWIAGEI 30,406 34 476 44,088 37 441 75,482 
PROJECT COORDINATOR 16,590 16,590 
5I LOGISTICS EIIGUIEE. 11,199 890 94 12,183 
Sl LOGISTICS ANALYST 96 96 
LOGISTICS MGT SPECIALISt 4,975 104 ,,079 
Sl SYSTEMS E~GI~EEI 10,120 2,5)7 467 13,124 
SYSTEMS EIGINEEI TEST 1,262 3JJ 1,594 
sa TELECCIII bGIIIEEI I,J6J 8,36] 
sa EIIII.EEI 3,497 3,497 
CONfiGUIATI'* IGI 659 554 1,21] 
CONFICUIAtiOI IIGI SPECIALIST 1,510 1,510 
lEST DIIECT .. 7,466 7,466 
T I E ENGIIIEEI 6,386 ., 6,]86 
COST AIW. fiT 1,016 1,016 
SECRETAIY/tiiiD .. OCESd 140 20,961 !J 661 7,41J 74 79 30,061 
CONTIACT ADMII (COMPOSitE) 2,427 5,427 64 948 ZOJ . 9,068 
UCOMIIACT ADII~I (COMPOSitE) 1,122 3,612 34 657 169 5,794 
------------ ----······· ····----- -----···- ··--····· ·-·-····· ·-------- -------·-· 
TOTAL TIIE·IELATED DIIECT I.AIOI, OM·SIIE 27,675 124,665 268 8,090 51,501 579 1,967 214,744 
lOT AL OVEIIIEAI 28,284 129,81) J]4 10,082 60,364 6J7 2,711 212,211 
1 UIE ·lELA TED TIAVEL 7,489 J6,490 0 0 0 0 9,090 5J,069 
TIIIE·IELAtED tdiSULTAITI 0 15,161 0 672 0 0 9,737 25,577 ' • ------------ ----····--- ------··· ···-····· ......... --···--·- ······-·· ·-----···· 
IIIE·IELATED DIIECT COStS MD OVERHEAD 6J,449 306,tJ7 60J 11,144 111,165 1,217 23,5tJ 525,621 
TOTAL GEIEIAL I ADMI.ISTIATIVE 5,349 JS,6'J4 55 1,sn 9,162 9J 2,438 54,302 
··----·-·-·· -----·-·-·· ·-------· ··-·----- •...••.•....•.............. ··-·····--
TOTAL TIIE·IELATED COSTS 61,791 341,771 651 20,416 121,027 t,J10 25,951 579,92) ............ ........... ......... •........ •.....•.. ......... ......... . ......... 
SUMMARY OF TIME-RELATED. COSTS FOR 








67, 198 (EIIIIBIT 982) 







CALCULATION OF EXCESS ON-SITE OVERHEAD 
ABSORBED BY. ICCE PROJECT 
DESCRIPTION 
--------------------~~----------------~--
BUDGETED DIRECT LABOR, ON-SITE 
ACTUAL ON-SITE OVERHEAD RATE, FY1986-1990 
ACTUAL ON-SITE OVERHEAD ON BUDGETED LABOR 






$1,170,594 (DBIBIT 968-A) 
1. 2 9 3 (EXHIBIT 969) 
1,513,578 































. ·· q4,9-A 
TECHOYN SYSTEMS CORP. 
CALCULATION OF ACTUAL ON-SITE·OVERHEAO RATE 
FISCAL YEARS 1986 - 1991 
• 
ON-srrE OVERHEAD COSTS (2) 
DIRECT ON-SITE LABOR COSTS 














(~) FISCAL YEAR 1991 DATA REPRESENl'S COS~S FOR F2SCAL 
YEAR-TO-DATE AT 19-MAY-91. 
(2) EXCLUDING PROFESSIONAL FEES. 









TECHDYN SYSTEMS CORP. 
ON•SJTE OVERHEAD COSTS, FISCAL YEARS 1986 • 1990 
ACCOUNT .. ~ 
·•···················•···························•·•· TOTAL 
NUMBER DESCRIPTION 1986 1987 19U 1989 1990 1986 • 1990 ......•...• . ••.............. , ..........••..••....••• -------~-- ..•....•.•.......•.••.••...••..... ··•··•····• 
71100,1 INDJRECT LABOR,TDNE 114,092 134,809 101,617 96,411 '1,905 565,894 
71110,1 AUTO LEASE,TDNE . 12,676 811 46 0 0 13,603 . 
71150,1 RECRUITING BONUS,TDNE 600 0 0 0 0 600 
71200,1 VACATION PAY EXPENSE,TDNE 51,353 45,588 39,052 34,012 6,353 176,427 
71300,1 SICK PAY EXPENSE,TDNE 30,099 31,027 26,642 20,783 15,753 124,304 
71400,1 HOLIDAY PAY EXPENSE,TDNE 31,325 29,493 21,691 21,474 13,900 124,890 
71410,1 ADMIN,TDNE/BEREAVEMENT LEAVE 1,543 3,313 1,810 1,333 1,284 9,282 
71420,1 SEVERENCE PAY,TDNE 3,059 12,09& 1,694 0 2,040 18,891 
71430, INSURANCE EXPENSE· THE TRAVELERS, TONE, 66,301 53,810 41,171 42,426 22,365 233,079 
40,41 AND MUTUAL IENEFIT INS. 
71450 WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION INSURANCE 3,012 2,329 2,277 5,522 3,903 17,043 
71460,1 FEDERAL UNEMPLOYMENT TAX EXPENSE,TDNE 2,447 1,694 1,517 894 118 7,370 
71470,1 FICA TAX EXPENSE,TDNE 68,991 62,317 50,867 47,596 28,107 257,884 
71480,1 STATE UNEMPLOYMENT TAX EXPENSE,TDNE 10,692 3,874 2,335 2,416 1,008 20,325 
71700,1 OTHER EMPLOYEE BENEFtTS,TDNE 1,429 219 262 124 0 2,034 
71800,1 EMPLOYEE RELATtONS,TDNE 59 37 365 52& 237 1,226 
72001 BANK CHARGES·TDNE 32 112 125 142 123 534 
72300,1 BUSINESS CONFEIENCE,TONE 617 157 436 503 0 1,712 
72500,1 BUSINESS INSURANCE,TONE 1,858 2,604 2,327 19,193 19,779 45,761 
72510,1 AUTO INSURANCE, TONE 3,181 2,365 2,149 0 0 7,695 
72700 CONSULTANTS 4,726 250 696 8,269 13,941 
72720,1 TEMPORARY EMPLOYEE,TDNE 1,560 4,279 0 1,550 0 7,390 
72750,, IEPAJR & MAINTENANCE,TONE 6,105 2,284 3,141 1,473 3,028 23,038 
72900,1 DEPRECtAT1CN & AMORTJZAT10N,TDNE 1,194 5,161 8,436 8,626 1,609 25,034 
73000,1 EQUIPMENT LEASE,TONE 18,546 20,674 21,379 14,137 5,999 80,736 
73700 GROUP INSURANCE 952 753 1,026 2,256 1,706 6,692 
74300 MEMBERSHIP/DUES 100 259 450 809 
74400,1 TUITION/SEMtNARS,TDNE 6,896 1,576 2,131 1,985 2,250 15,545 
74500,1 MINOR OFFICE FURNITURE,TDNE 191 587 0 2,101 (400) 2,494 
74700,1 MINOR OFFICE EDUIPMENT,TDNE 302 383 191 0 1,790 2,666 
74800,1 MISCELLANEOUS OFFICE EXPENSE,TDNE 5,469 7.181 6,717 5,162 6,717 31,393 
74900,1 MISCELLANEOUS TAX/LICENSES,TDN£ 584 128 1,230 428 232 2,602 
75000,1 MOVING EXPENSES,TONE 144 0 903 2,736 2,131 5,914 
75101 STORAGE IENT•TDNE 165 900 1,065 
75200,1 OFFICE RENT,TDNE 54,465 51,476 46,666 17,011 16,506 256,131 
75301 PROJECT WAREHOUSE RENT•TDME 13,000 12,000 12,000 2,000 30,333 69,333 
75400,1 . OFFICE SUPPLIES,TDNE 5,719 6,792 4,058 1,073 1,191 20,833 
75500,1 POSTAGE, TONE 301 86 204 205 S4 888 
75570,1 COURIER SERVICES,TDNE 6,07'5 5,644 4,199 5,245 2,103 23,965 
75600,1 PIINTUIG & GUPHits,TDN£ 2,094 1,377 725 1,001 121 5,326 
75700 MARKETING EXPENSE 1,221 1,221 
76000,1 RECRUITING, TONE 293 101 242 417 1,424 2,545 
76500,1 SUISCIIPTIONS/PUBLlCATJONS,TDNE 5,233 3,171 1,228 1,001 0 10,639 
76701 POWER & LIGHT·TONE 10,220 8,311 6,166 4,199 Zr546 31,443 
77000,1 TELEPHONE, TON£ 16,792 16,531 15,302 3,051 4,445 56,121 
77071 TELEX EXPENSE·TDNE 6 6 
77500,1 TRAVEL, TDNE 18,144 7,401 5,a1 4,190 1,219 31,242 
77551 ULOCATIOII (2,287) 2,573 285 
ALLOCATED FlaM DEPT 103 327,840 393,114 310,87 321,079 17'5,725 1,591,715 
ALlOCATED FlaM DEPT 106 35,510 35,599 80,623 11,262 40,322 270,316 
AllOCATED FICII DEPT 1107 103,121 90,117 27,614 41,974 2,293 265,906 
·······-·· ···----··· ...............•........ ·····-····-
SUITOTAL '· 124,397 1,065.152 936,153 196,901 477,1&7 4,499,790 . ---- - ·----
ALLOCAT1DII IASI CDIWECT OII•SITI LAIOI) 171,516 141,136 m • ., 651, 1CII 315.222 3,426.&66 
OI•SITE OVEIHUD UTE 128.01 125.61 m.a 137.a 151.41 
2797 
SOURCE: PROPOSALS FOR THE· OEFINITIZATIOII OF BURDEN RATES • FISCAL YEARS 19~1990. PLAINTIFF-S 
EXHIBIT 
NOTE: OI•SITI OVERHEAD AMOUNTS EXCLUDE PROFESSIONAL FEES AND RENTAL PAYMENTS TO VEDA. 
I '3.10. 
TECHDYN SYSTEMS CORP. 
CALCULATION OF ACTUAL GENERAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS RATE 
FISCAL YEARS 1986 - 1~91 
(A) (B) 
RECORDED COSTS RECORDED COSTS 
FISCAL YEARS FISCAL YEARS 
1986 - 1990 1991 (1) 
G&A COSTS $4,317,247 $998,549 
G&A COST BASE 
(TOTAL DIRECT COSTS) 56,589,217 7,931,288 
G&A COST RATE 
NOTE: · 
(l) FISCAL YEAR 1991 DATA REPRESENTS COSTS FOR FISCAL 
YEAR-To-DATE AT 19-MAY-91. 














TECKDYN SYSTEMS CORP. 




..... !~~---·· ..... !~ ..... 1 ..... !~! ..... 1 ..... !~ ..... 1 .. !!;;:!~---'MBER DESCRIPTION . 1986 ..... ···························-=·· ·········--··· 
'1100 INDIRECT LABOR 166,54\. 196,650 132,497 135,451 318,631 949,T10 
'1200 VACATION PAY !XPENSE 32,656, 15,105 13,576 26,314 43,019 130,669 
'1300 SICIC PAY EXPENSE 1,78 2,184 1,203 821 4,886 10,883 
'1400 HOLIDAY PAY EXPENSE 7,369 7,677 5,308 6,710 11,892 38,956 
'1410 ADMINISTRATIVE LEAVE 0 792 0 0 0 792 
'1420 SEVERENCE PAY 0 2,116 806 0 3,692 6,614 
'1430 INSURANCE EXP. • MUTUAL BENEFIT 2,454 3,601 3,093 2,991 4,455 16,595 
'1440 INSURANCE EXP. • TRAVELERS 5,852 6,385 3,927 5,550 6,104 27,818 
'1450 YORKMEN'S CCitP. INSURANCE 585 661 619 4,705 3,038 9,616 
'1460 FED. UNEMPLOYMENT TAX EXPENSE 162 435 113 218 327 1,255 
'1470 FICA.,.l'AX EXPENSE 5,678 8,930 4,434 6,343 15,283 40,668 
'1480 STAT(UNEMPLOYMENT TAX EXP. 356 934 33 191 273 1,787 
•t700 OTHER EMPLOYEE BENEFITS 0 0 0 0 75 15 
"1800 EMPLOYEE RELATIONS 0 0 0 23 130 153 
"2000 IANIC CHARGES· 0 0 0 0 13 13 
'2300 BUSINESS CONFERENCE ,,519 5,206 1,258 4,595 4,491 21,068 
"2500 BUSINESS INSURANCE 0 0 0 1,036 0 1,036 
c510 AUTO INSURANCE 810 862 1,158 0 1,.912 4,742 
~700 CONSULTANTS 864 9,170 4,043 0 0 14,077 
'2120 TEMPORARY EMPLOYEE 4,082 7,708 0 5,748 0 17,53! 
~750 REPAIR & MAINTENANCE 280 150 732 0 3,409 4,571 
~900 DEPRECIATION & AMORTIZATION 9,736 1,86! 1,633 0 6,587 26,823 
~000 EQUIPMENT LEASE 110 0 0 0 0 810 
~700 GROUP INSURANCE 952 1,032 1,577 2,807 7,258 13,625 
"4300 MEMBERSHIP/DUES 125 0 50 122 1,360 1,657 
•4400 TUITION/SEMINARS 105 0 0 225 135 465 
•4500 MINOR OFFICE FURNITURE 0 0 0 565 332 898 
~oo MINOR OFFICE EQUIPMENT 0 0 a 309 0 309 
~o MISCELLANEOUS OFFICE EXPENSE 414 104 874 332 809 2,533 
J ~ISCELLANEOUS TAX/LICENSES 3,318 !3,805 33,038 17,870 19,057 157,088 
.400 OFFICE SUPPLIES 30 0 4 407 979 1,420 
'5500 POSTAGE 1 43 0 0 0 44 
'5570 COURIER SERVICES 286 152 0 10 77 525 
'5600 PRINTING & GRAPHICS 1,800 1aa. 222 290 0 2,500 
'5700 MARKETING EXPENSE 6,980 685 481 S,793 1,450 15,390 
'5800 PROFESSIONAL FEE 32,473 43,558 43,460 52,434 60,854 232,780 
"6000 RECRUITING 145 2,973 185 0 5,147 8,450 
•6400 STATE CORPORATE INCOME TAX 14,860 1,237 0 441 15,000 31,538 
"6500 SUBSCRIPTIONS/PUBLICATIONS 99 335 204 1,247 3,610 5,495 
7000 TELEPHONE 13 1,002 1,115 591 491 3,282 
7500 TRAVEL 10,111 12,676 3,295 5,520 35,396 67,205 ....•.........••••......•.•••....•••...•••....•..•••...•••.........••. ····-······---
Subtotal 317,462 425,229 259,007 289,657 580,173 1,871,529 
B&P COSTS 149,996 406,296 425,000 324,841 266,620 1,572,753 
ALLOCATED FROM DEPT laS 70,611 110,940 89,333 85,456 184,918 541,258 
ALLOCATED FROM DEPT 106 40,091 57,821 14,490 15,541 37,553 165,496 
ALLOCATED FROM DEPT t07 16,500 20,425 36,784 63,137 29,365 166,211 
---···------·- ··---········· ···-·-········ ---------····· ...•••.....••. ·············-
Total 594,660 , ,020, 711 124,614 771,632 1,091,629 4,317,247 -- • -·-........... 
G&A lASE 11,057,442 10,440.102 11.905,404 11,10J, 171 11,311,091 56,5191 217' 
G&A lATE 5.311 ••• 6.931 6.MJ& 9.651 7.63% 
2799 
SOURCE !• PROPOSALS FOR TH~ DEFINITIZATJDII OF BURDEll RATES • FISCAL YEAIS 1986 • 1990. PLAINTIFF'S 
EXHIBIT 
g:z2 







SUBCONTRACT - RENT 
SUBTOTAL 






















( EXHI~IT 975) 
(EXHIBIT 976) 
2800 
CALCULATION OF CLAIM FOR TEST BED RELOCATION 
COST CENTER FY 1988 FY ~989 FY ~990 F'!i ~99~ TOTAL 
IRECT LABOR, ON-SITE $0 $1,218 $0 $0 $1,218 
N-SITE OVERHEAD 0 1,692 0 0 1,692 
RAVEL 3,315 4,162 0 0 7,477 
::>NSULTANTS 3,374 2,747 0 0 6,121 
OBCONTRACTS (l} 0 7,617 7,355 8,976 23,948 
~----~-~- ----------- --------- ~--.---- ---------. JBTOTAL 6,689 171436 7,355 ·8,976 40,456 
'A (2) 464 1,151 710 1,130 3,455 
.--------~- ~-------- -~---~~-~ ~----- ~--~-,..,__ 
JBTOTAL 7,153 18,587 8,065 ~0,106 43,911 
tO FIT (2) 787 2,045 887 1,112 4,831 
---~---.- ----.---~--- ~------~-- ----~--- -----------
'"'~L $7,940 $20,632 $8,952 $11,218 $48,742 
-=--===-= ·====-=== ·-===-===- --==-==== --=c:==--= 
TES: 
) RENTAL OF SPACE FOR TEST BED FROM VEDA. 






LABOR, CONSULTANT & TRAVEL COSTS TO RELOCATE TEST bED 
DISASSEMBLE 
DISASSEMBLE REASSEMBLE .& REASSEMBLE 
DESCRIPTION 10/87 1/88 8/88 TOTAL 
--------------------~ ----------- ----------- ------------ -----------
DIRECT LABOR: 
1 • 
J. CARTER 1,218 1,218 
ON-SITE OVERHEAD 1,692. 1,692 
CONSULTANTS I .... 
w. CLARK 569 569 
L. TILLEY 496 864 1,235 2,595 
9· SOUTHARD 521 918 1,512 2,957 
----------- ----------- -----.------- -----------
TOTAL CONSULTANTS 1,592 1,782 2,747 6,121 
-=========== ====::======= ============ =========== I • 
TRAVEL: 
w. CLARK 585 585 
L. TILLEY 530 530 1,204 2,264 
II D. SOUTHARD 532 1,138 1,246 2,916 "J; CARTER 1,712 1,712 
ft:; ----------- ----------- ------------ -----------~ TOTAL TRAVEL $1,647 $1,668 $4,162 $7,477 • 00 0 =========== =========== ============ =========== 
~ 
ItJYOICE 
TechDyn Systems Corporation 
6564 Loisdale Court, Suite 600 
Sprinqfield, VA 22150 
Purchase~O:der: 12546 
Attention: Max S. Rosen 
P4393 
r.NVOICE NO: 109928 
DATE: 07/31/89 
TERMS: Net 30 days 
SHIPMENT NO: 11 
DATE SHIPPED: • ~ t • 
ARTICLES OR SERVICES AMQONT CQMlJLATIV'£ 
Rental of space for ICCE CFA Equipment: 
July 1989 $761.67 
Total Billings to Date $8,378.37 
Previou3 Invoice Total $7,616.70 
Total c;laimed: §7§1.§7 
This is to c~rtify that the services set forth her~in were 










11 Canal Center Plua • Suite 300 • Alexandria, Virsini~ 22314 -1538 • 703i6&4-aoos 
• . 
INVOICE 
TechDyn Systems Corporation 
6564 Loisda1e Court, Suite 600 
Spr1ngf~1d, VA 22150 
Purchase Order: 12546 
Attention: Max S. Rosen 
ARTICLES OR SERVICES 
Rental of space for ICCE CFA Equipmene: 
March 1990 
-. 
Total Billings ~o Date 




INVOICE NO: 4561112290 
DATE: 03/31/90 










This is to certify tha~ the aer1icas sat forth herein were performed 










chDyn Systems Corporation 
6564 Loisdale Court, Suite 600 
Springfield, VA 22150. 
Purchase Order: 12~46 
Attention: Max S. Rosen 
• 
P4393 
INVOICE NO: 4561500015 
DATE: 03/31/91 
TERMS: NET 30 DAYS 
SHIPMENT NO: 26Z 
DATE SHIPPED: - 31 .. 
ARIICLES OR SERVICES CURllENT CUMUI.ATIVES 
Rental of space fo~ ICC£ CFA Equipment: 
(2/18 - 2/28/91) 






This is to certify that the services set forth herein were performed 
during ~he period stated. 
~a.·~'*~ .,,. 
Marian A. ~atson 




,; .. , 
Date 
Veda Incorporated 
11 ~nal Center Plaza • Suit• 300 • Aleundri•. VirainiG 22314·1 531 • 7031614-8005 
2805 
DAMAGES FOR REPLACEMENT OF KEYBOARD AND PRINTER 
DESCRIPTION 
-~~------------~--------
WHISPER WRITER PRINTER 
KEYBOARD 
DIRECT COSTS 







$6 3 5 (EIIIIBIT 978) 
















•• , 30 
VINDOI' UIICCII CGIOraiiiCA!JO•I I IDVZCI 
IIII•A C1aycoa •••· 
.......... Ill 0110t 
•••• caur 
OOYI ....... , COfiiT~CT liJC 
P1tt21•1S•C•00'9 
St'tl' TO nc:IDft 111!1111 COUOI.A!ZOH 
1114 Z.ladale cown. late 100 
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.ill: ......... ftU ..... ,.,. • .,.,, .. a U2J2 zauat•• 1,1.00 SIS.O 
C%aclsdiat ..C•1 1141 '·~~41 .... , 1110 
Oftnlttat llaippiat 






hiiilfn Splems CorporiUon 
.... I 5 I CUI . I 
.... .,r&. VAII11G 13132 
..... ,. PURCHASE ORDER/SUBCO~TRACT OAt I co-r-..ct 110 
a. fton•• 10/23/lt 121•11 
~' eotr-.c' 11110 
t1ti21•1S·e-oo'' 
V~A ..... -••al Coi'P• IHI' TO tese.tra lr••- c..,_~atioa 
•••• ,., ... 1• c..n, lute too 
•••uttie1., va UlSO 
... c-,.••1' .,.. •••• 11 
.... -· .. 0~110 
a~u. ... ••••• 
ITIM 
1 lH lefMad t 111-GOO•UI 1ft 1 741.5 ,.s.sc 
, . ( 
__ .... _ ----- --~~·-.--· 2808 
CALCULATION OF INTEREST ON DELAY DAMAGES 
YEAR IN WHICH 
CLAIMED AMOUNTS CLAIMED INTEREST INCURRED 
WERE INCURRED AMOtJNT THROUGH FY 1991 
--~--~-------~-~ -------- -~----~,..----------
FY 1988 $367,219 $121,549 
FY 1989 734,435 154,231 
FY 1990 734,435 73,444 
FY 1991 734,435 0 
---~------ -~-~-~----_, 




CALCULATION OF INTEREST ON DAMAGES 
ASSOCIATED WITH RELOCATION OF TEST BEDS 
YEAR IN WHICH 
CLAIMED AMOUNTS CLAIMED 
WERE INCURRED AMOUNT 
--~------~---~ -~~----~--
FY 1988 $7,940 
FY 1989 20,632 
FY 1990 8,952 
FY 1991 11,218 
INTEREST INCURRED 













CALCULATION OF ~NTEREST ON DAMAGES ASSOCIATED 
WITH REPLACEMENT OF KEYBOARD AND PRINTER 
YEAR IN WHICH 
INTEREST INCURRED CLAIMED AMOUNTS CLAIMED 
WERE INCURRED AMOUNT THROUGH FY 1991 
-----~-----~ -~------~-~ -~----~-~------~ 
FY 1988 $0 $0 
!'Y 1989 0 0 
FY 1990 1,687 169 
FY 1991 0 0 
~-------~ ---------





SUMMARY OF TECHDYH'S PRETERMINATION AND 
REPROCUREMENT COSTS FOR THE REMOfE CONTROL ELEMENT 
DESCRIPTION 
------------------------






OTHER DIRECT COSTS 
SUBTOTAL 










$67,198 (EXHIBIT 983) 
88,533 
5,498 (EXHIBIT 984) 
19,673 (EXHIBIT 983) 
183,703 (EXHIBIT 985) 












DIRECT LABOR AND CONSULTING COSTS RELATED 




SEN70R SYSTEMS ENGINEER/TEST 
SYSTEMS ENGINEER/TEST 
SENIOR LOGISTICS ENGINEER 










RELIABILITY PREDIC'nON REPORT 


























































DIRECT LABOR AND CONSULTING COSTS RELATED TO 




SENIOR SYSTEMS ENGINEER/TEST· 
SYSTEMS ENGINEER/TEST 
SENIOR LOGISTICS ENGINEER 
SENIOR LOGISTICS ANALYST 
PROJECT MANAGER 
SECRETARY/WORD PROCESSOR 















































TIAVIL COSTS FOI REMOTE COIITIO&. 
ELEMIJIT IEPIOCUREMINT 
DATE DESTINATICII PURPOSE --··················· ······-········· ...••..•.....••••••.•.......•••........•....• 
10•0ct•l9 •12•0Ct•90 JONES, EVERETT DC·CAILSIAD•DC ATTD. DOC&MENTATIOII MTG. All FARE 
PEl DIEM 
RENTAL CAR 
17·Aug•l9 •19•Aug•l9 IOSI, IALPM DC•LIMCOLN, II•DC VISIT IDS Ll. SOFTWARE 
DC•MIDPGID, NJ·DC VISIT GRJM 
11•Jul•l9 19•Jul·l9 lOSE, RALPH DC•MEDFCIIO, IU•DC ATT. DEMO. GRIM. EQ •. 
11·Jan•90 11•Jift•90 TDNTCII, RUFUS DC·tBPGID, IU·DC VISIT Gil• TEST ICE 
J·J.n•90 03•Jan-90 THORNTOI, RUFUS DC·MIDFOID, ILI•DC VISIT Gil. TEST ICE---· 
12-M..-90 16-Mar-90 TMOINTCII, IUfUS DC•CMAIILLO, CA.•DC U:I:E CfA 11STIII 
19-Apr-19 21•Apr-19 TIDNTCII I 'llmJS DC•PAIUM CITT ,FL•IC IeeE ECP•lZ DES. lEV. MTG. 
27·Ft0-90 Z7·flb-90 IU.II. lea IC•MIDfGID, &I·DC aHI ACC. Tm 81 .. IMI 
'·' 
12-tear-90 16•Mar·90 ElLIS, ICII DC•r.MMIWHC 1:1111. IIIIIG. 1BTIM , , 








































































11 .Julr 1111 
125-1002•0130 
Veda Incorporated 
51t1 Verduto way 
caaari11o, ~ tJ010 
Attaa Ra. terri Alleruaao 
· auala••• Adaiai•cratoc 
lu•j• lu•coacract 121-0021 Rodil£catioa ••· 12 




It fa (a) ~ttttr, Veda CCar~tra) to tee~Dyn c•oatft), dated 
• April lilt, 4JZI7•11U/Q4J10•017 
(~) Letter, Veda (Carrera• to teehDyn Cloatn), dated 
17 April lilt, 4J214•1tUIQ4J10•017 
(e) •a ••a lupple .. ncal A,r•••••' tOOOJt 
Cdl ~etttr, ~tcb~~n Cloatn) to Veda CAlltruaao), 
dated 17 ~uly Ill, laS•IOOJ-0121 
Dear ••· A11eruaoa 
tbia lett•c ••rYe• •• Rodilicatioa ••· 12 to tbe •ubject 
•••• .. ~'· teellDya lya&eaa accetta Veda'• price or Ilea,._, la accorclaace vi til tile ~•lereaeed C a) and c b) 
· ~ttera •ad pr.,oula .aual&&acl &b•~•l•• •• t..&r ucl ~•••on­
able for the work to be perforaed vitb retard to tbe rtltr• 
enetd (C) luppleMatal AtrHaent tOOOII CICI-32), encloaed 
berevltll, lor •h• claaat•• cela&~to t!le a.ao&e Control 
Sle .. nt CICI). !be we~i~td • ..-~ . . elti .. ted ~y Vtda 
at •- vl11 lae J•rforaeil vitllla·· 1 atlat proviaion1ft9 
f1&Ddr.ialltiiT lladilicaliOII ... 2 .... tM .. 1,c, laftoB&ract. 
'!Ilia •dllica,l• a1ao ••~• to· ••t•at ttte pe~lod of 
perforaaace for a.-coatrac& 121•002 tbroutb ll ~•auacy lilt 
•t ao addiU.aal ••• &o ttecMtp. acet& •• l&atacl 
llerelaaiMI••· 
ftle _.lllca,l• lacr••••• tile •rice et .Ucoat~act 
121-lt~t~ t1.141,••a to ''·tto,Jtl • 
.... ,. •• _... a~Mtwe. all -tela ad nmlltioaa ot 
...._atrecc 121-002 will re .. la &b• ..... . . 
ftia leteec _,_ ..... ead refluea alae ••lereaced (411 
letter. · · . · , 
••~foaaaace is accoriaan witla tlae lutnctina ,rnidecl 
llereia is eonaidered lay 4fec~n to 1le wiliJl• ttae ecope ol tile 
ealatlat aultcoatraet requireaentl. Ia tbe •••at tbat Veda 
•••• aot atr•• tba& tb••• iaatructloa• are vllbia tb• preaent 
~•qair•••••· vecl• ••• aotl!y -rea~, ia •~lua,, wi&biA 




17 .July 1111 
121•1002•0121 
•••• two 
If rou laave any fl'llltion• retardlnt tbt above, please 
coa&ac• 'b• uaderlita•d at (703) 12Z-5100. 
very 'ruly roure, 
j)~;e'---
... 1. bien VIDA z•coUOIA~&D 
llaaatar ,,. cont•acta 







MATERIALS COSTS FOR REMOTE CONTROL 
ELEMENT REPROCllREMENT 
·-
INVOICE/PO ITEM INVOICE 
DATE VENDOR DESCRIPTION AMOUNT 










































·. . ·'ll!YP 
.. 
CALCULATION OF INTEREST ON RCE DAMAGES 
































Summary of TechDyn's Time-Re'lated 
Costs and Delay Claim 
Time-
Time-Related Coals Related Additional Time-Related Coats 
Original Contract Costs for Attributable to Whittaker 




fime-helated Costa Included 




DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
HEADQUARTERS aECTRONIC IYITIIIS DMSION (AFSC) 
HANSCOM AIR FORCE IASE.IIASSACHUIE'nl 01731-1000 
Icx:E COntract No. Fl9628-8~-Q079' 
17 JUN 186 
~~~~ 
To: TechDyn Systems COrporatiCil 
Attn: William c. Hise, Director, 
Management Sq)port q,Etrations 
6564 IDisdale Court, SUite 600 
Springfield, VA 22150 
1. As discussed during our 11- 12 June 1986 meeting at the offices of the 
Narth Atlantic Defense Systems Directorate, Headquarters Electrcnic Systems 
Division, the gavermnent has detemined that aD adjustment in the schedule for 
review of and agreement cm the very Jlpztant -a• level specificaticns and the 
critical Design RI!Yiew far subject ccntract is required. 11e mat reach 
agreement m these specificaticms before we PEoceed into am and the review of 
both the "C" level specificaticns and the Ia::B test plans and .prccec1ures. 
2. !be ccntractor•s late delivery and iDadequacy of the iDitial draft -a• 
leYel apecific:aticns has caused a lengthy nview and revisicn process. 
Additicnally, the ccmtraetor•s deciaicm tQ cnate interface design 
specificaticns, which are critical to understaftding the -as• OcllpJter Prcgram 
specificatic:ns, bas further delayed fJDNIJIWt rtWiew and c:annent. 'ltlerefore, 
to meet the teJ:mS of the subject ccntract to establish an allccated 
requirements baseline prior to CDR, we llllSt reach agzeement without undue risk 
0 to the program. 
3. 'lb!refore, we submit the enclcsed schedule for year re9iew, ccncurxence 
and illplementation. Perfomance of this insuucticn is cc:asidered to be 
within ·the 8C.q)e of the existing ccntractual requirements. If you disagree, 
take no action, but notify the Ccntracting Officer, in writing, within 5 days 
of rece · pt of lette • 
CCn Officer 
Directorate of Stratf!9ic 
System Ccmtracts 
Deputy for Contracting 
1 Atdl 
ICCB CDB/Spec Review 
SCbedule, 11 Jun 86 
PI.AJNTI~rete 
·0·-~·-~ 0 .. :<tt~•JFO· 0 .. fptp 
2821 
• • - i 
• 
ICELAND CXII'mND & (X)NTR)L ~ PROORAH 
atrl'ICAL DESI~ RE.'VIEW SPECIFICATION R!.VID1 SCHEDULE 
9 - 24 Jun 86 -USA!' carpletes review of all Precessing ana Display 
1\mCticnal Area (PDFA) •s• specifications 
-USAF integrates all required changes into •blueline• 
ccpies of all PDFA WS" specs 
- If time pezmits, USAF also carpletes review of •s-s• 
specs far the ranote control equipment (RCE) carputer 
prcgrams 
25 Jun - 2 Jul. 86 - uSA!' ana ccntractor Red-line PDFA •s• specifications at 
4C facility, 'n:ranc:e, CA. 
8- 11 Jul 86 
- If time pemits, also red-line •s-s• specs for ICE 
software 
-USAF and ccntractor cxmduct IDPA am at facilities of 
4C, Terrance, CA 
30 Jun- 19 Jul. 86 -USA!' carpletes review of all Conmmications FUnctional 
Area (CFA) •s• and •c4" specifieaticns and remaining 
"C2A" specificaticns not yet approved. 
22- 26 Jul. 86 - USAF and ccntractor Red-line CFA specificatiaw at 
TechDyn facility, Red Bank, NJ 
28 J\11 - 1 Aug 86 - USAF and contractor cxmduct CPA am at TechDyn facility, 
Red Bank, NJ 
... ·~ 0 ••• 
2822 
5 November 1986 
125·$001-0176 
\ j 
Command, Control and. 
Communications Corporation 
23670 Hawthorne Blvd. 
Torrance, CA 90505 
Attn: Ms. Marte Ra)ft)nd 
Director of Contracts 
Subj: Subcontract 125-SOOI; Show Cause Notice 
Dear Ms. Raymond: 
Since Command, Control and Communications Corporation has failed 
to make satisfactory progress under Subcontract No. 125-SOOl w1thfn the 
tfme required by fts terms, TechDyn Systems Corporation fs considering 
te~inating the subcontract under the conditions of default of this subcon-
. tract. Pending a final decision in this •tter, it will be necessary 
to detennine whether your failure to perform arose from causes beyomJ 
your control and without fault or negligence on your part. Accordingly, 
you are given the opportunity to present, in writing, any facts bearing 
;n the question to the undersigned, within 10 days after receipt of ·this 
notice. Your failure to present any excuses within this tf• llay be con-
sidered as an admission that none exist. Your attention fs invited to 
the respective rights of the subcontractor and TechDyn Systems Corporation 
and the liabilities that may be invoked if a decision is made to te~inate 
for default. 
Any ass f stance gt ven to you on this contract or any acceptance by 
TechDyn Systems Corporation of delinquent goods or services will be solely 
.for the purpose of mftfgatfng dlllllges, and it fs not the intention of 
TechDyn Systems Corporation to condone any delinquency or to waive any 
rights that TechDyn Systems Corporation has under the contract. 
Very trul~ you.rs, ~ J • 
~41d~.~ ,Uic. Hise . 
Vfce President and Director of 
Management Support Operations 
WCH/IIIIb 








15 Septeaber 1987 
,125-8001-0498 
Whittaker Command 6 Control Syateas 
23670 Hawthorne Blvd. 




Mr. scott Laaberth 
President 
Subcontract 125-001; Resumption of ICCI Coaputer 
Progra .. ing Teat and Evaluation (CPT61) 
Letter, BQ lSD (Smith) to TechDyn (Biae), dated 15 
September 1987, NADS-241 
Dear Mr. Lamberth: 
TechDyn Systems . has reviewed and is forwarding the 
referenced letter to Whittaker Coaaand and Control Syateaa 
(WCCS) for action as requested by the Governaent. TecbDyn 
requests wccs to respond, in accordance with paragraph three, t~ 
TechDyn with a atatus of the·outstanding Systea Trouble Reports 
(STR) and a tenative schedule for a Teat Readineaa Review baaed 
on the closure of all STRs. Your response is requeated by the 
COB 17 September 1987. 
Performance in accordance vi th the instructions provided 
herein is considered by TechDyn to be within the acope of the 
existing subcontract requireaents. In the ev•nt that wccs does 
not agree that these instructions are within the present 
requireaents, wccs •ust notify TecbDyn, ·in writing, within ten 
(10) calendar days from receipt of this letter. 
If you have any questions regarding the above, pleaae 
contact the undera~gned at (703) 922-5100. 
Very truly yours, ~Af • .. ~~ 
l aa • Biae 
Director 
Manageaent Support Operations 
Enclosure: As stated 
WCB/dlw 








































































































































































































































02 November 1987 
TechDyn Systems Corporation 
6564 Loisdale court 
suite 600 
Springfield, VA 22150 
Attention: Mr. William Hise 
Whittaker Command I Control SJatema, Inc. 
23670 Hawthorne Boulevard 
Torrance. Cahfomta 90505 
213/373·9651 Tetex 756886 
8711-1425-MER/16393 
Subject: Subcontract 125-001: Software Qualification Test 
(SQT) System Trouble Reports (STRs) 
Reference: TechDyn 125-S001-0539, dated 29 October 1987 
Dear Sir: 
In response to reference letter, attached are copies of ST.Rs 
opened durinq SQT dry run tests. 
Further questions regarding the above should be directed to Mr. 
David Bumstead at 213) 373-9651. 
Sincerely, 
7~ f. I? nu-J._ 
Marie E. Raymon~ 
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I <DA I B ~ (!) D I L t I ·J tiJ I . 17-s~o 
fLl ~IAIIFLY IISCIII£ THE PIOILIM) 
Ll' ,.t • ~tvl _s~~~ n. ~ J; LL,. L u.•~' n ~""''""'~ ~I'\ • fi , ..... t. 
~lliiCI IOCUMINT 7. DOCUMliT Al'llCTID I. IYSTlfl 
• '""F. »GIM VIU IONS: . (AS APPLI CAlLI) tO. FUNCTION AFFICTID 
IL'J . ~~~~ IDS• J/\4"r. 
ll'i lSI; l'Dit Jl. TIST ITIP 
1~11; 1~1: !'I!! IIE't AliA 
111· S3 i 3:i !I:D!!• 'ISI•I• •z. ~IMIUIG VITII 
AJ/4 
IIIUTOA (PAIMT IWIEJ ''· ASS I &liED f~;l. tL 
~f.~t.L"·l..' ~ /*,A;.,~ 
IILIII DUPLICATED _YIS liD· IIA 16. IYSTIIt ITAfUI 
IUIIIC lUll ""' •·"' Anll IESTAIT ttl' • 
. Artll IELDAD -·· ,. 
UILI llSCIIPTION 
"·" 
p.\, no cl¥ fxai\ ' Ap C•b;.,;,~ c, in d··k ,. enkccd On ,., "'¥< 
~~ CceJJ:£~ .. ,..L,~ e.a~!,af C:~a:.. ~~·a ~.i"~~ad m.cj:JQ~!_ ac~splcd 
vee "'br c tr~ . ~ .J., .,. k *"! ·,. f. k ;r u u.wid i be o, llo..g u\~ 
• · Ee D~ ::ea:a ! ~ t:&c: • aa~ s~ ~ c~ 1. .: e £L~I. ~ !I u'* sa; ~~~:l Flgfl. :e;Jl a : 
1 
- "~£·' 'L' t&~ta -'" (/Jfb(J ".... lfl '' :L,.j (wH~f'6f9Z"!;\8u "S't.. ,tpr·-kd 
~ "' • ( TJ-.rt. ~i· ~tv~ ,.1'\lt_. .. ,~, UJt\S ri' 0 ~ o:J-h,.chtd ~t\ t" .... 
~1:11Vl ACTION IJ. 111 STATUS . ..J . 
ITATUI llTI 





COMPLnl .. • • ••• liD VlASION 21. rtlll VliSION 22. ISTIMTlD DATI 
TIS Til 
MTUII CLOSID . 
,7/'6 • 
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SYSTEM TROUBLE REPORT 
•aoG~ VERSIONS: S APPLICAILl) 
ILCt ISCt AOS• 
fStt ISG; CCOS; 
J. PIIOAlTI (CIACLI ONE) 
t I I • I 
pcu· pes: !CQM llfC; 
Cft$•1• 





















SYSTEM TROUBLE REPORT 
?'er.fcf? 
2. CATIGOIY ((;)LI lllEl J. PIIOAITY (CIICLI ONE) •• ITI IUMill 
I I I L , I ~ ' I . g?-&'~ 
TU (IIIIFLY ~~~~~~ Til PIOIUit) 1JI -·· 
~.·- 1 t:Jr!,ll~'+ ~ )~ /'Ar -~ r~J,1C /./~•//- / A. :r-r , 
,FlUIIICI DOCtMENT 7. HCUMIIT AFilCTID \J .. '''''" • Kc-.e 
~OGAM VllSIONS: (AS APPLIC!ILII 10. FUICTION AFFICTID 
IL~I ll~t IDS· 
ll'r llli; 1'121: 11. 1111 ITIP 
ICU· ICI: !'~!S Ill'; 
111· I'Q!I· ,111·1· ~z. LIIUUIG VITH 




.OILEM DUPLICATED _tlS liD II& 16. IYSTIII STATUI 
DURIIG IUN 
AFTIR llSTART 
• An&a ULOAD . ~ 
DUILI llSCIIPTION 
~Rr 01h,,e; Me hW=c{- , ~e.(,,.! a~,~f"~l ~ c ~ cs ., , 
~~,~~-- . 
. • • "! . ... ~ .... · .. ' . .:. 
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SYSTEM TROUBLE REPORT 
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•••• of --SYSTln•. TROUBLE REPORT 
'I ~. CA~RY (CIRCLE ONll ). PAIOAI~ACLI Ill) •• ITA IUJ.I~~ 
/!;J./87 I I L t I J • I . -~...,--~~· 
r~' .(IRIIFU JlSCAIIE Till PIOIUft) • i!lt:e£ ~ . ; ,;;~£~~ .fac,&/ Abc:~.sr~Air /},A ~ /;l.,r .&~ . 
~IRlNCI IOCUICIIT 7o toC""'N~EICTID •. .,,,,,. 
• . ~ ~~~~ 
~GAM VIASIONS: (AS APPLICAILl) 
, , tD. FUNCTION Arr&CTID 
tL;rfz-~; ll't us· ?lLC 
21'! £2· ..!2fo ~ llli: - S'lllt n. TEST ITIP ,;. ~ IZ...., 
ICLI· ., .. !'12!! Ill'; t~'T_ -- ~~· 
asai I'D!!• 'BI·Zt •z• LINKIIG VITI 
~~AA.~. 
IGINATOA (PAIIT lAIC) 
~wl~t!. w.. M"NED TO ~ .~·· 7}~.J'~ ~~ ~ 
iiLIM DUPLICATED YIS NO ... 16. IYSTIII STATUI 
DUliNG IUN ~ 
Anll llSTAlT ~ 
• AMEI IILOAD 
UILl DESCIIPTION • 
~~ .. ~ dAN'~S~ A?i.-ht;d' ~t ~ if.Ji.-IIAr"di!J. 
'~l-t. ~~smiH 
. ; . 't 
1.1J. U'('kJ::. "~,..~~ ~.l ~ e.J._ -lllG~ bAr~_ 
~a; ~· 4:1J.d. ~ ::2l'R4l ta~Z-' . 
~ECTIVI ACTION IJ. ITI ITATUS 
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SYST' S TROUBLE REPORT 
- 2. CAT£GOAY (CIRCLE ON£: J. PAIOAITY (CIICLI ON£) •• STI IIUMIEA 
~,., -13--S'? Ci) D I L ,fi),. s ~-ktd5' 
TITLE (BRIEFLY D~' THE PIIOILE") - .L:,_ f/J 
!),L,e d 4ti.U .L'JA..... ,.,; ,~,~ LJ .A AI~ II -L-t.,~ - ..;.__ CY 
REFERENCE DOCUMENT 7. DOCU"£NT.AFFECTlf 6 ~ I. SYSTEII -
:z:-~ 1!, e 
PAOGRM VERSIONS: (AS APPLICABLE) flEt.e+• tr u.s- .0. FUNCTION AFFECTED . 
RL'I !1,: aas· £J~r-t/Q4F t:J )( 
pst: I$G; CCQit 11. TEST STEP 
eP7¢e A~A;:t: ICUi DtS· I'D" IIE'r ,.,. .,_ 
D!!i a.2s- ICD!5: I:ISS·Z: -2. LINKING WITH 
OA~ATOII (PAINT NAKEJ 1-. ASSIGNED TO 
.I'.LA-eM J3. ~lti..IF~ALI> 
PAOILEM DUPLICATED Y_ES NO _NA 16. SYSTDI STATUS 
DURING IUN . ~-·· 
AFTER IESTART 
AF1EI IELOAD. 
T~OUIU DESCAIPTION ..,/. ~ ~t!Lc./.. . z!:_ 
-' ,rze..L. ~ 4'rd'&J:4 • 
4 7,.U 4f"1!.e/)i!ib~~ .lt.l.~gi, .... J... {Nt< d. u.g, a..J-J..!tif-_1 
~~~~=~~ 
~~~-~ tA ~ ",{...t.. t;e..- ~44~-~ 
~ ;,~J 11~ tJ ..J., 1!1 ~~~ -~- /:)~ ~,_-_4"--A .. -.:~~; 




lEV liVED , . 
lEVI DIED . . 
IEYIIVED 
ESTIMATED I 
CO"' LET ION - ••• '·ATCH£D V£ASION Zl. FIXED VERSION 22. ISTIMTED DATI 
' TESTED ' ~~ .TUAE I I / . CLOSED 
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•• • l .... . . . .. ·~ ) J.:' . v- 1-' ' / - .• ,..,; 
TEX1' 
• TEX1' ----- SOUl-. lADlL A.2 EViNlS 1 - 4 APPDI)l). d -----
T!Xl' -
TEX1' --------~ 1 APPDI)IX H ••••• ···········-
•T!Xl' 
C0005 QC, 1 
TEXr 
DOOlO SM3C S, DO, DO, OO,N, 000,00, 00, B, CO, 00, OO,N, 000,00, CO, B 
nxr 
• D0010 CHlL TA1,B,N, ,'I'A2 
DOOlO CNDL ~.a,s,.~ 
D0010 IPUB ~,010,100,100,L,OI,,010,180,1000,1776A 
I •••• I I I ,M, Y,H 
IXXl30 lPUB TA2, 020,-100, -100,A, OS, 05000, 0!013e0,2000,277&a 
,,,,,,,,,M,Y 
D0020 IAT.B ~.1000,010,50,50,S%,317,050,MN,OS00,~,12,2222,1 
3333, Y, ,H,P 
D0020 lSPB 'l'A2, 2000,020,-50,-50, REF I 0, 003CO, CMS,OIO, Dft' ,0100, y 
~D0020 lSI'S TA1,1001,010,100,•100,UB,0,0,012,270,11,2232,1• N r:J7? £!1-r 
3323, l, 0200, I,M, SIH,AMI,H 
D0020 lSUB TA1,1002,010,-100,100,H,SUB,0100,05,010,C1 C90,1 
07,CSB,3,2,10,2,,N,12,MLY,N,CM 
D0020 DDt TA1,1003,010,1002,1ADI11oas,ss,090, 12,anaco,ula 
N,20.QQ 1$~'~4- A)O r 
~D0020 IESM TA2,2C02,020,150,1SO,ASM,3,BIM.a,180,,010176,2,U,a- I' t 'X 
3,21637,12,09,SPY 
D0020 saN TA1,1C01,010,UG,OI,Y,'Z!,Ga,12,0!5,U,0010,,1267 -N lJ 
D0020 ESMP TA2,2002,020,01,1CCO, ,3,1,0287 ,020162,1 
TD'I' 
TIX1' • • ·- • •• £VINl' 2 APP&I)U R ----------
D0060 cm.a TA2,1CXXl,020,AJG,0,7- ,vo a.. (J 
DC010 'ftC. TA2,1000,H 
DQC.r,Q BRlD 
DCC)iC) MID 
DC020 axa TA1,1000,010,AU,3_..ND G-D 
1Xl045 EIJRB TAl, 010,020 -- ~ (J (.\ .. "t> I I 
1)0020 DRrR 'l'Al, 1003, o1o .... AJ u ~ c: - o. t 1 '· c t.A '- c,,p o r-t:.e:: ~ ,·:, ' ··I·· · ~· · 
D0020 'rAL8 TAl, 1001,010, B-~ ~ 
D0020 TAt& 'W.,1002,010,P 
.. " 
) 
IXXl30 TALB TA1,1CCl,010,'IB-AI 0 
IXJ030 TAt& TA1,1002,010,'1'P --~~,- C ~~o.Y •· ~; • . • .. "' .,- oc.: '1,:. ·~ ... : 
IXXl30 U'IM TA1,1000,010,MZ,123C ... ......, IJ c ·"a- •.• , i~~\ A ;.• t "... I~ • 
IXXl30 PHrR TA2,020,-75, 75,010,7 G 
0 IXXl30 TSIN TA1,1000,010,JCBC027,02&13,227.000,.l801,227.QQO .. AI U 
IXXl30 'ltM TA1, 2000,010 - N 0 rJ 0 • 
IXXl30 CTRIC TA1,1000,010,A ~ 
DC030 PAS& TA1,1000,010,0010,GEJf._Jitl 0 0 
D0030 mM TA2,1C00,020,M001,JB001 : ~ 
TD'I' 
1D'l' ~ 3 APPDGD R • • • I • • • I -- -
TD'I' I 
DC030 nm n01,A,Y,Y,N,H,H,N,Y,N,N,Y,N,Y,N,N,N,Y,N,N,Y,Y,N,N,Y,N 
DCXXl5 laD . : . 
1Xl045 I'D1'B NI01,A,1000,1001,2000,2C02f 
1Xl045 nm IED1,A,Y,Y,Y,Y,N,Y,Y,Y,Y,YfY,Y,Y,Y,Y,Y,Y,Y,Y,Y,Y,Y,Y,Y 












~ .......... ~---.~----- F 'tr 4 APP~lX H ~----~--------- ...... 
·~ 1 txxMs NXN TA1,1000,010,020 
D0045 AIRS TAl,1000,0lO,F16,500,,050,050,100,000,N,N,N,N 
D0075 CMND TAl,1002,010,020,ASN,0010,2 
D0045 WPS8 TAl,1000,010,,RDY,2,a:::N,L,N,120,22 
D0045 W.'l' 'l'Al,010,177, Y,P 
D0045 WPS8 TAl, 1CXX), 010, 1001,ASG 
D0045 WPSB TA1,1000,010,1001,BRIC - L•- ,. , •••• ., •.•• : .• :, 
IU N 0 Of)• ~,,., ., ·- •• 1Xl045 COB TA2,020,12345670,2,07654321,vw- J 
D0045 COB TA2,020,00420411,3.00201C00,01 
COOlS 'lt8L TA1,1000,H 
IXX)6() BRm 
IXJ3CX) Ja'L " 
•J • "I v 7~ !' -:-•_(.._ ~..A-' J.J /"• 
. ' .. "' ~ . , ,,. ~, 
, • ~ ~· • t 14 ··..-~ .. , • 1 • 
- . . ., ..... . 
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SYSTEM TROUBLE REPORT 
IOGRAR VllSIDNSa ~~ APPLICAILI) 
:::1z teze::; :=~ 
J. Pl10AI1Y (CIICLI l) 
, I I • I 





. Anll llLDAD 
AOUILI IISCIIP1101 
CMS•Zt 
1 • ASSIINED tO . 
•... ., --
le. ITI IUMIIA 
'i')- ?~6 
(.jlf =tea£ sdrafa4J (!4Q,te:s de n·~~e ae <2= 
;Yah etl,hf t.!J~ • 
DIP.1C11VI ACTIOI J. 111 STATUS 
ITA,_ 1&11 
ASS I IIIII 
IIVIIVII 
UVIIVII 
. . IIVIIVII 
1111MTII 
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'••• of --SYSTEM TROUBLE· REPORT 
:~h: ~ z. CA~OAY (CIICLI ONE) J. ~AITY (CIACLI ONE) 4. ITl IIUMI£A j() '!3 J'1 IJ I a· L , I J • S <&7-2'72.. 
;. TITLl ~IAIIFLY llSCliiE tME PAOILEM) 
·.M2'BbH 1<_A~Do..._, {)L...C.. 'fLDC.£fJ Agnf2...t :rAJ 
;. I£Fll£NCE DOCUMENT 7• DOCUMENT AFEICTID . 11. IYITIII . -rc.c.s 
I. PIOG~ VIASIONS: (AS APPLICAILl) ~0. FUNCTION AFSICTID 
IL'r ll~t IDS· 
ll'i IS Iii ,,121; 11. tiST ITIP 
ICLii IICI• I'D~ IIE'r 
IBB· l'D!S: 1:11•1; 12. LIIKIIG VITK 
). OIUGINATOA (PIIIT liNtEl ''··ASS liNED TO 
-A • D \.A a. T r c H z A. T::::utL.,--rc#r 
i. PlOILEM DUPLICATED Y£5 NO MA 16. IYSTIII STATUS 
DURING IUN 
AnER RESTART 
. Anti IELOAD 
==-7. ( 'ILl DESCRIPTION . 
-
I a;~ ~I...~ i;A:f' a's l M..llll1 ~~ CCI ,r #I-tt. Tl c. ,J l:O'-'I,·~ (tL4c..r~G-l 
,.L. c ~t,r,z 
I 
~ '-' ££.~2 t.Jb•J "'.r S·~ .tc.• f:.~.·c : •-J:Z: J;e. ,. tfl ' ~e T b ~; I~ 'd' . ~L--C.. Q t~~-rJ, IVL4U.c~, r. ~0. "' rl. "·"' ;9 lc.~-.J J.Q ~ ,. ,. 
. 
3. COAP.lCTIVE ACTION 11. ITI STATUS 
.. 
. STATUI DATI 





COMPLniOI - •••• >.P~·~KlD VllSION 21. FlllD VtASIDN 2z·. ISTIMTtD DATl 
' 111111. J' ~NATUU CLOSD . 
• 
• ~ PLEASE lEE INSTIUCTIDNS ON AtVllSI 1111 OF FORM 
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•••• of - -· SYSTEM TROUBLE REPORT 
r& ~. CA~OlY (CilCLt 011) J. PAIOAITY (C~~ ONI) •• ITA IIUMIEl 
(),_7' R7 D_. I L t I. I ., I . '17-~73 
r~;•••'~/' ~tssa•u TNt PAOILIM) H ~ I 
e- - '!J ~lJ ~U!tJL wi -n< 
riAIICI IO~UMINT 1·J;:')J M£1~,, '1". I. IYSTI" • :L •nj /h /rrL:. 
)GlAN VIISIONS: (AS APPLICAILI) ... , O. ~CTIOI AFFICTlD 
~~:!2 ;2?9::: == 
L 1c;c._ 
11. YIST ITIP 
~,L!. II:S: J£DM 111,1 /)'1 
IBB· ::r:'arJ· EBI·Z· . 12. LUUUIG VITII 
D (PAINT IIWJ 1~. ASS IINID YO . 
~I LIM OUPLI CATED YlS 110 IIA 16. IYSTIII 11AT US 
DURING IUN X 
Anll USTAIT 
. AF111 IILDAD . 
?J}"SCAIPTION 01 •'r/ • f'~ ~ • '"e.·ll ~ 7AJ (.~ Uri. iff. ~A!:JIZ 
t~~~~~ ctz9ac·lt e/4JJ.t:. & ~. 
• 
... - ~ . . . .. -· . ~ .. ,. ~-- ,.. .. 
'-ItT I VI ACT I 011 .,. 111 STATUS . 


















IYST ..... A TROUBLE. REPORT 
- • CATEGORY (CilCLI ON£ J. PliOliTY (CIICLI ON£) 
I I I L 1 2 I S 
ILC: IJCt ADS• 
psc; sse; CCO$; 
OAIGINATOA PAINT lAME 
I 
PAOILEM DU,LICATED 
DUIU Nli RUN 
Anll RESTART 
AMEI RELOAD 









AT,M£D VlASION 21. fliED VERSION 2Z. lSTIMTED DAT£1-C-..O.._MP_.UT-.-I ... O-.I_~-·--·-·-·-·--. 
TIS TID 
CLOSED 
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• 
8YST~..I TROUBLE REPORT 
• CATEGOA (CIRCLE ON£ J. PIIOIITJ (CIICLI ONI) 




IGINATOA PAINT lAME 
5~ 























: PLIASI Ill IISTIUCTIONS 01 REVERSE IIDI OF FORM 
IYSTEM TROUB·LE REPORT 
•... ., --
11. DATI I. CATIGOAY (CIACLI ONil J. fliOAITY (CilCLI ONE) 4. ITA IUMill 
JQ l),-fi1 I I<!)L ,LfJI 6 I A7·17f, 
s. tn~JIRIIFLhRr•u tllt.;oau~ riAl 
•. I 
'/~~~ ""U lJAJU ( l~n~·r 
6. llFlllliC& DOCUMENT 7;- IOCUMEN1 AFI&CTID ... ,,,, .. 
• IC.C£ 
J. PAOG~ VlliiONS: ~~ APPLICAILl) .0. FUNCTION AIFICT&D 
ILCt ll~t IDS• 
11'1 ISii; ~'RI: f 1. l'IS t I TIP 
·~~~· D~S· !'Q~ liE'• Ill· I'D!!• I:BI·Z; 12. LIIIIUIG Vltll 
1 ). OR I Ri::" (PAl liT liME) ''· ASSIINED TO 
u.llr.A- • 
,5. PlOILIN DUPLICATED Y£5 NO MA 16. IYSTIA 11ATUS 
lUliNG IUN 
AnEa ltSTART 
• AF1ER liLOAD . 
fAOUI~EfCliPT~ - . 
- ~t'J.LIUS u 4,,.·t;.lll L. At."-
. 
UJ.t.-~z·e , ~~s! 
/({ £t ~ eRr ,t.lt:J,J-1 I. Jd+" ~~ ' ~a . 









COMPLniOI • .. -~ JD.PA1,Ktl Vll,ION 21. laUD VliSION zz. ISTIMTID DATI 
111111 . 
~ 
·• SI,NATUU CLISD . 
• 
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• & PLEASE Ill IISTIUCTIDNS IN IEVllSI 1111 OF FOIM 
1 ., ae of - -SYS-Efd TROUBLE REPOR• 
• 
DATE 2. CA~DAY (CIACLE ON£) J. PAIDAIT~:ACLE ONE) 4. ITA NUKitll 
'0·2.•-1? I) I I L I I J • S 77- d77 
tiTll (llllFLY D£SCAIII THE PAOILlM) ~ 
71J RLDGK __ /4-I..TtTvi>t; ~~~~~~c.r-
1£Fil£NCI DOCU"'NT 7. DOC'"'Il AFFICTID I. IYSTlA 
zccr 
PAOG~ VllSIONSa (AS APPLICAILIJ 10. FUNCTION AFFlCTID 
:~: SZ.ai:Z ::: =~ 
7JSC 
.1. TEST STEP 
ICIIi ICI: I'a!S 111'' 
llli • I'ars: '!SI•Z; 
12. LIIIUII VITN 
. 
OAIGIHATOA (PAINT NAME) 
"· AS.RGNID .. T~' P rL¥c~II.J ~ ~A-.j 
PlOILIM DUPLICATED Y£5 NO -.. , 16. SYSTEM STATUS 




,-& l.l ~ et::. dL /1 TuD"e g iJ{.f.f(.4:.~1D 2f,J 1"&1~ 0~ ) 
~~...rA.J.a..r "~ ~IIF-tr£ .: > ..s-AEJu.' ~ L&. ZA.I 
'2?~ v...r&JtAr ~ ~.,c .. ·zt!: d I. z- .,. ~~ 1100 ,..,. 
a~t£ ~% ?b ~~-
CORP.ECTIVE ACTION ~t. 111 STATUS 
cztyl' ~ltl tf~Z5.J n ~#V 2~2~. , 
ITA TIS DATE· .. 






ISTIMTID I - COMPLniOI .... 




51GNATUU 0 . , . -·t --- - .. . . . . . CLDSID ) 
. . 
: PLEASI Ill INSTRUtTIONS Dl.ltVIISI SIDI or FDIN 2859 
' 
•••• of --IYSTEM TROUBLE REPORT 
i: DATI .
1 
z. CATlGOlY (CIICLI •tJ J. fliOliTY (CIItLE ONl) - •• _JTI •u..a1a 
-~I ~-~ 7 (f) I I L t I I li') I · fr7- 87 i . . I 
. 
i. llFlU•tE DOCIMENT 7 • toC&MlN1 AFF.lCTl~ . .a, ,~ •. '''''" /t'f£ 
ISt1 • ISG: 
pcu: ICS: 
•••• TCQM: 
;. ,lOILIR DUPLICATID 
lUliNG IUN 
Anll IESTAlt 
. Artll liLOAD -




JO. FUNCTION ArFICTlD 
11. ,,,, ,,,, 
Ec-~wr ,_ 
IJ. LlllliiiG VItti 
~ ... 
lrLL (_ 
... y~~~.~-' 1u5 ..... -="•0 iiiiiii--•11aa..t16. PST Ill STATUS 








• P{ 1lD Vll' I ON 21. f 1111 VllS I ON 22. IS t 1M TID IAT& t-· C;.;D;.;.;,MP;..;:L;:.IT;.:I~II;;::..__.._•;...._•_•_•_·_-. 





· & PLEASE Ill IISTAUCTIONS ON lEVIlSI 1111 IF FilA 






• AFT&a ULOAD 
~UILI llSCliPTIOI 
AP.l Ct I VI ACT I 011 
!COM IIICt 
CftS•I• 
t. ltl StATUS 
11ATUI 

















SYSTEM TROUBLE REPORT 
• 11FlllMCI IDC~N1 
• 
• IAOG~ VlliiONS: ~~ APPLICAILIJ 
=~:fl ~?f:~: ::::: 
KJI• au· 
au· W,!S· 
• PAOILEM IU,LICATID 
DUIIII IUN 
AFTil USTAlT 
• ar111 IILOAD 
JCOM lltC; 
C!S•I• 
•• It& IUJGlA ,,_ ~~~~ 
. T 'LI IISCIIP1'1011 ~ kyi- " . . ,u~u; C& ~ ry~ At""-- m 9? .4 /.t,pu6-
+ .;: ,{Jty;L 1~#1' A?OU?Ze tKtfu•e -- Ne JeJs z61/a.z' 
fj,it:z~~ ~ ~~ ~ &!,ttl Ca«. 







_ .. ______ ------ __ s _ _ ISTIMftl 
~ .~,- I --- · ---~-·r- ---------- ----~ :::"· 1· · · ·· I 
•ODft 7/N • 
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26 April 1988 
125-SOOl-0649 
Whittaker Command & Control Systems 
6190 Yarrow Drive 
Carlsbad, CA 92009 
Attn: Ms. Marie Raymond 
Manager of Contracts 
Subj: Subcontract 125-001; Iceland Command and Control Enhance-
ment (ICCE), Software Qualification Test (SQT) Report, 
dated 5 February 1988 (CDRL No. 332-02C, 532-04C) 
Ref: Letter, HQ ESD (Gettelman) to TechDyn (Hise), dated 20 
April 1988, NADS-479 
Dear Ms. Raymond: 
TechDyn Systems has reviewed and is forwarding the ref-
erenced letter in regard to the subject ICCE SQT Report to 
Whittaker Command and Control Systems for action and compliance 
with paragraph 3 contained therein. 
Performance in ·accordance with the instructions provided 
herein is considered by TechDyn to be within the scope of the 
existing subcontract requirements. In the event that WCCS does 
not agree that these instructions are within the present 
requirements, wccs must notify TechDyn, in writing, within ten 
(10) calendar days from receipt of this letter. 
If you have any questions regarding the above, please 
contact the undersigned at (703) 922-5100. 
Max s. Rosen 
Senior Contract Administrator 
Enclosure: As stated 
MSR/dlw 
-
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• . 
DIPARTMINT Of .THE AIA.PORCE 
HIAOQUAJn'UIILIC'T"'NIC IYITIMa DIVISION (APIC) 
HANICOM AIR PORCI8Ail. MASIACMUimS 01731.-ooG 
ZO APR 1988 
~'::;.' ;: PKS-5/ (sm/Lt oal.rylnple) /NADS-4 79 
.;,CT: Q:Jntract !'19628-85-C-0079, Iceland Command and CCntrol Enhancement, Software 
QUalification 'l'e8t (S(ll') Report, dated 5 rebruary 1988 (OliL No. 332-Q2C, 
TO: 
532-Q4C) 
TechDyn Systems Corporation 
Attn: Mr William C. HiM 
6564 IDisdale Court 
Suite 600 
Springfield, VA 22150 
1. '!be Government haa reviewed the subject lCCE/c:mi'At sgr Report for the 
Prooeesing and Display FUncticnal Area (PDFA), inclucSinq the !CO: tl;1r Paport 
Supplement c5stec5 1 March 1988. 'l1te gcwemment doe• not accept tbia 
doaaent. 
2. OVerall, the test report doea not thoroughly document all occurrenc:es of 
the sgr aessiats. A number of occurrences have not been included w 
several which have been· include:! are in disagreement with cur records. 'ftte 
sgr Report Supplement contains a partial listing of the status of a number 
of System Trouble Reports (Sib) but prOYides no evidence of clcsw:e, 
descriptions or analysis of S'l'RS generated since the enc:J of formal sgr (17 
Dec 87). 'ftle supplement also provides no analysi• of data recordinq and 
reduction from the sqr. The attachment provides detaila of the review with 
specific problema noted. 
3. 'lbe ecntractor is required to revise and resubmit the subject report 
within 3 weeks of receipt of this letter. '!'be revised report shall 
accurately reflect the sat •essicna and inoxporate tlle attached comments. 
4. Perfonance in ac:cordance with the instructions provided herein is 
considered to be within the present requirements of the subject cmtract. 
In the evant the Ccntractor does not &i)ree that the&e i.nstructicns are 
within the present requirements, he must &»tify the COnt.rac:ting Officer, in 
writing, within fifteen (15) c:alencSar days fxcm the date of receipt of thia 
letter. 
Con~~r Capt, trac OfJ eer 
Directorate of Strategic 
Systems Ccnt.racts 









SOT REPORT REVIEV 
CDRL ITEM 332 - 1/001726/00C 
Attachment 
1. There are a number of discrepancies in vhat the SOT Report says and 
vhat the government observers for ICCE SQT noted. Specific instances 
of this are provided belov in the detailed coaments. 
2. The summarization of event occurrences is incomplete. The SOT Report 
has overlooked documentation of •ajor occurrences that should be for-
mally documented for historical and accuracy reasons. 
3. The system trouble reports (STRs) generated, relative to each test 
event, should be summarized vithin the SOT Test Event Report in sec-
tion 6, paragraph 6.2. This has been done in several cases, but·not 
consistently. 
4. It is necessary for the contractor to provide the government vith 
evidence of the verification of steps that vere not verified during 
formal SOT sessions. Sp~cific notation of these steps has been 
included in the detailed comments belov. Additionally, the contrac-
tor should provide the closure information on STRs that remained 










Tvo tracks allocated the same ROCC TN. 
Hap Gen inoperable if lat/long is 
greater than 60 degrees 
BS does not distinsuish between 
si•llive 
Delayed Voice Alert 
Console correlation not i•plemen·ted 
correctly 
One cycle delay in transmit of KR 
The tell control •essage transmitted the 
incorrect number of times 
5. There are a number of areas of Inconsistency in reporting redlines to 
the SOT test procedures. ln some events all changes aade to the pro-
cedure since the start of formal SOT have been noted. For other 
events only the most recent changes have been documented. For con-






6. During formal SQT, there vere steps that could not be verified in a 
number of events. This vas the primary reason for regression test-
ing. In some cases the SOT report docuaents these instances and that 
these steps vere later verified follovina softvare revision. How-
ever, this is not consistently the case. A aore thorough documenta-
tion of SOT and relative regressions should be provided. 
7. Printouts for.each day of testing have been sporadically provided. A 
number of printouts have been included but not all. In addition, the 
printouts included have not been presented chronologically. All 
printouts for all test days should be included in the SOT report for 
completeness. 
8. Several ICC£ directory listings have been included in Attachment 6 
vhich is supposed to contain the scripts used to run SQT events. The 
contractor should state vhy these listings have been included vithin 
this particular section of the test report. 
9. A number of new STRs vere generated following the end of SQT ses-
sions. The contractor states that a supplement to the test report 
vill be provided upon completion of data analysis and disposition of 
the current and nevly generated S!Rs from the analysis. It is recom-
mended that the contractor provide the STR forms for review of the 







Control Unit to TADIL-B in error 
Voice Frequency from ROCC to TADIL-A in 
error 
Control Unit in engagement, retransmit 
to TADIL-B in error 
10. The Verification Cross Reference Matrix (VCRM) presented in Section 5 
is inconsistent with that contained in the ICC£ Master Test Plan 
(HTP). The VCRH provided in the SOT Report should accurately reflect 







c. The reference to Event 3 of Appendix E is 







































Tvo events, that vere deleted from the original 
procedure in Appendix E should be noted for 
consistency vith the rest of the SOT report. 
The events include, Event 5.2.4, Filter Subsur-
face IDs (vhich vas deleted) and 5.2.5, Filter 
ECK/ESH (also deleted). 
The attachment to this event should be noted 
(Attachment 1 to Event 5.3 in Appendix E). 
Attachment 4 is included in the SOT Report 
(Attachment 1). ledlines noted are accept-
able except redlines to step 4 and 16 should 
explicitly state the •Loadtest is to have no 
dummy addresses". 
Attachments 4 and 5, included in the SOT 
Report (Attachment 1) have not been verified 
by SOT participants. The checksheets signed 
by SOT participants should be provided, if 
they exist. 
Specific dates should be provided as 
opposed to "Days 1 and 2." 
Redlines have been indicated for steps 2 and 7. 
It is not clear vhat the redllnes are, since 
specific redlines have not been included in 
the test procedure in attachment 1 or 2 of the 
SOT report. Additionally, change~ vere agreed 
upon to redline step 3 of Event 5. These 
chan1es have not been noted in the SOT Report. 
A redline is indicated for step 9. The only 
change reported is the positional variance 
vhich has been cited in section 2 of this same 
paragraph. The contractor should identify and 
justify changes beyond the positional variance 
that have been aade. 
Additionally, step 8 of event 7, Appendix A 
has been redlined to reflect a positional vari-
ance. The contractor should clarify whether 
steps 5 and 6 are also being changed to 






Pare Paras:ral!h Section CoJDJDent 
6-3 6.2 1 A redline has been agreed to for set 2g that 
Appendix A has not been included in the SOT report. 
Event 8 
6-4 6.2 4 The sentence •Request to have all special func-
Appendix A keys added to test procedure that vas tested in 
Event 8 CPT&E not approved by PH.• is not clear. 
Explain and/or revord. 
6-4 6.2 1 Step 3c, indicated as redlined in the SOT pro-
Appendix A cedure during test run, does not exist. 
Event 9 
6-5 6.2 2 The contractor should clarify vhat is needed 
Appendix A to correct the problem of negative altitudes 
Event 14 for ROCC tracks being reported out on the 
TADIL link and if it vas performed during SOT. 
3 The contractor should provide a specific refer-
' ence to justify the statement that the air-' craft speeds vere not exact. 
6-5 6.2 Attachment 1 provides the SOT procedure vith no 
Appendix B explanation of results. Some statement as to 
Event 1 the success or failure of event 1 is required 
here. 
6-6 6.2 Page 27 of the test log indicates that step 34 
Appendix B has been redlined. This is not reflected in 
Event 5 the SOT Report. 
6-6 6.2 3~4. The contractor should provide evidence that 
Appendix B 5 steps 2, 6, 8, 13, and 18 have been verified 
Event 6 in the DX. 
Pare 28 of the test log indicates that step 21 
has been redlined. This is not reflected in 
the SOT lleport. 
6-7 6.2 2 The contractor should provide further explana-
Appendix B tion as to government concern and exactly vhat 



































1 A redline to step 2 has been indicated in the 
SQT report. A chance vas not previously noted 
io sovernment notes or copies of the SOT pro-
cedure. The contractor aust justify the 
chance, as the one penciled into Attachment 1 




A redline has been listed for step llb. This 
step is non-existent in the SOT procedure. 
The test los, page 30, shovs a redline has 
been made to step 12 of Appendix B, event 8. 
A chance has not been noted here. 
It is not possible to reviev the accuracy of 
the SOT Report for this event as the contrac-
tor has not provided the government vith the 
classified test procedure that vas used during 
the testing. The contractor must provide this 
documentation as orisinally agreed. 
State vhether step 4 vas verified by SOT par-
ticipants. Government notes indicate this step 
vas never verified. 
The intent of statement 12 is unclear. Revord. 
Government notes for step 19 of Event lla 
shovs that logic errors vere present and this 
step vas never verified. This contradicts the 
results presented in the SOT Report; reconcile 
this inconsistency. 
A redline is indicated for 3b. No chans~s are 
shovn in either version of the SOT procedure 
presented in attachments 1 and 2 of the SOT 
Report. Correct this. 
A change vas •ade to step 3c that has not been 
reported in the SOT results. 
Clarify vhat is meant by the "CNDL either live 






























1 The contractor has indicated a redline change 
to step 10 of this event. Ho Chances have 
been noted by the governaent or in Attach-
•ents 1 and 2 to the SOT leport. The contrac-
tor should correct this. 
2 Clarify vhat is aeant by •select eli and dise-




Specify what changes were requested by ESD. 
The change vas to repeat the event and perform 
the reverse of the handover with no degrada-
tion in track quality. This should explicitly 
be presented in the SOT Report as it changed 
the entire objective of the original event. 
Clarify vhat is aeant by •cr.• Is this in 
reference to a cease-tell? 
Redline steps have been indicated, but not 
specified. Recoamend contractor specify 
changes that have been made to steps la, lb, 
4, 5, 7a, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 16a, 19, 20. 
The vrite up for this event is very incom-
plete. A number of occurrences that resulted 
in event re-runs and verification have not 
been included. A number of steps vere not ver-
ified during the test sessions and it vas 
noted that they ahould be checked in the data 
reduction. These occurrences have not been 
reported. In addition, the handover problem, 
in which no bandover occurred, even folloving 
track quality degradation dovn to 0, has not 
been documented anywhere in the SOT report. 
The contractor should provide an explanation 
as to vby steps 18 and 19 vere not verified in 
the initial SOT runs, and hov the event vas 





























1 A redline has been indicated for step 17. The 
contractor should specify vhat the change is, 
as the redline does not agree vith 10vernment 
notes taken during the SQT sessions. 
3 The contractor should provide the system 




Include a discussion of the problem in vhich a 
voice frequency input by the aocc vas not 
received by either the IADIL or E-3 
participants. 
An STR vas generated relative to step 20 for 
TADIL-8. This should be noted. 
The coamunications problems experienced on 
11/17/87 vith Langley (both voice and data 
links) should be documeated. 
TADIL-B vas not shovn in test procedures in 
attachments 1 or 2. Clarify vhat is meant by 
•removed TADIL-B step 8." 
Changes vere aade to step 8 that have not been 
noted in this report. 
1 Changes are indicated for step 12. Bovever, 
no.changes are ahovn in attachments 1 or 2 or 
in aoverncent ·aaintained notes. 
6.2 1 It should be noted that an STR vas generated, 
and it vas reco .. ended that data reduction be 









It should be noted that a redline has been 
aade to step 19. 
The verification of attachment 1 to this event 


















1 · Note should be taken that the entire event vas 
submitted by the contractor during testing per-
testing perforaed during 9-20 November 1987. 
The redlines noted vere aade subsequent to 
that. 
3. It is stated that •capaci ty vas held fo1 .. com-
pletion of most of next event.• Does this 
indicate that the Data Link Computer vent dovn, 
as it had previously done and therefore the 
event failed? 
Communications problems are incompletely 
addressed. The statement is aade that "The SOT 
dry-runs provided the needed time to vork out 
communication problems.• Judging from the 
report to follov, this does not appear to have 
been the case, and this statement is not true. 
A statement is made that "Additional actions at 
VCCS included reload of SRV 87-292 that vas 
used during dry-runs to verify if it vas a 
RADIL softvare release problem.• 
The conclusion from this test has not been pre-
sented. Vas it a RADIL software release 
problem? 
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